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Management Summary

1. DOE Approval

The DOE approval for the annual renewal of the research grant to the Stanford Project

on the Productivity and Infectivity of Horizontal WelZswas received in late March 1997.

The Project formally commenced on March 10, 1993. Mr. Thomas Reid is the DOE Project

Manager in Bartlesvilleand Mr. John Augustineis the DOE Contracts Officerin Pittsburgh.

2. Industrial AfEliates Program

The DOE Project operates in associationwith an IndustrialAffiliatesprogram on horizontal

wells, for which oil company membership has also continued during 1996. The current

membership comprised the following organizations:

AGIP (Italy)

Amoco (USA) ARTEP/IFP (France)

BP Exploration (USA)

Chevron (USA)

INTEVEP (Venezuela)

Marathon (USA)

Maxus Energy (USA)

Mobil E & P (USA)

Norsk Hydro (Norway)

Petrobras America (Brazil)

Phillips Petroleum (USA)

Shell Exploration (USA)

Smedvig Technologies (Norway)

Texaco (USA)

Union Pacific Resources (USA)

US Department of Interior/

MineralsManagementService (USA)

3. Project Goals

The Project has eight principal goals to be studied and developed over a five year period.

These goals are as follows:
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TASK 1: AdvamcedModeling of HorizontalWells- Develop special griddingtechniquesand

associated averagingalgorithms for accurate simulation of HW-performance.

TASK 2: Investigateand Incorporate the Effects of Reservoir Heterogeneities- Study im-

pacts of various types of heterogeneity and develop methods for incorporating their

effects in both fine grid and coarse grid models.

TASK 3: Develop Improved Methods for Calculating Multi-Phase Pressure Drops

within the Wellbore - Plan, execute, and interpret two-phase flow experiments at

an oil company researchfacili~, and use results to ~alyze/validate a new two-phase

model.

TASK 4: Pseud~Functions - Define improved methods for computing two-phase pseudo-

functions for effective relative permeabilities for coarse grid blocks near an HW - de-

termine sensitivitiesto heterogeneities,flow conditions, skin factors, etc.

TASK 5: Develop Multi-Well Models - Develop numerical techniques sad software in a

parallelcomputing architecturecapable of interactivelycoupling multiple detailed HW-

models to a large scale reservoirsimulator.

TASK 6: Test HW-Models with Field Examples- Work with affiliate’smember companies

to establishHW-modeling capabilities~om field measurements,particularly for patho-

logical problem cases.

TASK fi EOR Applications - Provide and implement practicaI HW aspects into modeling

of EOR processes - miscible gas, steam displacement, in-situ combustion.

TASK 8: Application Studies and Their Optimization - Seek field opportunities for HW’S

and study their best implementationin various reservoirscenarios e.g., multiple later-

als, hydraulic fracture variants, etc. .

Some of our principal achievementsduring 1997 are summarized below.

4. Flexible Streamline Grids for Reservoir Simulation (Chapter 1)

Conventional simulators using Cartesian grids are generally unable to provide a re-

alistic representation of critical reservoir features such as faults, fractures, and channels.

Flexible grids which honor curved geometriescan model complex reservoirsmore effectively.

Since streamlines provide a natural means of identifying crucial flow regions, they can be

. . .
Vm



. used to define the base grids in a flexible grid approach. A new grid generation technique

based on streamlines and equipotentials is developed for reservoir simulation. The use of

fidl tensor permeabilities ensures that a consistent approximation is retained for any grid

type. Results computed using the new grids demonstrate improvement in accuracy when

compared with Cartesiangrids of similar resolution.

5. Well Index Correlation for a Finite Conductive Etorizontal Well (Chapters 2)

Previously we have shown that the correct well index for a typical partially pene-

trating horizontal well could be very differentfrom the classical Peaceman well index. The

correct well index can be calculated in a semi analytical manner in which the well pressure

is obtained analytically and the well block pressureis computed numerically. The effect of

pressuredrop (frictional and accelerational) in a horizontal well on well index is studied on

basis of well indices. Correct well indices are computed for bite conductivi~ wells. Their

use in simulationsare shown to improvethe numericalresults. Severalexample are included.

6. Analysis of Gas Injection in Horizontal Wells (Chapter 3)

Gravity is a major force affecting the recovery of oil from reservoirsby gas injection.

For vertical wells, there are severe rate limitations to achieve the gravity drainage benefits,

but the use of longer horizontalwellsmay allow this techniqueto be economically attractive.

The effect of gas injection on the gravity drainage process in horizontal wells is studied

through experiments and simulations. The sweep efficiency of the process for various well

configurationshss been studied using a CT scanner. A sensitivity study on the impacts of

many parameters such w length and location of wells, injection rate, and permeability on

recovery efficiencyhas also been carried out.

7. Multiple Solutions for Separated Gas-Liquid Flow in a Wellbore (Chapter 4)

Many researchershave reported the existenceof multiple solutions to the momentum

balance equation for separated upward gas-liquid two-phase flow, such as stratified smooth

flow, stratifiedwavy flow, annularflow, and annularmist flow. This phenomena is examined

in detail in this chapter. The size of multiple solution region and its dependence on flow

parameters are investigated. Physical arguments and numerical simulations of a transient

process show that the smallest root provides the correct solution.

ix”
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8. An Experimental Study of Single Phase and Two-Phase Flow in Horizontal

Wells (Chapter 5)

This chapter contains a brief overview of the 5-year Stanford horizontal wellbore

experimental program. Comparison between measurementsand predictions from different

existing mechanistic and empirical flow models are reported. It is conclude that none of the

existing models can make reliable predictions for pressuredrops for two-phase wellbore flow.

Application of a new simplified homogeneous model shows promising results.

9. A Mechanistic Model for Multiphase Flow in Pipes (Chapter 6)

Advances havebeen made in the Stanfordmechanisticflow model. A new mechanistic

model, applicable to all pipe geometries and fluid properties is presented. The model incor-

porates roughnesseffects as well as liquid entrainment,both of which are not accounted for

by previous models. New empirical correlations are proposed for liquid/wall and liquid/gas

interfacisl friction in stratified flow, for the liquid fraction entrainedand the interracialfric-.

tion in annular-mist flow. Through extensive testing, the model has proven to

robust than existing models and is applicable over a wide range of conditions.

10. A Comprehensive Reservoir/Wellbore Model for Horizontal Wells,..
(Chapter 7)

be more

While simulators can be used to predict the performance of horizontal wells, sim-

ple models are needed to quickly respond to such questions as: what is the effect of well-

bore pressure drop and various reservoir and fluid parameters on well performance? To

answersuch questions, thredimensional, anisotropic and transient, reservoir/wellbore cou-

pling models for infiite-conductivity and iinit~conductivity wellbores are developed. The

iinite-conductivity well model considers frictional and accelerational pressure drops in the

wellbore and also takes into account the effects of fluid inflow into the well. These models

can provide referencesolutions for well productivity or well index and can be used to check “

the accuracy of numericalsimulators in single phase flow model.

11. Affiliates Progress Review Meeting

An annual review meeting for member companies in the Stanford Horizontal Well Project

was held at Stanford on October 27-28, 1997. Thk meeting was well attended and some

member companies made presentations related to this project on the second day.
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12. Papers and Presentations at Conferences, etc.

Seven papers were presented:

L

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

●

●

●

●

“SimpleEquationsfor WellborePressure DrawdownCalculation”presentedat the 1997

SPE Western Regional Meeting - Long Beach, California, June 25-27

“A Practical Procedure to Predict Cresting Behavior in Horizontal Wells” presented

at the Fifth Latin American and Caribbean Petroleum EngineeringConference and

ExhMion, 1997- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, August 30- September 3

“Modelingthe Behauior of Horizontal Wells” presentedat the 1997IEA Workshop and

Symposium on EOR - Copenhagen, Denmark,August 31- September 3

“A (%mprehensive Reservoir/Wellbore Model for Horizontal Wells” presented at the

1998 SPE India Oil and Gas Conference- New Delhl, India, April 7-9

“A Mechanistic Model for Multiphase Flow in Pipes” presented at the 49th Annual

Meeting OFCIM, 1998- Calgery, Canada, June 8-10

“An Experimental Study of Single Phase and Two-Phase Flow in Horizontal Wells”

presented at the 1998 SPE Western Regional Meeting- Bakersfield,May 10-13

“Effects of Grid Systems on PredictingHorizontal Well Productivity” presentedat the

1998 SPE Western Regional Meeting - Bakersfield,May 10-13

Results of our researchwere presented to the following organizationsor meetings:

SPE Asia Paciiic Oil and Gas Conference,Kuala Lumpurj Malaysia,April 1416,1991

DOE Conference, Houston, June 16-18, 1997

British Petroleum, London, UK, August 46, 1997

Norsk Hydro, Bergen, Norway,August 25-26, 1997
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1. Flexible Streamline Grids for Reservoir Simulation

by R6gis Augut, ilJichael G. Edwards, and Khalid Aziz

Abstract

Critical reservoirfeaturessuch as faults, fracturesand highly correlated channelscan

have a high degree of geometric complexi~ with regions containing very high curvatures

within their description. Conventionalsimulatorsare generallyunable to provide a realistic

representationof such features.

Flexible grids that honor curved geometriescan enable geometricallyand geologically

complex reservoirsto be modeled effectivelyprovided that a consistentflux approximation is

employed. The generationof such grids and the development of accompanying appropriate

“fluxapproximations is a major area of current simulationresearch.

This chapter addressesboth the generationof suitable simulationgrids for heteroge-

neous media and specific discretization issues that arise with such grids. Streamlines and

equipotentials are used to define our base grids. Since streamlinesare concentrated in high

velocity regions they provide a natural means of clustering fine grid cells in crucial flow

regions.

For complex configurations and particularly for strongly heterogeneous regions the

resultinggrid cells can become very distorted due to extremelyhigh curvatures. Two ~es of

cell centered formulation are examined together with a cell vertex-point distributed scheme.

Important distinctions are found for highly distorted cells.

The new gridsaretested for accuracy in termsof criticalbreakthroughparametersand

it is shown that a much higher level of grid resolution is requiredby conventional simulators

in order to achieve results that are comparable with those computed on relatively coarse

streamline-potentialgrids.

1.1 Introduction

Reservoirsimulationinvolvesthe application of numericalmethods to solve a sys-

tem of conservationlawsthat describeflow in a porous medium. The resultsof the simulation

process are strongly dependent upon the computational grid, geometry representation, and

the accuracy of the discretizationscheme.

1



The most appropriate grid tends to be problem dependent. Commonly used

Cartesian grids are generally non-al@ed with reservoir heterogeneitites and consequently

can provide poor representationof effective properties.

The development of a new object orientedreservoirsimulatorfor handlingflexible .

grids (called FLEX) is described in [1, 2]. Different types of grids and control-volumes are

considered such as Voronoi, Control Volume Finite Element (CVFE). Streamline-based~ids

have also been used in FLEX but only in limited cases.

In this work a new grid generator based on streamlinesand equipotential lines is

developed, in order to improve the accuracy of reservoirsimulation in heterogeneousmedia.

In the next Section a summary of features in FLEX is provided together with a

brief description of the finite volume schemes employed. An example of a reservoirwith a

high permeability channel is used to show the advantages of both boundary aligned grids

and grids defined by modular refinement.

The new method of grid generation based on streamlines and equipotentials is

described next. A summary of issues concerning dlscretization on general curvilineargrids

is also presented. The definition of the control-volumeis shown to play a key role in defining

the generalisedflux on highly distorted grids.

Finally the resultspresenteddemonstratethe benefitsof usingstreamline-potential

grids. The natural ability of the method to generategrids that concentrate grid linesin crit-

ical high-flow regions of the reservoiris demonstrated. Flow simulationresults computed on .

streamlinesshow that they provide the abili~ to compute critical flow parametersaccurately

while using only a small fraction of grid blocks required by conventional simulationin order

to achieve the same resolution.

1.2 FLEX Simulator

The FLEX simulator is an object oriented, flexible grid, (two phase) black-oil

reservoirsimulator. The object oriented approach is particularly useful because of the com-

plexity of grid generation and flexible grid geometries (such as Voronoi, CVFE, Hexagonal

grids, etc.). All the

the C++ language.

developments have therefore been made following this approach using

2



1.3 Flexible Grids

Flexible grids are generallycomprised of polygons whose shape and size can vary

according to position in the reservoir. Such grids overcome the geometrical limitation of

commonly used Cartesiangrids.

offer

●

●

●

●

The types of grid and the corresponding numericalmodel implemented in FLEX

a much broader range of geometrical and geological application.

In particular FLEX is able to align grids with :

Reservoir boundaries

Beds with varying permeability tensors (FLEX accepts full and asymetric tensors)

Faults

Horizontal/Inclined wells

Severalmodules (as originallyproposed in [3]) can be assembledwithin FLEX to

generate a desired grid. The modules can be scaled, rotated and placed in any combination

at particular locations (in the global coordinate system) in the reservoirusing simple coordi-

nate transformations. The module options include Cartesian,Hexagonal,ParallelCartesian,

Tilted hexagonal or Radial.

Apart from reservoirgrids that are entirely logically rectangular,the grids produced

by the modular approach adopted in FLEX are generated by passing the final set of grid

nodes defined by combinations of various modules to a Delaunay triangulator. For point

distributed schemes permeabilities are assignedto the resultingcontrol volumes, which are

generally polygons. Furtherdetails of FLEX and the modular grids can be found in [I].

1.4 Flow Equations

Without loss of generalityin the approach, we considertwo phase flow in a porous

media. The continuity equation for the j~k phase is written as

J( qf)s~)+ v . Vj)dr = J4
Q at

(1.1)

where the integral is taken over domain Q. The jtk phase saturation is defined by the ratio

of phase volume Tj to pore volume Tw With Sj = Tj/T>7 M_j is a specified phase flux and @

is the porosity. Since the pore volume must alwaysbe filled by the fluids present, this gives

3
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rise to the equation of state ~~~1Sj = 1 The usual momentum’equations of fluid dynamics

are replaced by Darcys law where
Vj = –AjKV@ (1.2)

is the j~k phsse velocity, K can be a full rock permeabilitytensor, @ is the pressureand the

mobility is givenby ~j = &j (sj)/~j where Pj and krj are the respective phase viscosity and

relative permeability. Gravity is neglected in this report. Further details on flow equations

can be found in [4] and [5].

1.5 Numerical Schemes

The numerical schemes

distributed approximations where

considered here are either cell centered or general point

flow variables, permeability and porosity are assumed

to have a piecewise’constant variation over each control volume. Continuity of flux and

pressure are physical properties of the singlephase flow equation that must be respected by

the numerical approximation scheme. In one dimensionit can be shown that continuousflux

and pressure constraints lead to the flux approximation

f = –((ib~+~– @~)/h)(2K~K~+~/(K~+ 3$+1)

where the coefficient 2KiKi+l/(Ki + Ki+l) is the harmonic mean ([4]).

The generalizationof this approximationis summarizedbelow for triangles,quadri-

laterals are discussed in section 1.9. Furtherdetails can be found in [2], [6], [7] and [8].

Figuie 1.1: Control Volume: Flux Continuity and Cell Face Indices

Continuous interface pressuresare introduced at a, b,c as indicated in Fig. 1.1, and

nornx$ flux continuity is imposed across the control volume interfaces at the continuous

pressurelocations. The continuity constraintsat the interfacescan be expressed as follows:

4



(1.3)

where Vi is the controlvolume velocity for (i = 1,2,3), and e.g. nti is the outward normal

on the interface a-d. The potential @ is assumed to have a linear spatial variation over

each interior triangle e.g. (1, a, c) and consequently (by Darcy’s law Eq. 1.2) the flux is

linear in Q. Thus Eq. 1.3 can be used to express the interface potentials in terms of the

adjacent vertex potentials @i for (i =“ 1,2, 3). The outward normal flux corresponding to a

given control volume face can then be expressedas a linear combination of the cell vertex

potentials and written as
m

where at are the generalized transmissibilitycoefficients, e(q) is the edge to cell index and

summation is over the local vertex number (m = 4 for a quad, 3 for a triangle). For example

the flux normal to control volmne face ad is given by

F~l) = – j: v~.naddl = -A.dV~.n.~

where Ad is the length (surface area in 3-D) of the interface a-d. The net edge based flux

for edge l?(j), that connects the i and j vertices (Fig. 1.1), is denoted by

where summation is over the control volume faces intersectingthe given edge nc = 1 at a

boundary or 2 otherwise (in 2-D). A fully Implicit formulation [7] is employed to solve Eq.

1.1 and is written in the concise locally conservativeintegralform

(1.6)
j=l

where ri is the actual physical volume of the control volume, M_jis a specified phase flux and

summation is over all Ned edges connected to vertex i. The hyperbolic flux contribution

is upwinded according to wave direction along each edge, for a positive outward wave with
= ,#+1‘+1 , otherwise s~~, ~ .respect to i, s~~~= S~

5
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1.6 Flow in a Channel with High Curvature

Grid flexibility is demonstrated by consideringthe case of a meandering channel

with high permeability that constrainsthe flow to follow a specific path. Due to the channel

curvature it is not possible to accurately representthe channel geometry using a standard

uniform Cartesian grid with a iinite number of cells. The channel is assigned a high perme-

abfity of 1000 md, while the rest of the reservoirhas a permeability of 10 md (See Figure

1.2) and the permeability is assumed to be isotropic.
,

128

.8~
z

0.(

Homogeneous Channel
I.OGO

s~
*

“.0 East -X Iabe mm

!“
1000.QO

. .
..4.

. . ..-

.- ,:

. . . ,. .

. .’...’-----
. .
. .

100.000

Figure 1.2: Channel Permeability Map

Two approaches to gridding are considered, (a) the Boundary Aligned Grid that

involves moving nodes to be aligned with interior boundaries and (b) Modular Refinement

which involves refinementin regions containing interior boundaries. These two grid types

are compared with standszd Cartesian grids used in conventional simulators. The reference

solutions are given by ECLIPSE using a 16 x 16

respectively.

1.6.1 Boundary Aligned Grid (BAG-Grid)

coarse grid. and 128 x 128 fine grid

The BAG-Grid begins with a Delaunaytriangulation of a set of grid nodes. After

triangulation, the control volumes are either defined as Voronoi (joining triangle circumven-

ters to edge mid-points) or CVFE (joining triangle barycenters to edge mid-points). The

initial grid can then be adjusted according to contours of heterogeneitieswith well defined

internalboundaries. This process involvesmoving the nodes of local control volumes that are

adjacent to the boundary contours so that the gridbock faces are fllgned with the contours.

6



Howeverthe grid must be chosensuch that the boundary line only passesthrough

two sides of a given triangle, otherwise an amb@uity is raised in how to move the nodes.

This is illustrated in figure 1.3 below:

Figure 1.3: Limits on Curvature

When the BAG option is employed, the centernodes of triangles adjacent to

the internal boundary are placed on the boundary such that control volume interfaces are

boundary-aligned. In the case of a Voronoi grid, such an approach violates the Voronoi

property due to the loss of local orthogonality. Alternative approachesinvolve either using a

CVFE grid globally throughout the domain, or locally where ~idblocks are distorted to fit

the internal boundary while retaining the Voronoi structure elsewherein the domain. The

CVFEBAG ~id of control-volumeseorrespondingto the channelpresented above is shown

in Fig 1.4. The boundariesof this channelhavebeen defined as contours and control-volume

faces have been aligned locally with the heterogeneitycontours.

Figure 1.4: Boundary Aligned Grid for Channel

7
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1.6.2 Local Modular Refinement

In this method, base grid nodes aredefined by a coarse Cartesianmesh and locally

refined Cartesian grid modules are placed over the channel. The resultingfield of grid nodes

is then triangulated and finally control volumes are defied by johing triangle barycenters

with cell edge mid-points. The location and size of the modulesmust be chosen such that the

resulting point distribution leads to a triangulationwith minimum distortion (i.e. avoiding

triangles with small angles).

Figure 1.5 shows the resulting CVFE

Cartesian grid modules followed by triangulation.

grid built by covering the channel with

Figure 1.5: Modular RefinementCVFE Grid for Channel

1.6.3 Results

The data used in all test cases is presented in the Appendix. Two phase flow

(oil-water) is simulated. Boundary conditions are defined by an injector and a producer,

that are completed along the left and right hand boundaries of the reservoirrespectively.

The performance of the above unstructuredgridmethods is compared with conven- .

tional coarse and fine Cartesian grid simulations. Performanceis determined by comparing

predicted water-cuts. Water-cut is a sensativesimulationparameterand is used to determine

precise time of breakthrough. Computed water-cuts are presentedin Fig. 1.6.

Modular Refinement The water-cut response computed with local modular refine-

ment shows a significant improvement over the coarse 16x16 Cartesian grid result. With

only a modest increase in the net number of cells used, 469 in this case, that are mainly

8
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concentrated in the channel, the grid provides improved resolutionof the channel boundary

and the ensuing flow field.

BAG. The boundary aligned grid significantlyimprovesresolutionwithout increasing

the number of gridblocks even when compared to the locally refinedgrid result. This result

cle~ly demonstrates the importance of aligningthe grid with flow boundaries.

The only limitation of both of these methods is in the dependence on known internal

boundary locations, which requires an accurate description of reservoir geometry. While

modular refinementdoes not depend on such a precise definitionof critical flow boundaries,

maximum efficiency will only occur with minimum sized modules and therefore boundary

detection is still important.

In conclusion both the BAG and modular refinementmethods, in the form described

above, can be effective provided that interior boundaries are known apriori.

1.7 Streamline Grids and Discretization

Streamlinemethods have gained revitalizedinterestin reservoirsimulation due to

the recent developments of [[9]and [10] and [11]],which show that the streamlinemethod is

a very efficientway to model displacementprocesses in generalheterogeneousreservoirs.

Inspired by this success, a first attempt at streamlinegrid generation [I] involving

grids composed of streamlinesand constant X-lines demonstrated a significantimprovement

in water-cut response when compared with a uniform Cartesiangrid using the same number

of grid nodes.

In this work a natural streamline-equipotentialcoordinate system is developed for

generating grids in heterogeneous media. The inherent approximate-orthogonality in these

grids minimizes grid skewness which can occur with the above approach. The method is

coupled with FLEX and is tithin the same object oriented fkamework. The resulting grids

reflect variation in the pressurefield caused by permeabilityheterogeneitiesin the reservoir

and can cluster grid lines in high flow regions, which in turn can be expected to increase

local accuracy of the finite-volume discretization. -

In contrast to the methods presented in the previous section which require that

flow boundaries be known apriori, hereby definition, the streamlinesare aligned with flow

boundaries which are determined within the ad generationprocedure.

The grid generation process involves: (a) a tie scale Cartesian grid single phase

flow calculation using the streamlinemethod [9]to trace streamlinescalculated from the fine

grid velocity field (b) selection of desired streamlinesto a specified coarse grid resolution,

10



(c) projection of the pressurefield via interpolation onto the selected streamlines,followed

by isopotential line interpolation across the selected streamlines,and (d) upscaling of fine

grid permeabilities onto the new coarse grid.

Currentlypower law upscaling is used to deiinethe coarse curvilineargrid permeabil-

ity field fkom fine scale rock data, while rock curves are used directly to define the relative

permeabilities on the coarse streamline grid. The grid vertices are defined by the intersec-

tions between the streamlinesand isopotential lines. Away from grid singularitiesthe grid

is generally comprised of quadrilateralcells.

1.8 General Curvilinear Coordinates

First we focus on the single phase pressureequation. The problem is to find the

pressure @ satis~ng

I –V ● K(z, g)V@dr = M
!-l.

(1.7)

over an arbitrary domain S2,subject to Neumann/Dirichletconditions on boundary ~fl The

right handside term M representsa flow rate, and V = (~z,8V). As before Matrix K can be

a diagonal or full Cartesiantensor with generalform

‘=(2%9 (1.8)

and is elliptic such that

K:p < Ka.KfiB (1.9)

The pressure equation is defined above with respect to the physical Cartesiantensor

in the initial classical Cartesiancoordinate system. Equation1.7 is reformulatedwith respect

to a curvilinearcoordinate system that has a precise correspondencewith a uniform dimen-

sionless logically rectangularCartesian (<,q) coordinate system. Performingthe integration

with respect to an arbitrary control volume QPcomprised of surfacesthat are tangential to

constant (<,q) respectively equation 1.7 can be expressedas

-~v.’(x,v)v@d,=-/~p(~,~+a,~)&d,=A,F+AqG=M (1.10)

where F and G are the general tensor flux components.

11
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P= – J(T==@f+ T~@Jdq
(1.11)

~ = – f(~~.@< + ~b@q)df

~ and ~ are the integrandsof Eq. 1.1 and A$F is the differencein net flux with respect to

$. General tensors are defied by

where J = Xcya—Zqyt. Off diagonal tensor coefficients play a critical role in the presence

of cross bedding, anisotropy, upscaling and non-Cartesian grids. Further details of this

derivation are presented in [12] where it is concluded that omission of the cross term T.b

can lead to a significantO(1) error in flux. Also any scheme applicable to a full tensor can

be applied to a generalcurvilineargrid by definingthe tensor coefficientsthrough equations

1.12.

1.9 Quadrilateral Discretization

Three variants of a family of flux continuous finite volume schemes are considered.

The first two are cell centered where flow variables and rock properties are defined at the

grid cell centers and the third is vertex centered or point distributed where flow variables

and rock properties are defined at the grid vertices.

1.9.1 Numerical Scheme

The finitevolume schemesemployedhere arebased.on [6]who presenta framework

for locally conservativeflux continuous d~cretization of the full tensor pressureequation. A

similarscheme is also presentedby [7], and the triangulationdescribed in section 1.2 follows

a similar approach. Flow variables and rock properties are assumed to be defined at the

nodes of a genericquadrilateralmesh as indicated in Fig 1.7 where nodes are numbered 1 to

4. It it important to notice that the nodes can either be at grid cell centers or cell vertices

and thus the formulation can either be cell centered or cell vertex/point distributed. Flux

and pressurecontinuity are achievedby introducing auxiliarycell interface pressuresat a, b,

c and d Figure 1.7: \

12
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Figure 1.7 Points of Continuity in Flux and Pressure

The potential @ assumesa linearvariationover eachof the shaded trianglesillustrated

in Figure 1.7. Using the definition of flux given by Eq. 1.11, flux continuity is imposed at

the pressure continuity points a, b, c and d of Fig. 1.7 and result in four equations for the

four additional interface pressuresintroduced into the system, where

The system of Eq 1.13 can be rearranged so as to express the interface pressures as a

linear combination of the four adjacent pressuresat the nodes (1,2,3,4) Fig. 1.7, and thus

the interface pressurescan be eliminated from the system. In general the outward normal

flux can be expressed as a linear combination of the m node pressureswith m = 4 for a

quadrilateral grid cell (m = 3 for a triangle) cf. Eq. 1.4. By performing this operation for

each group of four cells in a pre-processingstep, and assemblingcell face fluxes two per node

(e.g. node 1 receives fluxes from a and d), a family of locally conservativeflux continuous

nine-point schemes is derived, futher details are given in [6] . The implicit scheme can then

be assembled as before, by summing fluxes adjacent to the cell edges passing through the

given ith vertex cf. Eqs. 1.5 and 1.6. The above procedure can be regarded as a fbll tensor

generalization of the derivation of the harmonic mean. If only two nodes are involved the

procedure reduces to a two point flux with coefficientdefined by the harmonic mean. Three

variantsof this formulation are described below.

1.9.2 (a) Cell-centered: Transform Space Flux Continuity

In this approach [13] the grid in the physical domain is mapped to a uniform

Cartesian grid in the computational domain in a cell-wisefashion. Each quadrilateralcell is

13
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mapped to a unit Cartesian cell through the isoparametrictransformation

r = (1 —~)(1 – v)ri,j + @ – q)ri+l~ + tq)ri+l~+l + (1 —Oqriti+l (1.14)

Tensor transform derivatives are found by differentiatingEq. 1.14. Thus a physical grid

cell with Cartesianpermeability tensor is mapped to a square grid cell with a generaltensor

given by 1.12 (see Figure 1.8). A piece-wise constant generaltensor can be defined for each

cell by evaluatingtransformderivativesat the cell centers. If the cell-wiseconstant Cartesian

tensor is symmetric, then the general tensor is also cellwise constant and s~metric. For

example referringto 1.13

5%1: = %]: (1.15)

This prope@ is necessary for constructing a scheme with a symmetric positive definite

matrix [8]. “This approach also simplifies the definition of the general tensor in terms of

geometry, and simplifies implementation in two and three dimensions since all aspects of

geometry can be defined through cell-wise piecewise constant tensors. However,in this case

even for boundary aligned grids, since approximate cell face data is included in the flux

approximation, some smoothing of boundary data is incurred. In effect the exact boundary

location is approximated to second oxde~ convergenceof the scheme is studied in [12].

PhysicalCell

Figure 1.8: ‘Ikansformation:

“ElT

TransformedCell

Physical Cell - Computational Cell

.

1.9.3 (b) Cell-centered: Physical Space Flux Continuity

If the constraints of 1.13 are forced directly on the physicaJgrid, then by Eq. 1.11

the generaltensors are functions of transform derivativesevaluateddirectly at the cell edge.

Therefore for an arbitrary quatillateral, the edge based

metric with respect to the cell and in contrast to 1.15

Tab]: # ~dl;

tensors will not generally be sym-

(1.16) “

due to the difference in cell edge geometry at edges a and d. Consequently the discrete

matrix cannot be shown or expected to be symmetric [12]. Physical space continuity also
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involves a more complicated implementation (in 2 and 3-D) since each flux must be defined

with respect to the local cell face geometry, the grid cell being the control volume. However,

if grid.cells are geometrically aligned with boundaries, then the boundaries are represented

with precision since the exact cell-edge geometry is built into the flux approximation. The

effects of geometry discretization are discussed further in the resultssection.

1.9.4 (c) Point Distributed: Physical Space Flux Continuity

In this csse flow variables and rock properties are defined at the grid vertices

where the streamlinesand isopotential lines intersectand the discretizationis essentiallythe

dual of the cell centered scheme (b) described above. For a given grid vertex the control

volume in this method is definedby joining the barycentersof the surroundinggrid cells with

the midpoints of the cell edges that pass through the given vertex, Fig. 1.9. A maximum

of 8 faces is allowed for each control volume (in 2-D), which ensuresthat the grid respects

the curvatures of reservoirheterogeneitiesand channels. Continuity conditions are enforced

in physical space across the control volume faces and will again result in a non-symmetric

tensor, while geometry is precisely represented. Finally we note that while cell centered

schemes are directly compatible with conventional upscaling methods, for an irregulargrid

of given level, it is well known that the point distributed (cell vertex based) scheme is more

accurate than a cell centered scheme in terms of truncation error [4].

1.10 Results

The performanceof the above schemesusingstreamline-potentialgridsis measured

against conventionalcoarse and fine Cartesiangrid simulationsfor three test cases described

below. Each case involves simulation of two phase flow. Method performance is judged

primarily from a comparison of predicted water-cuts. Water-cut is a sensative simulation

parameter and is used to determine precise time of breakthrough. Fine scale Cartesian

grid results are used to provide reference solutions and the calculation of streamlines is

performed by solving the single phase flow equation on the same fine scale grid. A coarse

set of streamlines is then selected and the procedure described above is used to determine

the final streamline-equipotentialgrid and permeability field.
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~ PointDistributedControlVolume

Figure 1.9: Point Distributed Scheme: Grid and

~ CellCenteredControlVolume

Figure 1.10: Cell Centered Scheme : Grid and ControlVolume
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1.10.1 Heterogeneous Field

The first test case consists of a highly heterogeneouspermeability field with a 30%

correlation length in the horizontal direction Fig. 1.11. In each case completed injector and

producing wells are imposed on the left and right hand side boundaries. The streamline-

potential grid is shown in Fig. 1.12. A comparison of water-cuts predicted by the respec-

tive ECLIPSE fine grid, and coarse grid simulations and FLEX using scheme (a) with the

streamline-potential grid are shown in Fig. 1.13. A notable improvement in water-cut is

indicated by the new method, (in particular breakthroughprediction) when compared with

coarse grid ECLIPSE. The streamline-potentialgrid resolution is 26 x 13 compared to the

256 x 128 Cartesian fine grid. A comparison with the other schemes described in section

1.8 above is shown in Fig 1.14, in this case all three schemes predict a similar improvement

in water-cut response. Oil recoveries are shown in Fig. 1.13 for scheme (a) and serve to

emphasize the improved performance due to the streamline-potentialgrid.

2-D Reference Data
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Figure 1.11: HeterogeneousPermeability Field

Figure 1.12: StreamlineGrid with HeterogeneousFlow Paths
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1.10.2 Meandering Homogeneous Channel

In the second example we returnto the meanderingchannelof section 1.6 cf. Fig

1.2. The channel is assigned a constant, isotropic, homogeneous permeability that is two

orders of magnitude larger than the rest of the otherwiseconstant field

The streamline-potential grid is presented in Fig. 1.15. while the grid is highly

distorted, it is observed that the streamlines are naturally aligned with the channel over

most of the reservoir. Again this illustratesthe natural ability of the method to align the

grid with crucial heterogeneities,and is in contrast with the methods of section 1.6, which

both require apriori knowledge of the flow channel before gridding can take place. As in

the previous case, channel flow boundary conditions with completed wells either side of the

domain are imposed and are used for both generatingthe grid and testing performance.

The watercut comparison between the Cartesian reference solutions and that of

scheme (a) using the streamlinepotential grid is shown in Fig. 1.16. A dramatic im- “”

provement in prediction of this key parameter is observed. In contrast to the ECLIPSE

16x16 coarse grid, the FLEX streamline-potentialgrid solution indicates an improvement in

the estimate of breakthrough by approximately 40%, clearly demonstrating the benefit of

employing the streamlin~potential grid.

Scheme (b) provides even furt~er improvementin resolution compared to scheme (a)

which can be seen in Fig. 1.17. The differencein results computed by schemes (a) and (b)

can be attributed to the differencein formulation in the types of scheme. As discussed in

section 1.9 scheme (a) involves some smoothing of the grid transform derivatives and thus

geometry effects, while scheme (b) maintains a precise definition of grid geometry in the

flux at the expense of a more involved implementationand introduction of a non-symmetric

tensor. Scheme (c) (which is point d~tributed) also maintains a precise definition of grid .

geometry and consequently also has a more involved implementation, however results are

comparable with that of scheme (b).

Finally we note that cell centered scheme grid blocks are precisely the grid cells cf.

Fig. 1.15, while the point distributed scheme grid blocks are polygons cf. Fig. 1.18.

1.10.3 Meandering Heterogeneous Channel

The last example involves an anisotropic heterogeneous version of the channel

problem, where a varying permeability field is imposed within the channel and is shown in

Fig. 1.19. The anisotropy ratio is givenby Ky/Kz = 10. Again the streamlinesare naturally

clustered in high permeabilityregionsand the streamline-potentialgrid is shown in Fig. 1.20.
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Figure 1.15: StreamlineGrid for a Homogeneous Isotropic Channel

The observed trends in scheme performance are similar to the previous case. The water-cut

computed by scheme (a) using the streamline-potentialgrid shows a significantimprovement

when compared with the coarse Cartesian grid result Fig. 1.21. Further improvement is

obtained by usingschemes(b) and (c), and asbefore the additional improvementis attributed

to enforcing the flux continuity constraint directly on the physical grid, Fig. 1.22. Finally

a comparison between the evolution.of the saturation field computed by ECLIPSE 16x16

and that by scheme (c) using the streamline-potentialgrid is shown in Figs 1.23 and 1.24.

The saturation maps clearly demonstrate the reduction in numerical diffusion due to the

comparatively locally fine grid that is alignedwith critical flow regions, in particularthe early

breakthrough predicted by the streamline-potentialgrid computation is almost apparent in

resultsafter 20 days. A separate body of evidence demonstratingstreamlineand streamtube

benefits is presented in [14].
.
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1.11 Conclusions and Future Work

A new grid generation technique based on streamlinesand equipotentials is devel-

oped for reservoirsimulation. The method relies on the natural property of streamlinesto

provide a grid that has a concentration of grid lines in high velocity regions of the flow field

thereby naturally optimizing nodal placement. The method is implemented in C++ and is

coupled with FLEX. The streamline tracing is performed using the 3DSL streamline code

[10] developed at Stanford.

The use of a full tensor scheme ensuresthat a consistent approximation is retained

for any grid type. Both point-dkhibuted and cell centered variants of the flux continuous

scheme are further developed and contrastedfor highly distorted grids. While local mapping

of the physical domain to the computational domain convenientlybuilds

the tensor, calculation of continuous fluxes directly on the physical grid

quality.

the geometry into

improves solution

Results computed using the new grids demonstrate a significantimprovement in ac-

curacy when compared with conventional Cartesian grids of similar resolution. Streamline

grids and unstructured grids are shown to be particularlyeffectivewhen aligned with domi-

nant channelboundaries. The streamlinegrid has the added advantagesof naturalboundary

alignmentwith crucial flow paths while concentratingstreamlineswithin the dominant flow

paths of the reservoir.

In addition it is observed that streamline-potentialgrids lead to more accurate solu-

tions in terms of numericaldiffusion and grid orientationeffects. In particular, comparisons

of critical breakthrough parameters show that results are very close to fine Cartesiamgrid

results, while the method drastically reduces the number of gridblocks used.

Currently, streamlines are generated for specific well configurations and reservoir

shape. Future development will involve generalizationof the method to arbitrary well con-

figurations. We anticipate the need for a mixed element grid involving both triangles and

quadrilaterals in the case of natural grid singularities, e.g. at isolated wells and regions

where there is a loss of logically rectangularconnectivi~. Work is now beginning on the de-

velopment of streamlinegrid generationin a modular framework. Looking further ahead, we
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plan to consider dynamic grid generationwhich would have a variety of applications includ-

ing treatment of changesin boundary conditions such as the introduction or closing of a well.

In the shorter term, further development of the streamlinetracing algorithm is re-

quired in order to treat full tensor velocity fields on structured and unstructured grids. The

FLEX code can also be exploited for use in this preprocessingstep.

No attempt has been made in this work to study the crucial problem of upscaling.

Fine scale permeability distributions are currently upscaled to control-volume polygons by

power law averaging. There is a need for development of a robust fidl tensor upscaling algo-

rithm that is applicable to generalpolygons in two and three dimensions.

The work presented here is in two dimensions. The generation and development of

general three-dimensionalstreamline grids is a requirementthat would form the basis of a

major project. The interaction and effects of gravity on streamline grids will also require

fimtherstudy.

Nomenclature
dr = volume increment

e(q) = edge to cell suflix

F, G = normal cell face flux components L2/Z’ in 2-D

K = permeability tensor L2

J = Jacobian of a cell L2.

krj = relative permeability of jth phase dimensionless

M_j= j~h phase flu L2/Z’

n = time level superiix

r = position vector L ‘

sj = saturation of jtk phase - dimensionless

t = time T

T = gener~ geometry-permeabilitytensor L2 .

Vj = velocity of jtk phase L/T

Vl = discrete velocity at node 1L/T

Z, y = Cartesian coordinates L
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al = discrete generalizedtransmissibilitycoefficient

Aj = mobility of jtk phase L3T/M

Pj = viscosity of jth phase M/TL

# = porosity dimensionless

@ = potential M/~L

f, q = uniform dimensionlesstransform-spacecoordinates
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Appendix - Data Used in the Test Examples

Item Field Units S1Units
Reference Pressure 14.7 psia 1.0128 x 105Pa
Reference Temperature 60 degF 288.71 Kelvin
Oil Properties
Density at referenceconditions 49.942 lbm/fti 800.00 kg/m3
Formation Volume Factor 1.03 RB/STB 1.03 Rm3/Sm3
Compressibility 1.9 x 10-5 psi-l 2.7557 x 10-9 Pa-l
Viscosity at referenceconditions 1.1 Cp 1.1 x 10–3 Pas
Water Properties
Densi@ at referenceconditions 62.3664 lbm/ft3 999.973 kg/m3
Formation Volume Factor 1.02 RB/STB 1.02 Rm3/Sm3
Compressilbility 2.5 x 10-5 psi-~ 3.6259 X 10-9 Pa-l
Viscosity at referenceconditions 0.55 Cp 0.55 x 10-3 Pas
Rock Properties
Compressilbility 3.1 x 10-6 psi-l 4.4962 x 10–10Pa–l
Porosity at referenceconditions 0.25 0.25
Capillary pressure Opsi OPa

Table 1.1: Reservoir and Rock Data for Test Problem

Sw
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.55
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

KRW
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.04
0.075
0.125
0.20
0.30
0.575
1.0

KRO
1.0

0.96
0.875
0.8
0.7
0.43
0.23
0.1

0.025
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 1.2: Relative Permeability Table
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2. Well Index Correlation for a Finite Conductive

Horizontal Well

by Chris Wo@ieiner, Sepehr Arbabi, and Khalid Aziz

Abstract

This work investigates the productivity losses due to frictional and accelerational

pressure drops in a horizontal well. Comparison between a commercial numericalsimulator

and an semi-analytical solution is made on basis of well indices. The results are used to

determine correct well indices. Severalcases show how the results of a numericalsimulator

can be improved hereby.

2.1 Introduction

Horizontal wells provide both opportunities and challengesin reservoirdevelopment.

In our evaluationand prediction of reservoirperformancethe use of numericalflow simulators

is a necessity.

The representationof wells in a simulator is a rather critical task. For short perfora-

tion intervalsthe infinite conductive (constant pressure) well model is sufficientlyaccurate.

When considering wellbore pressuredrops, the contribution of a hydrostatic pressurediffer-

ence is most important for verticalwells. Other sourcescausing resistanceto the flow within

the production pipe are usually neglected, to avoid rather expensive computations.

The modeling of horizontal wells evolved in analogy to vertical wells. But horizon-

tal wells are very different. First, in absence of a hydrostatic pressure drop, Elctional and

accelerational affects may have an important impact on the well productivity. Second, nor-

mal perforation lengths of severalthousand feet combined with large flow rates make these

considerations even more important.

Horizontal wellsare often modeled incorrectlyin numericalreservoirsimulators. Well

block pressuresare related to bottom hole flowing pressuresusing analytical models under

severe simplifying assumptions. Correlationsfor fiction losses are available optionally but

inflow (accelerational) effects are still neglected.
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Conventional Well Model

The standard well model used in most numericalsimulatorswas introduced by Peace-

[[1], [2]]. It operates under the following assumptions:

single phase fluid

(pseudo) steady state flow

strictly radial (two dimensional) flow

no compressibility

well is close to the center of the reservoir

The basic equations (well model)

at a given well flow rate qw are

relating the well pressurepw to the well block pressurep.

WI = 2.kh
1**+S (2.1)

Pw=Po+g=Po+& (2.2)

The well transmissibilityTw is defined as the well index WI times the mobility AP=

@ This model is derived under the the assumption of single phsse flow, it is also used forpB “

multiphaseproblems by adding APin the absence of a better theory. Using Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2,

Tocan be expressed as a function of p~,pw and qw for a given well segment.

[
ro = rwexp 2xkh*A – s] (2.3)

The equivalentwellblockradiusr. is the distance from the block node at which the analytical

model in Eq. 2.2 gives the same pressure as the well block pressure. It depends only on

the geometry of the block containing the well and permeabilities. For a Cartesiangrid with

block spacing Ax, Ay and A.z in an anisotropic reservoir with permeabilities k=, ky and kZ

and a vertical well it is

‘0=028w
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More general

tions (k. = kv = kz)

geometries have been considered in literatwe. Under isotropic condi-

Eq. 2.4 reduces to

r. = O.140365~Ax2 + Ayz (2.5)

and hence a normalized equivalentwellblockradiusmay be defined as

‘on = &
(1 (2.6)

For a grid aspect ratio a = ~ of unity, we have the classical result of To. = 0.195.

2.3 Semi-Analytical Model

An analytical model was introduced by Babu and Odeh [3]. It is a solution of the

diffusivity equation for a line source in a box shaped reservoir. The well is alignedin parallel

to any edge of the reservoir. Boundary”conditionsfor the reservoirare no-flow and uniform

flux for the wellbore. The more appropriate condition of iniinite conductivity (constant

pressure) for the well is avoided for mathematicalreasons. The fluid is consideredto be single

phase and slightly compressible. The solution covers both transientand pseudo-steady state

flow regimes. Permeability anisotropy is also accounted for by scaling the original reservoir

to an equivalent isotropic one. The cross-section of the well is not circular anymore in the

transformed space.

Penmatcha [5]uses this solution to compute the performanceof wells in a box shaped

reservoir. A transient, three-dimensionaland semi-analyticalmodel for a coupled reservoir

/ wellbore system was obtained. The wellwas split into equal length segmentsand solutions

for these segments were superimposed in space and time. Due to the segmentation, an

infinite conductivity conditon can be achieved. The model produces a flow rate and a well

pressurefor each segmentand timestep. The program is also capable of resemblingthe finite

conductivity well i.e. when wellbore pressuredrop is present. In this case, a momentum

equation is included for pressuredrop betwenn segmentswhich accounts for frictional and

accelerational (inflow) pressuredrop as described in more detail below.
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Figure 2.1: ~ vs. Re; Four Approximations for the FanningFriction Factor (fully turbulent,
e = 0.0005)

2.4 Well Pressure Drop
$

Whenever flow in pipes is part of a problem we are interested in the amount of work

to move the fluid. The classic~ treatment of this issue considers the pressure loss due to

hydrostatic head and pipe roughness.
,

The contribution from the first term is negligible in this study of horizontal wells. ,

For Apf.iC the lack of a strict theory in fluid dynamics requiresthe use of correlations based

on experiments instead: the Fanning friction factor f is a function of the dimensionless

Reynolds number Re = * and the relative pipe roughness e = $. It is obtained from

the Moody (1944) frictionvfactor chart. For Iaminarflow (Re < 2100), f = ~. In case of

turbulent flow (Re > 4000) f is calculated by the implicit Colebrook [6] equation (Eq. ??)

or one of its explicit approximation [7], [8], citechen.
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Inthetransition from laminar to turbulent flow, the friction factor is interpolated

between the values at Re = 2100 and Re = 4000.

Incaseof wells thetheory for closed, rough pipes applies ordy partially. The fluid

entering the perforations radially has impact on the effective friction factor

ditional pressure drops due to accelerational effects. As shown by Ouyang

conventionally obtained friction factor ~. has to be corrected,

for laminar flow

f = fo (1+0.04304Re~6142)

and for turbulent flow

.f = .fo (1 – 0.0153Re~3978)

and causes ad-

et. al [11], the

(2.8)

(2.9)

w is the inflow Reynolds number. The accelerational pressure drop for awhere ReW = ~P

well-segmentis -
Fp

Ap.m=~=— ( + 2q@~q@~~Z q;ad,in )
(2.10)

It is a function of axial and radial inflows (qu,mt = qu,in + qrd,in)- Both, Eqs. 2.8

resp. 2.9 and 2.10, are considered in the semi-analyticalsolution.

2.5 Comparative Simulation Study

In this section the resultsof the semi-analyticalsolution with those obtained from a

commercial reservoir simulator (Eclipse, 1996A) are compmed. Deviations of the standard

well model from the correct one will be analyzed, a method for early time correction will be

shown. Some preliminarycomments have to be given first.

Without loss of generalitya singlehorizontal well was alignedin parallelto the y-sxis

in a block shaped reservoir. Geometry, fluid and reservoir data are given in Table 2.1 and

Figure 2.2. In different cases the effect of friction and other parameters was studied. The

semi-analytical solution was considered to give the correct results (under the assumptions

given). Correct parameters refer to these results in the further discussion. The grid of the

simulator has 51 x 100 x 5 blocks in x, y and y-direction. This high resolution ensuresthat

grid effects are kept low.
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reservoirlength a 6,000 ft
reservoirwidth b 12;000 ft
reservoirheight h 50 ft
permeability k== kv = ~z 3,000 mD
porosity 4 . 0.3
initial reservoirpressurep~~~ 4000 psi
total compressibiMy Q
form. volume factor .BO
viscosity p
density at res. cond. p
max. well rate q~m
min. bottom hole pressurep~i~
well location
well radius rW
skin s

3 “10-5 psi-~
1.05 &

1 Cp
6fj k

~$B10,000 —
1,200 p:

varying
0.1667 ft

o

Table 2.1: Data of Basic Reservoir-WellModel

x

Figure 2.2:

6000

Geometry of Wells in a Block Shaped Reservoir.
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case center offcenter edge
Xo 3000 1440 120

25 25 25
D~.j 4025 4025 4025

6 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
reservoirdimensions: 6000 x 12000x 50 ft

LONG WELLS: go=3000 to 310=9000(50 segs)
short wells: yo=5400 to VO=6600(10 segs)

Table 2.2: Name Conventions for Cases under Study (length unit: feet)

2.5.1 Constraints of the Analytical Model

In order to be able to compare the resultsof differentmethods we first need to make

sure that we are addressing the same problem with each of them. The problem design is

restricted by the less flexible method, which is the analytical one. The following limitations

are recognized:

. single phase fluid

. strictly horizontal wells -

● constant fluid properties

The problem for the numerical simulator has to be formulated accordingly. The first two

requirementsare met easily, the third one is trivially iiliilled for horizontal wells.

Fluid properties are commonly interpolated from tables for the simulator. Setting the vis-

cosity p constant in a table is permissible whereas the formation volume factor BOhas to -

decrease monotonically with pressure.

The total compressibility for a rock-fluid system-(with r phases),

is frequently encountered in analytical solutions and has no direct analog in the simulator.

The slope of the BO(p)definesalready a valuefor COin Eq. 2.11 implicitly (SO= 1 for single

phase). It follows that C4has to be adjusted accordingly to result in a constant value for Q.

.. . . .----
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2.5.2 Correct Block Pressure

The semi-analyticalsolution does not yield block pressuresas the reservoiris not dis-

cretized. However,for the back calculation of the effectivewellblock radii, they are required

according to Eq. 2.3. In this approach, valuesfor “correct” pa are obtained by prescribing a

complete set of analytical flowrates along a well in an equivalentproblem for the numerical

simulator (Fig. 2.3). This has to be done for every timestep (production schedule). ,Tech-

nically the well has to be split into a set of wells completed in only one block (segments)

for the simulator. The block size is chosen to be the same as the well-segmentlength in the

analytical calculation. By this method correct block pressuresare obtained. As expected,

the prescribed flowrates are exactly reproduced by the simulator. In Fig. 2.3, variables in

circles refer to “correct” results, variables in squares to results which are obtained &om a

standard simulation where wells are not segmented and no valuesare prescribed. Note also,

that the three vmiables of any simulatoroutput are interrelatedby the standard well model

i.e. Ton= 0.14. The triplet of three varibles in circles is used to back calculate the correct

well index, as discussed in the following.

2.5.3 C~culation of r.

Combining the concepts developed in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.6, for a horizontal well in y-

direction the correct normalized equivalentwellblock radius is given by

exp [27rkA~wA –s]
?-on= ‘rW

4Ax2 + AZ2
(2.12)

The numerical simulator uses the basic well model introduced earlier. Applying now Eq.

2.12 with PO,pw and qwtaken horn the simulator’s output, a value of rti = 0.14 should be

reproduced.

The sensitivity of Eq. 2.12 to small‘deviations from the correct bottom hole flowing

pressure is found to be very high. Fig. 2.4 was plotted using data from the n~erical

simulator run on the “center” case (data in Tabales 2.1 and 2:2). For an arbitrarily chosen

segment, qw = 522.12 y, pf) = 3991.52 psi and pW = 3990.38 psi, Eq. 2.12 gives the

expected value of 0.14. Since qwand p. are fixed in this study, ronvarieswith pw only. This

variable reflects also all the impact of the pressuredrop model used.

For a more general discussion, a dimensionlesspressuremaybe defined as (oil field units)

P%= 141.;~WBp @ini - Pw) (2.13)
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rOn

1
0.35 “

0.3 “

0.25 -

0.1

0.05 -

3990.2 3990.3 .3990.4
18.99 18.79 18.60

Figure 2.4: Sensitivity of Ton

3990.5 psi
18.41 dim’less

topW for the “center” Case

BothscaJes aregiven in Fig. 2.4.

Usually weareinterested inpWratherthanro.. InterpretingFig. 2.4inthls way, a

high tolerance for the wellblock radius can be observed.’ A deviation of +0.2 psi (basic case)

translates in a range of 0.055 to 0.35 for ro. (“center” case); for +1 psi it is nom 0.0013 to

14.7 which covers four orders of magnitude. This implies that extremely high snd low values -

for correct wellblock radii have to be expected because of the exponentialrelationshipin Eq.

2.12.

With this, it appears to be meaningful to carry the concept of the normalized equivalent

wellblock radius a little further by representingit as Inrh instead. The natural logarithm

is proposed because it translates the value of 0.14 in Eq. 2.5 to -1.97 which is close to -2.

2.5.4 Cases: Well Index Analysis ~d Correction

With these procedures in mind and the data of Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, a first case

can be presented. We discuss in detail the case where the well is placed near one edge of
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the reservoir (case edge in Table 2.2). Plots for some other cases are also given which can

be identified by the naming conventions established in Table 2.2. For each case four plots

similar to Fig. 2.5 were prepared. The following discussionis generaland applies with some

minor variations to all cases.

Analysis of effects and verificationof the proposed correction are in the left column,

behavior of the equivalent wellblock radius on the right hand side. The first plot gives

the wellbore pressurepWalong the well. The dimensionlesswell position ~ is a running

coordinate from the heel (0) of the well to the toe (1). The black solid and dashed lines

are the results from the analytical and numericalsolutions respectively. These lines appear

in pairs for time of 1,2 and 4 days. Notice that the separation between each pair of lines

closes with time.as the end of the transientflow regime is approached. This gap is what we

are trying to correct for. In compmison to the infinite conductivity case (light grey, dashed

lines) the impact of wellbore pressuredrop becomes obvious. The drawdown is highest at

the heel where the effect of tilction is most pronounced. This effect is well captured by both

the numerical and the semi-analyticalsolutions.

The second plot on the left gives the flow distribution along the well for a given time

(3 days). As expected, rates at the tips are higher due to the increased exposure to the

reservoir. The iniinte conductivity solution is again symmetric.

Following the discussed procedure, the correct well index, here representedas in rti,

is calculated. Plot (c) shows it as a function of time for three dktinct position along the well.

Two results become obvious. First, the correction (departure from conventional model) is

highest in the transient flow regime and flattens out towards the in TO. = –2 (Peacemam

model) at later times. This correspo~dsto the observationin Plot (a) where the gap between

numerical and analytical model closes with time. Secondj heel and toe of the well require

about the same level of correction while the middle of the well requiresthe highest amount

of correction.

This symmetrical behavior is confirmed in Plot (d), where the normalized equivalent

wellblock radius is given along the well length after 3 days. The dashed line gives again the

conventional (constant) wellmodel. The symmetry seenhereis a little surprisingconsidering

the non-symmetricbehavior due to wellborepressuredrop. But it makessensewhenwe recall

that the friction correlations are applied to well pressurescalculated by the well model and

not before. A deviation horn this can be seen in cases, where the analytical results are

strongly affected by the accelerationalpart, which is not accounted for in the simulator. It

is also interesting to note that the least correction is required at the tips of the well. It
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would have been expected differently as the truly hemisphericalflow at the well ends is a

clear violation of Peacman’s assumptions. But Eq. 2.12 together with Plot (b) show that

the increased fiowrate reduces the value for rti at the well ends.

Plots (c) and (d) can be summarizedin a 3D plot. Fig. 2.6 shows in TO.vs. position o

on well and time. Corrections are highest at early times and in the middle of the well. The

surface flattens out to the Peaceman solution with time. . .

The last step is to apply these results to a final simulator run. We prescribe new ad-

justed well transmissibfities onto our well for each wellbock and timestep. No segmentation

is required, the first few timesteps will suffice (correction only in transienttime). Returning

to Plot (a) we can view the resultsin the form of a dotted line. The simulatorreproducesthe

analytical solution. The dotted line overliesthe solid one and they are hard to differentiate.

Similar plots to Fig. 2.5 for the other five configurationsin Fig. 2.2 are displayed in Figs.

2.7 to 2.11. -

2.5.5 Impact of other parameters

Plots shownin Fig. 2.12 extract only the type (d) plot of Fig. 2.10. Recall the naming

conventions: capitalized letters indicate along well case (otherwiseshort well), numberrefers

to isotropic permeability (in mD, no number: standard case of 3000 mD), “if’ means an

infinite conductivity well (Table 2.2).

Plot (a) of Fig. 2.12 gives the correct To. for a long centered well after 3 days for

different permeabilities. At high permeability, the well acts more like a point source than

a line source. Reducing permeability by a factor of 10 to 300 mD, a constant plateau for

the effective wellblock radius is formed, indicating a 2-dimensional, radial flow re~me. At

very low permeability, the conventional model becomes acceptable as a true radial flow

regime is established. Plot (b) shows that a longer well deviates more substantiallyfrom the

conventional well model than a short well does. This has probably to do with the fact that

the reservoir is rather thin, S.Oflow is far from being radial (rather linear) in the long well

case.

The effect of well location is shown in (c) for long and in (d) for short wells. Ii both “

cases the closer the well gets to the boundary, the more the deviation from the standard well

model.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of lnrO. as a Function of Time and Position along the Well

2.6 Conclusions

An analysisof well indices for a finite conductivity horizontal well is presented. Cor-

rect values were obtained from a semi-analytical solution in comparison with a numerical

simulator. Well pressures allow for a relatively high tolerance on the correct value of the

equivalentwellblock radius. The use of a numericalsimulatorwith a conventionalwell model

showed the following results:

. Considerations of frictional pressuredrop in the well maybe important for horizontal

wells and this aption is alread~availablein commercial simulators.

. Inflow (friction and acceleration) effects are neglected in commercial simulators, they

become important in some cases, e.g., as the well gets shorter.

. Considerable errors are made by the numerical solution in the early time behaviour.

This is mostly due to violations of the basic assumptionsof the conventionalwellmodel.

A method for correcting the well index was presented. Several cases show an im-

provement in the numericalsimulation, especially in the transient flow regime. Limitations

of this procedure are due to dependence on an analytical solution for single phase flow in a

box shaped reservoir.
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Nomenclature

a = grid aspect ratio

B, B. = f ormation volume f actor, -#&

Q = total compressibility, psi–~

c~ = rock compressibility, psi–~

D = pipe diameter, ft

E = TelaiZve pipe roughness

f = Fanning friction factor

fp= porosity

r = phase (subscript) or constant 3.14

pw = well perforation pressuTe, psi

PO= well block pressure, psi

k = permeability, mD

orabsolute pipe roughness, f t

k.= relative permeability

kZ,kY,k== anisotropic k in directions x, y, z

A = mobility

P = viscosity, cp

Re = Reynolds numbeT

7-O= equivalent wellblock Tadius, ft

ro~= normalized ro, f t

rw = well radius, ft

s = skin factor

S, S=,So = saturation

Tw = well transmissibility

WI= well index

Ax, Ay, AZ = block length in x, y, z direction, ft
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3. Analysis of Gas Injection in Horizontal Wells

by &?ahadevan Venlcataraman, Sepehr Arbabi, and Khalid Aziz

Abstract

One of the major forces affectingthe recoveryof oil from reservoirsthrough horizontal

wells is gravity. In this report, the effect of gas injection on the gravity drainage process in

horizontal wellais discussed. The sweep efficiency of the gas injection process for different

configurations of horizontal wells was studied using a CT scanner. The viscous and gravi-

tational forces coming into play in the reservoirare discussed. The experimental setup for

this project is given. The resultsfrom the experimentsare analyzed and compared with the

results from a numericalsimulationof the same physical problem.

3.1 Introdfiction

Horizontal wells are used extensively in recoveringoil from reservoirsas they expose

a larger amount of the formation to the well than vertical wells. One of the important forces

in the recovery of oil using horizontal wells is gravity. This is especially important.in case of

heavy oils where the reservoirpressureis not sufficientto move the viscous oil towards the

wellbore. Gravitational forces are most effective when the horizontal well is placed close to

the bottom of the reservoirand the distance for the flow of oil through the porous-medium

is minimized.

Gas injection has been used widely to improve the recovery of oil. It can be used for

maintainingpressurein the reservoirwhich in turn contributesto an increasein productivity

or for miscible displacement. Nitrogen and carbon dioxide are the two commonly used non-

hydrocarbon gases: In the followingstudy, the effect of nitrogeninjection on gravity drainage

is studied and a sensitivity analysisof differentfactors affecting oil production is discussed.

3.2 Literature Survey

Gravity drainage in horizontal wells for the recovery of oil has been studied with

regard to the optimal positioning of the well and its advantagesover the use of vertical wells.

Meszaros et al.[1] experimentallystudied the drainageof oil into horizontal wells using inert
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gas injection with oil viscosities varying from 1000 CPto 4000 CPand found that oil recovery

increased from 50!70to about 70~0relative to the no gas injection case. The stability of the

gss front was also studied for two horizontal wells placed one on top of the other. Gss was

injected through the upper well and the stability of the front was studied using a physical

model. It was also found that it is more diflicult to maintain a stable gas tiont in a 3-D

model than in a 2-D model. The production was mainly due to gravity drainage“at low

flow rates and the oil recovery was high. In all the experiments, the initial production rate

was found to be high due to gravity drainage and as the fkont moved down, the effect of

gravity reduced and hence the production of oil reduced considerably. At very low injection

pressure, the production rate of oil was very slow but a steady gas front was maintained.

Also as the injection pressure was increased, the recovery of oil decreased. Both carbon

dioxide and nitrogen were used in the study and in both cases the dissolution of the gas in

oil was neglected.

Dykstra and Dickinson[2] studied the effect of dip, reservoir thickness, oil mobility

and well spacing on production and recovery from horizontal and vertical wells. In this

study, mobtity ratio was considered to be uniform for both the horizontal as well as the

vertical well case even though this assumption is not valid. The head of the fluid flowing

into the well was calculated as the height from the wellbore to the gas oil contact. This

head and flow rate were found to decrease with time. In the case of horizontal formations

(no dip), the ratio of horizontal and vertical well flow rates remained constant with time .

It was found that for very thick formations, vertical wells performed better than horizontal

wells. For inclined formations, horizontal wells were found to produce more than vertical

wells. The thickness affected the flow rate ratios of horizontal to the vertical wells. Also, in

case of vertical wells the well spacing was found to be important.

Williams[3] studied the effects of horizontal well placement and gravity on sweep

efficiencyfor a gas injection process. In the cases considered here, the injection rate and the

production rate were made equal. Two cases considered were staggered pattern horizontal

wells and two parallel horizontal wells. A viscous to gravity ratio was defined and the

pore volumes produced were evaluated as a function of this ratio. It was found that sweep

efficiencyof a staggeredpatternwas lessthan that of adjacenthorizontalwells. Enhancement

of the gravity drainage process through hydrocarbon additives were also studied by Nasr et

sJ.[4]. The recovery of oil by the use of horizontal wells were found to be always greater

than 50% and the addition of Naptha to the steam injection process increasedthe recovery

to 82.5%. Extensive literature also exist on steam”assisted gravity drainage and inert gas
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injection[5-7].

In most of the above cases, the in-situsaturationat differentinstancesof time werenot

identified. The experimentswere done using oil with high viscosities. Also, the experiments

were done with water wet rocks and the effect of gas injection was not studied in the oil

wet rocks. The saturation profiles inside the models were not studied in these cases. The

saturation profiles would indicate the regions where the oil recove~ is high and where the

residual oil saturations are high. In this report, the experimental setup to be used for

studying the saturation profiles during the gravity drainage process using a CT scanner is

discussed along with some simulation resultsbased on the physical model.

3.3 Viscous and Gravitational Forces

In a gravitydrainageprocess, the gravitationalforce is used to overcomethe resistance

to flow. The gravitationalforces acting on the fluid are characterizedby the gravity number

which is the ratio of gravitational forces to viscous forces. On the other hand, capillary

number is the ratio of capillary to viscous forces. The gravity and capillary numbers (Zhou

et. al.[8]) are given as;

~ = kAApg
9

Ms.lt

kAApc
NC=

qtpoL

where k is the permeability of the m~dlum, A is the cross-sectionalarea open to ftow, Ap is

the differencein the densities of oil and gas, PO is the oil viscosity, qt is the total flow rate,

and ApCis the capillary pressurebetween oil and gas at a given oil saturation.

In a gravity drainage process, the gravity number should be much greater than the

capillary number. The flow rate in the model should be adjusted such that N9 >> N=. The

gravity and capillary numbers are also used to scale up from the model to the field.

3.4 Experimental Setup and Procedure

The main aim of this study is to obtain sweep efficienciesfor differenthorizontal well

configurations. A Berea sandstone core (4.5 inches dhuneterand 1 foot long) was used for

this study. The core was fired at 800 degreesFahrenheitand was coated with epoxy. Firing

the core reduces the obstruction due to clay swellingand passing oil through this fired core
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I Core Data I
Length 7.5”

Diameter 4.5”
Avg. Porosity 0.2

Avg. Permeability 300md

makes this an oil wet system. Inlet and outlet ports were provided on diagonally opposite

ends of the core”as shown in Figure 3.1. The ends of the core were sealed with a flow

distributor. Decane was used for the initial case. The core was saturated with decane and

the perineability of the core was messured. Injection flow rates were measured using a gas

flow meter, and for doing constant flow rate experiments, a mass flow controller was used

to regulate the injection rate. The oil coming out of the collection port was measured at

difFerenttimes in order to obtain the oil production and a gas flow meter was also provided at

the outlet in order to measuregas production after breakthrough. Also, two 1 inch diameter

cores of 1.5 inches length were obtained from a similar Berea sandstone. The cores were

obtained from perpendicular sxis in order to check for the anisotropy. PermeabMy was

calculated using the gas permeameter.

The gravity drainage process by itself would take a very long time. This is because

as the height of the fluid decreases,the pressurehead drops and it takes a very long time to

drain the oil out. Instead, gas wss injected at a very low flow rate to speed up the recovery.

Care was taken to make sure that flow was dominated by gravitationalforces. The gas used

in this case was Nitrogen. The injection rate used for nitrogen is 120 cc/hr. At this flow

rate, the gravity number was found to be larger than the viscosity number.

A CT scanner was used to scan the core for saturations and the saturation profiles

was obtained at different times and at differentdepths of the cores. By monitoring the oil

saturation values, the path of the injected gas can be tracked through the system.

3.5 Simulation of the experiment

Experiments were simulated with the help of a commercial simulator (Eclipse 96a).

A lab scale study was done in order to obtain the sensitivity of different parameters to

production and also to match the production history from the experiments. Also, the effects

of simulating a horizontal well using a number of inlet and outlet ports were studied tising

this model. The size of the core was 4.5 inches in diameter and 30 cms in length. This
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was modeled using cubic grids of 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm each and no flow boundary

conditions were applied to the boundary blocks. Transmissibilitiesof some boundary blocks

were set to zero in order to approximate the cylindrical shape of the core. Cross section of

the simulation model is shown in Figure 3.2. A horizontal injector was completed at the

top and a horizontal producer was used at the bottom. The producing well was kept at

atmospheric pressureand conditions for the injection wellswere either constant flow rate or

constant pressure. The permeability of the core used was 400 mD and the porosity values

for the core varied between 0.1 and 0.3. Porosity value for the simulationswere taken to be

0.2. The pore volume of the simulationmodel approximately was equal to the pore volume

of the core. Typical Corey type relative permeabilitiesfor Berea sandstone were used. The

experimentswere simulatedusing differentpermeabilitiesand injection conditions. A typical

set of relative permeability vs saturation curves used for this study is given in Figure 3.3.

The oil production rate for horizontal injector placed at the top and horizontal producer

placed at the bottom is given @ Figure 3.4. The shape of the production curve obtained

was found to match with that of the generaltrend of production curves in gravity drainage

processes. There is a sharp increasein the production rate at early times and as expected,

production falls off with time.

3.6 Sensitivity Amdysis

Some of the important parametersthat tiect oil recovery in horizontal wells are in-

jection conditions, permeability, anisotropy,relative permeabilities and well configurations.

Figure 3.5 shows the effect of gas injection rate. As the flow rate was increased, the oil pro-

duction curves also shifted upwardsand gas breakthroughtime decreased. But no significant

increasein the total oil recoverywas observed. Permeabilitywas varied keepingall the other

conditions constant and the effect of permeabilityon oil production is shown in Figure 3.6.

As the permeability is decreased, the oil production curve shifts downwardsindicating lower

recovery at a given time. The effect of anisotropy was also studied by varying the vertical

permeability of the system. Figure 3.7 shows that anisotropy affects the gas breakthrough

time the most. But no significantchanges were observed in the total recovery. The effect

of relative permeability is more pronounced after gas breakthrough. Loweringthe end point

relative permeability of oil decreased the total oil recovered. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of

well cotiguration on oil production. Three cases were considered vertical injector and ver-

tical producer, parallel horizontal injector and horizontal producer and staggered horizontal

injector and producer. The recovery was found to be greater in the horizontal well cases
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and the highest recovery was observed in the staggered horizontal injector and producer.

Figures 3.9-3.11 show the typical saturation profiles at the end of the experiment for these

three cases. This sensitivity analysis helps in identi~ng the key parameters for matching

the experimental data with the simulation.

3.7 Experimental Results

Two sets of experimentswere conducted. In one set, a constant gas injection rate was

used to “study oil production for three differentwell configurations. Nitrogen was injected

at 120 cc/hr in all three cases. Figure 3.12 shows the comparison of the oil production

in three cases. oil production follows the general trend shown in the sensitivity analysis.

Figures 3.13-3.15 show typical saturation profilesobtained from the CT scanner at different

times for the three cases. In the second set, one of the experimentswas repeated to check

if the experiments were repeatable. The vertical well case with a constant injection rate

of 120 cc/hr was repeated and the results were found to match the previous experiment

within reasonable limits (Figure 3.16). Two experimentswerealso performed under constant

injection pressurecondition of one psig. The well configurationsused for this were horizontal

wells (staggered and parallel). The saturation profileswere found to be similar to constant

injection conditions. A massbalance calculationwasperformedin all the above cases and the

errors were mainly due to interpolation of the saturationsbetween two slices. The trend in

saturationson the whole was found to match with the saturationsobtained from simulations.

Some of the difficultiesfaced while doing the experimentswere fracturing of the core

while firing and core resaturation. The core was graduallyheated to 800 degrees Farenheit

and was cooled very slowly in order to avoid cracking of the core. When the core was

resaturated, alr was trapped in the core due to bye-passingof decane in certain regions. In -

order to avoid this, the core was vacuumed for a long time and decane was allowed to flow

in from the bottom of the core. This reduced the problem of gas getting trapped in the core.

3.8 Matching Experimental Data with Simulation

The results for experimentswerecompared with resultsfrom simulations. Cumulative

oil production obtained from the experiment was compared with the the oil production

from the simulator for similar conditions. Parameterslike end-point relative permeabilities

and vertical permeabilities were changed in order to match the simulator and experimental

results. Other parameters which were also consideredfor obtaining the history match were
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the initial saturation and capillary pressure curves. Results from the sensitivity analysis

were used in order to change the parametersin the simulation. The cumulativeoil produced

versus time is compared for the simulator and the experimental results (Figure 3.17). A

reasonable match between the data is obtained and the end point relative permeabilities

that are used here are 0.3 for oil and 0.6 for gas and Corey type relativepermeabilities (with

power n = 2) are used for the rest of the saturation. The vertical permeability used for the .

simulation was 150 md which was found to be close to the vertical permeability of the core.

#@er a match in the production history was found, the pressure in the injection port was

compared with the bottom hole pressureof injection well in the simulation (Figure 3.18) and

the saturation profiles were compared with the CT images (Figure 3.19). Siar procedure

is being applied to the horizontal well cases for obtaining the history match.

3.9 Conclusions

It was observed that gas injection at low flow rates aids the gravity drainage process

and increases oil production rate. In all of the experiments, the gas was found to stay

at the top of the model and the oil was forced towards the outlet which is at the bottom

of the reservoir. The amount of oil<ecovered by this process is dependent upon the well

configurationand gas injection rate. In caseof parallelhorizontal wells, the gas breakthrough

occurs at an early stage and the recovery is reduced. The experimental results were found

to match with the simulation results especially in case of cumulative oil production and

injection pressure. An exact match in the saturation profile might not be possible due to

heterogenietiesin the Berea sandstone. Therefore, only the averagesaturation over a region

was matched with the simulation.
.
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4. Multiple Solutions for Separated Gas-Liquid Flow in

a Wellbore

by Liang-Biao Ouyang and Khalid Aziz

Abstract

Multiphase pipe flow is an important consideration for horizontal wells. Multiple solutions

are found for separatedgas-liquidflow in pipes. Occurrenceof multiple solution is shown and

briefly discussed. The region of multiple solution is displayedin both the US~-UsGmap and

the X–Y map. Physical considerations and numerical simulations of the transient process

for separated gas-liquidflow in a pipe has lead to the selection of correct solution.

4.1 Introduction

Mathematically multiple solutions can happen for separated upward gas-liquid two-

phase flow, such as stratified smooth flow, stratified wavy flow, annularflow, and annular-

mist flow, as found by several researchers, including Baker & Gravestock [I], Landman

[2, 3], Barnea & Taitel [4], Petalas & Aziz [5]. Usually three solutions for liquid holdup

(liquid height) and thus pressure gradient can be obtained under certain flow conditions.

To make things worse, it is not uncommon to have a significant difference between the

highest and the lowestsolutions for the liquid holdup. Although most researchersagree that

nonunique solutions do exist for separated upward flow, there is still discrepancy in regard

to the solution(s) which is/are possible in practice. For example, Landman [2, 3] stated that

both the lowest and the intermediatesolutions are physicallypossible, while Barnea & Taitel

[4] argued that only the lowest solution is reasonable.

Wellbore flow differs from regular pipe flow in that there exists either wall inflow

for production wells or wall outflow for injection wells. In this chapter, similar approaches

as used by above-mentioned researcherswill be applied for gas-liquid separated wellbore

flow to study the occurrence of nonunique solutions and to identify the physically realistic

solution(s). Due to the similaritybetween stratifiedflow and annularflow, emphasishere will

be on multiple solution issuesrelated to stratifiedflow. However,analysesand observations

for stratified flow are expected to be also valid for annularand annular-mistflows.
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4.2

Baker

liquid

which

Occurrence of Multiple Solutions

For steady-state gas-liquid stratifiedflow in pipes whereno wall mass transferoccurs,

& Gravestock [1] were the first to find nonunique solutions for liquid height and

holdup for upward flow. The phenomena is clearly seen in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2,

display liquid height and pressure gradient as a function of the Lockhart-Martinelli

parameter X for air-water stratified flow in a 2.047inch ID pipe. Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2

show that dimensionless liquid height hL/D and absolute pressure gradient dp/ak increase

with the Lockhart-Martinelliparameter X for Y = –100, O, 100, and 10000. For a specific

value of X, there is only one liquid height and one pressure gradient associated with it.

Besides, pressure gradient curves become parallel to each other for differentY values when

the Loclchart-Martinelliparameter X becomes large (Fig. 4.2). An explanation for this is

given below as a footnote*.

Recall that the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X is defined as the ratio between

superficial pressure gradient of liquid phase and that of gas phase. If pipe geometry, pipe

inclination angle, fluid properties, and flow rate for one of the two phases are fixed, then

specifying a X value is equivalent to fixing the flow rate for the second phase, and thus

the whole system becomes fully defiued. Under these conditions, liquid holdup and pressure

gradient should also be fixed. PhysicaUythis makes sense, because there is only one liquid

height and one pressuregradient expected for each set of flow rates if all the other parameters

for the system are specified. However,mathematicallythk is not alwaysthe case. Look again

at both Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, it is observed that three rather than one solution for liquid

*Alongeachpressuregradientcurve,pipeinclinationangle,inclinationpaxarneterY andsuperficialgas
velocityUsGarespecilied.TheonlyvariableparameterissuperficialliquidvelocityUSL. WhentheX value
getshigh,flowinthepipebecomescloseto singlephaseliquidflow.Moreover,liquidflowrate will be high
dueto thefactthatthevalueof X is large.Forsinglephaseliquidflow

dp Zf pLu; 2——
&“ D w ~pLfSL%L = ;fSGu;GpGx2

(4.1)

(4.2)

hence
log Z

[
= ZlogX + log ~fSGPGU:G1=2bgx + log[f (USG)] (4.3)

Eq. 4.3 indicatesthattheslopeof thepressuregradientvs X curveon log– logplotwillbe equalto 2,
whilethecurvelocation(ortheintercept)dependsonthesuperficialgasvelocityorgasflowrates.
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height and pressure gradient exist in certain X range for cases of Y = –5 and Y = –10.

Since only one solution is physically possible, it is imperativeto determinewhich solution of

liquid height and pressuregradient is the realand correct one.

— Y=-5
............. Y = -lo
------- Y=-loo
---- Y=o
----- Y= 103
---------- Y = lcaoa

. . ----------- --------- --------

....”
......... . . . ............................

11 i ,.$
i /
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Figure 4.1: Liquid Height Variation with Lockhart-MartinelliParameterX in an Air-Water
System (~~= ~WG)

4.3 Parameters Affecting Multiple Solutions

Empirical correlations are required for wall friction factors for both gas and liquid

phases and for interracialfriction factor in order to complete a stratifiedflow model. Different

correlations have been reported in the literaturefor evaluatingthese factors. For example,

more than 20 correlations for interracialfriction factor have been proposed (Ouyang, [6]).

It is thus natural to first study possible effects of correlations applied in the model on

multiple solutions. Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show comparison of liquid height and pressuregradient

for Y = –5 by using two different interracialfriction factor correlations, the Duns & Ros

correlation [7]modified by Baker et al. [8]and a simplecorrelation~i = ~WGas first proposed

by Taitel & Du.kler[9].

Both liquid height and pressure gradient plots indicate that multiple solutions only

occur for the fi = .fWGcorrelation but vanish for the modified Duns & Ros correlation.

This can be explained by the X–Y map for multiple solution to be discussed later in this
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chapter. Note that little differenceis found between the predicted liquid height and pressure

gradientfor the two interracialfriction correlationsin low and highX regionswheregas-liquid

stratified flow evolves into singlephase gas flow and single phase liquid flow, respectively.

One important issue related to the nonuniquenessof liquid holdup and pressure gra-

dient is the range of parameters in which multiple solutions exist. Different parameters,

including pipe inclination angle, superficial gas veloci~, superficial liquid veloci~, pipe di-

ameter, and so on, have been investigated in depth. Two or more correlations for the

interracial friction factor were applied in all cases. Part of the results thus obtained are

displayed in Figs. 4.5,4.6, and 4.7.

Range of pipe inclinationanglein the multiplesolution region is significantlyfiected

by the interracialfriction factor correlationused in a stratifiedflow model (Fig. 4.5). For the

modified Duns & Ros correlation,the rangeof inclinationanglein the multiplesolution region

is about 8.26° N 16.04°, whereas the range becomes around 12.12° ~ 58.0°, 5.41° w 13.81°

and 14.42° ~ 90.0° respectively, for fi = 0.0142, ~i = ~W~,and the Cohen & Hanratty

[10] correlation. There exists no pipe inclination angle at which multiple solution appears

if the Andritsos & Hanratty [11] correlation is applied, because superficial gas velocity in

tstrat.ifiedfloWmaynotexistforinclinationanglegreaterthana certainvalue,whichis believedto be
lessthan30°.
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this case is more than ten times higher than the transition value UsG,T. As a consequence

liquid holdup must be very small (less than 0.01) in order to avoid extremely high value

of interracialfiction factor and inconsistency in gas and liquid phase momentum baknce

equations.

By varying superficialgas velocity, multiple solutions are found for all five inter-facial

friction factor correlations (Fig. 4.6). Ranges of superficial gas velocities in which multi-

ple solutions are obtained are given in Table 4.1. The range for different correlations are

substantially different.

Table 4.1: Range of Supeficia.1 Gas Velocity for the Nonuniquenessof Liquid Height and
Pressure Gradient Solutions .

Correlation Range of SuperficialGas Velocity (~t/see)
Mo-difiedDuns& Ros (1963) 82.56-113.20

~i = 0.0142- 54.96 – 90.92
fi = fwG 88.16-136.96

Cohen & Hanratty (1965) 35.32-83.44
Andritms & Hanratty (1987) 39.48 – 43.76

Range of ID’s over which multiple solutions are obtained are relatively small (Fig.

4.7). The nonuniquenessof solutionshappens at a pipe internaldiameter of around 2.0 inch.

It needs to be mentioned that the nonuniquenessof solutions may result in computa-

tional problems for practical design of wells and pipelines. Fig. 4.8 shows pressuregradient

as a function of pipe diameter with QL = 0.005ft3/sec and QG = 2.765ft3/sec. Multiple

solutions appear in about a range of pipe ID from 2.Oinch to 2.5inch. Within this range

(although it is a small one), there are two pipe internaldiameter for which identical pressure
.

gradients are obtained.

4.4 Multiple Solution Region: X–Y Map

In Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, only the range(s) of multiple solution for one parameter of

interest can be demonstrated. It is more useful if rangesfor many parameters can be shown

on a single plot. Fig. 4.9, an improvementover Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, identifiesthe ranges

for both superficialgas velocity and superficialliquid velocity where multiple solutions exist.

The observation that interracialikiction

multiple solutions as indicated by Figs.

factor correlation significantlyaffects the region of

4.5 and 4.6 is again cle~ly demonstrated here. In
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Water System (USL = O.Olft/see, and O= 10°)
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Figure 4.8: Pressure Gradient Variation with Pipe InternalDiameter (QL = 0.()()5~t3/see,
QG = 2.765~t3/see, and O= 10°)
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addition, Fig. 4.9 shows that superficial liquid velocity is very low in the multiple solution

region (less than 0.1 ~t/see) and it is about 2 to 3 orders smaller than the superficial gas

velocity. This conclusion is very enlighteningfor the stability analysisdiscussed later in the

Section 4.7.

F—Modi%dDUIM& Ros(196S)
............ fI= 0.0142
------- fi=f~

1 10 1(Y lF
Superficial Gas Vela”ty Ux (ft/see)

Figure 4.9: Region for the Solution Nonuniqueness(No Wall Influx, 8 = 10°)

Although Fig. 4.9 does provide more information about the multiple solution region,

the region is apparently dependent on pipe geometry, fluid types, fluid properties and other

parameters. In other words, the multiple solution region will alter once any one of the pa-

rameters, such as pipe internal diameter, gas density, gas viscosity, liquid density, and so

on, is changed. So rather than using dimensionalvariablesas the abscissa and the ordinate,

dimensionlessvariables are preferred and make more sense. Fig. 4.10 is an effort towards

this objective (Landman [2, 3]). This figure is the most general map (called X–Y map) for

determiningthe parameterrangesof multiplesolutions. Sinceit is representedby two dimen-

sionlessvariables, X and Y, it is anticipated that the map should be applicable to different

fluid system and different pipe geometry, provided that the empirical closure relationships

needed for the stratified flow model are identical. The observation is verified by Figs. 4.11

and 4.12. The pipe inclination angle and the pipe internaldiameter were chosen as 10° and

2.047inch in creating Fig. 4.10. A pipe inclination angle of 1° and a pipe internal diameter

of 6.18inch are also considered in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12. Only a slight variation in the
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multiple solution region is observed in the X–Y maps, which implies that theX-Y map can

indeed be used to approm”matelydetermine solution nonuniquenessfor different jhid system

anddifferent pipe geometn”es.

Fig. 4.10 is quite illuminatingand has differentapplications. For example, it can be

used to explain the results shown in Figs. 4.1, 4.3, 4.5 and 4.9. If the modified Duns &

Ros [8] correlation is used, the maximum inclination parameter Y in the multiple solution

region is about –5.42 (Fig. 4.10), whereasit increasesto –3.71 for the ~i = .fwGcorrelation.

This observation is consistent with Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.3, Y = –5 is even larger than the

maximum Y for solution nonuniquenessfor the modified Duns & Ros correlation [7], hence

multiple solutions are not observed. In Fig. 4.3, Y = –5 is lower than the maximum Y for

the fi = fWGcorrelation, hence nonunique solutions appear. Other possible applications of

the X–Y map will be discussed later.

Figure 4.10:

0.06

ModiiedDuns& Ros(19S:!)

0.05
........... q=f~ I

@

x
3 0.04

g

z
n.-
~ 0.03

‘e

$

g *Q -

~

0.01

0.00 , , t t r , r , ( ! r , , , , , ! , t , ,

-50 -40 -30 -20 -lo 0 10

Inclination Parameter Y

Region of Solution Nonuniquenessin a X-Y Map (No

4.5 Effects of Wall Inflow/Outflow

“,.:

Wall Inflow/Outflow)

As indicated earlierin this chapter, gas-liquidtwo-phasepipe flow with mass transfer

through the pipe wall is the primary issuesof interest. In the following paragraphs, effects

of wall mass transfer on multiple solution behavior will be explored.
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of the Region of Solution Nonuniquenesson Pipe Inclination Angle
in a X-Y Map (No Wall Inflow/Outflow, Modified Duns & Ros Correlation Used)
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We start with the case of radial gas inflow. As shown by Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, if

axial gas and liquid flow rates, fluid properties and pipe geometry are identical, as those in

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, while inflow parameter1 as defined in Ouyang [12] is set to be 10, (where

positive I corresponds to gas inilow, or more accurately,gas irdlow dominant case), multiple

solutions for both liquid height and pressure gradient disappear for all the six inclination

parameterYs displayed. But this only meansthat multiple solutions vanishfor the Y values

investigated and it does not imply that solutions will be unique for all other Y values. On

the contrary, nonuniquenessin liquid height and pressure gradient still exists for other Y

values as will be shown later in Fig; 4.17.

For the liquid inflow case shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, with inflow parameter 1

euqal to –10, multiple solutions for liquid height and pressure gradient occur not only for

inchation parameter Y = –5 ~d Y = –10, but also for Y = () (horizont~ pipe). This

shows that nonuniquenessmay also exist for horizontal and even downward flow if the liquid

influx is strong enough.

1.0

0.8 2 -.-.-.-.-., Y= 10000
------------------------------

0.6 :

0.4 1

0.2 2

Ic@ 16 192 104 1 10 I& 103
Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter X

Figure 4.13: Liquid Height Variation with the Lockhart-Martinelli
Dominant Inilow Case (~i = ~WG,I = 10)

Parameter X for Gas

Figs. 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 should be adyzed with caution, otherwise, incorrect

and misleading conclusions about multiple solution can be drawn. A better approach is to

use the X–Y map similar to that shown in Fig. 4.10. Fig. 4.17 is a X–Y map showing

multiple solutions for liquid height and pressuregradient for gas inflow dominant case with
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1 = 10. Fig. 4.18 shows the same for a liquid inflow dominant case with I = –10. Two

different interracial friction factor correlations are applied in obtaining these X-Y maps.

By comparing these figures with the X–Y map shown in Fig. 4.10, it is easily seen that

the multiple solution regions alter due to both gas and liquid influx. Howeverj the overall

appearance of the region does not change significantly,and the whole region seems to move

in the direction of decreasing Y for gas inflow dominant case, but move in the opposite

direction for liquid inflow dominant case. Amount of the shift in the region is approximately

equal to the absolute value of the inflow parameter I. For example, if the modified Duns

& Ros correlation is used for the interracialfiction factor evaluation, the right hand side

boundary of the multiple solution region is approximately representedby Y = –5.42 in Fig.

4.10, the same boundary becomes Y = –16.07 for the liquid inflow dominant case (Fig. 4.18)

and Y = +4.61 for the gas inflow dominant case (Fig. 4.17).

Because of the shift in multiple solution region, it is no longer true that solution

nonuniquenessonly exists for upward flow situationswhereY is negative. Multiple solutions

are also expected for horizontal and even downward flow cases, as those shown in Figs. 4.15

and 4.16 where liquid inflow is dominant. On the other hand, considering the fact that

normally stratified flow only exists for horizontal and downward flow, and for upward flow

with a small inclination angle, multiple solution may disappear for gas inflow dominant case
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provided that the inflow parameter 1 is so high that the maximum inclination parameter Y

for solution nonuniquenessbecomes less than the minimumY a system may achievein order

to maintain stratified flow.

0.06

0.05

0.04 ,

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
-so -40 -30 -20 -lo 0 10

Inclination Parameter Y

17: Multiple Root Region for Gas Dominant Inflow Case (1= 10)

4.6 Multiple Solution Analysis via Interracial Friction Shear

Another approach to study multiple solutions for liquid height and pressuregradient

is by using the concept of interracialshear stress. There are two differentways to evaluate

the interracialtilction shearstress,one is to compute it by the momentum balance equations,

and the other is to calculate it by applying the definitionsassociated with certain interracial

friction factor correlation. The two shear stressesthus evaluatedare termed as T..ti and 7i~f,

respectively. Interracialfriction shearstressbased on the momentumbalance equations, ~~~b,

does not depend on an interfaced friction correlation, while the Tidf is primarilya function of

the correlation, together with other parameters, including gas and liquid flow rates as well

as liquid holdup or liquid height. If all the other parametersexcept liquid height (or liquid

holdup) are fixed, the liquid holdup or liquid height which satisfiesthe condition that two

interracialfriction shear stresses are identical, or, rid = rimb,will be the liquid holdup for

the system for this interracialfriction factor correlation. If different correlations are used,
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Figure 4.18: Multiple Root Region for Liquid Dominant Inflow Case (.I = –10)

the liquid holdup obtained may not be the same. In reality, only one liquid holdup can

be correct. So the following criteridn can be used to evaluate the appropriateness of an

interracialfriction factor correlation, the closer the predicted liquidholdupor liquidheight to

the measuredor realvalue, the better the cowelation. Detailed evaluation and comparison of

different interracialfriction factor correlationshas been performed by Ouyang [6] and it was

found that no single correlation can be satisfactorily applied for all situations.

Although the predicted liquid holdup or liquid heightwill be correlation dependent, it

is anticipated that the primary featuresshould not vary substantiallyif differentcorrelations

are applied. This may be seen in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 where the Duns & Ros interracial “

friction factor correlation and ~~= .fWGwere used. In Fig. 4.19, there exist three interception

points between the r;~ vs hL/~ curve and the r~~bvs hL/D curve for UsL = ().()Oljt/sec

and U.S~= O.Olft/sec. Therefore, multiple solutions occur for these two superficial liquid

velocities. On the other hand, there is only one interception point between two curves for

USL= O.lft/sec and U.~ = l.O~t/see, which means that solutions for liquid height and

pressure gradient are unique.

Fig. 4.19 also shows that the interracialfriction shear stress based on momentum

balance relationships r~~bmust have a minimum for situations with multiple liquid height

solutions. Hence, One necessaryconditionfor solution nonuniquenessin liquidheight, liquid
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holdup and pressure gradient is that the interracial friction shear stress based on the momen-

tum balance equations has a local minimum. Similarconclusion can be drawn based on Fig.

4.20 where fi = fuG was used.
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Figure 4.19: InterracialIMction Shear Stress Evaluated Based on Momentum Balance and
from Definition (No Wall ~ow/Outflow, UsG= 100jt/see)

Influence of liquid or gas inflow on the gas-liquid stratified flow can also be demon-

strated by the Ti_hL/D plots (Figs. 4.21 and 4.22). For liquid inflow as shown in Fig. 4.21,

multiple solution only happens for. UsL = ().()Ol~t/sec but vanishesfor USL= ().()l~t/sec.

This is expected from the X–Y map shown in Fig. 4.18. Although the (X, Y) coordinate of

the system stays the same, it falls outside the multiplesolution region for liquid inflow domi-

nant case (1 = —10) due to the shift of the regiontowards largerY values. Local minimumin

interracialfriction shearstressbased on momentum balance still exists for USL= O.Ol~t/see,

hence the existence of a local minimum is only a necessaryrather than sujicient condition

for solution nonuniqueness.

For gas inflowdominant case with 1 = 10, the local minimumin the interracialfriction

shear stress disappears (Fig. 4.22), hence, no multiple solution exists. The observation can

also be explained by using the X–Y map shown in Fig. 4.17.
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4.7 Physical Validation of Multiple Solutions

As shown in previous sections, there may exist up to three solutions of liquid height

(liquid holdup) which satis~ steady-stategas and liquid momentum balance equations. Nat-

urally a question is raised: Which solution(s) is/are physically realistic? One way to answer

this question is to conduct a stability analysisfor averageliquid holdup (liquid height).

Based on the X–Y map (Figs. 4.10, 4.18 and 4.17), it is seen that liquid velocity

is much lower than gas velocity in the region of multiple solutions, because the Lockhmt-

MartinelliparameterX is very smallin the region. Therefore, it is reasonableto assumethat

the dynamic response to variablesfor gas phase is very rapid and gas flow can be treated as

quasi-steady state with respect to any time interval, and the momentum balance equation

for the gas phase (Chyang [12]) ~~ges to .

dp r$~ T.GSG
~+2pGuG=-– —–—

AG AG AG
pGgsin8 (4.4)

In addition, assumethat liquid height is nearly uniform along a small segment of the

pipe under consideration,as a consequence,averageliquid holdup and averageliquid velocity

will primarily depend upon time t rather than axial location Z. Under these assumptions,

.

,.>--. , -.
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(4.7)

transient mass and momentum balance for the liquid phase (Ouyang [12]) can be simplified

to

dEL
— = ; (U$. – ELUL) + ~ = f,(EL, U.)

dt
(4.5)

dp 6’UL qIL = TP.%
~ + pL~ +2pLUL—

rWLSL__ —–~Lgsin6
AL AL AL

(4.6)

Eliminating the dp/dx term from Eqs. 4.4 and 4.6 yields

dUL
‘K(EL) (~j&’– ~~~~)= f~(EL, UL)

dt = pL

where
s~K(E~) = ~ + ~

In order to obtain physically stable solutions (with respect to time) for both average

liquid velocity and average liquid holdup (i.e., liquid height), two eigenvalues of matrix

~(.fl, ~~)/~(~L, UL) at steady state must be both negative (Barnea & Taitel [13]).

Applying the steady-state relationshipsTjd = T~mband U,SL= ULEL and noting the

rid definition, the following eigenvalueequation can be obtained

( )

ULK 8T~mb ELK a(ri@ – r~~b)= ~~s_ –~+Ka(Ti$ ‘rimb)- ~+~~+~
3UL 3EL

(4.8)

Since both eigenvaluesmust be negative to obtain a stable solution, Al < 0 and

Az <0, i.e., AIAz>0, or

ULK t%i~b + ELK a(~i~ – ~~~b)>0—— —
1 auL t 3EL

(4.9)

Considering that r~~b= .f [U~L(UL,J??L),EL] one can get

Substituting Eq.

th~mb tk~mb f%i~b ausL— .
aEL ~L = a& ~~=

(4.10)
+ 6’USL EL 3EL u.

4.10 into Eq. 4.9 results in
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i.e. (4.11)

Eq. 4.11 implies that the slope of riw–EL curve or ~;w–hL/D curve should be greater

than that of r“mb–ELcurve or ri~–hL/D curve. From Figs. 4.19, 4.20, 4.22, and 4.21 it

is easily observed that only at the lowest and highest roots of liquid height and pressure

gradient is Eq. 4.11 satisfied. For example, if we denote three interceptionpoints in Fig. 4.20

for USL= 0.001~t/sec as point A, point B, and point C, then at point A and point C’, slopes

of Ti~b–hL/D curves are negative, while the slOpeSOfTidf-hL/D are positive. Hence Eq. 4.11

is satisfied at both points. At point ~, though slopes of both Tjd’–hL/D and Ti~b–hL/D

curves are positive, the slope of Tidf–hL/D curve is smaller than that of r~~–hL/D curve,

therefore, Eq. 4.11 can not be satisfied. It thus can be concluded that the intermediate

solution is unstable.

Another method to check if the solution for liquid holdup and pressure gradient is

realistic is to study the asymptotic behavior at small X. When the Lockhart-Martinelli

parameter X goes to zero, unless gas flow rate is very low and thus inclination parameter

–Y is very large (note that Y is negativefor upward flow), liquid flow rate becomes trivial,

gas-liquid two-phase flow transformsto singlephase gas flow, as a consequence, liquid height

and liquid holdup should be zero, and pressure gradient approaches the pressure gradient

for single phase gas pipe flow with the same gas flow rate. This trend is not observed for the

highest root (point C in Fig. 4.20) and the intermediate root (point B in Fig. 4.20) cases,

hence it is also concluded that the highest root is physically not realistic.

Another approach to reach same conclusion is to numerically solve the momentum

balance equations for transientgas-liquidstratifiedflow. Details will be given in Section 4.8.

Based on the above observations, the following conclusion is reached: only the lowest

root of liquid height and liquid holdup (point A in Fig. ~.20) sai%jies the stability condition

of Eq. ./. 11 and makes physical sense, hence, it should be the liquid height and liquid holdup

to be encountered in reality. Similar observations have been reported by Landman [2, 3]

and Barnea & Taitel [4] for gas-liquid stratified flow in pipes where no wall mass transfer

happens. However,Landman [2,3] stated that both the lowestand the intermediatesolutions

are physically possible.

Finally it is worth mentioningthat some kind of discontinuity in solution may occur

when we go from the multiple solution region (A to C in Fig. 4.3) to the single solution

region (D to F) if either the lowest or the intermediateroot of liquid height is selected (the

correct root to pick is the lowest one as shown above). In Fig. 4.3, liquid height will change
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along the path: A–B–C–D–E–F. Inevitably, a jump or discontinuity in liquid height ad

thus pressure gradient will occur from C to D.

4.8 Numerical Validation of Multiple Solutions

Eqs. 4.5 and 4.7 describe an initial-value problems for liquid holdup and average

liquid velocity. A number of discrete variable methods have been proposed for the solution

of initial value problems like this. These methods can be classified into either one-step

methods or multi-step methods. A one-step method uses only information obtained in the

range of a single step from t~to ti~l. One typical and perhaps the most-popular one-step

method is known as the Runge-Kutta method, which can further be divided into 2nd-order,

3rd-order, 4th-order or 5th-order Runge-Kutta formula. Experiencehas shown that the 4th-

order Runge-Kutta formula is the most powerful method for solving initial-value problems

and thus it will be applied here to simulatethe transientevolution of the liquid holdup and

liquid velocity.

For an initial-valuesystem,

dyi(t)
dt = fi(Lvl, Y2,“““,VN)

the 4th-order Runge-Kutta formula can be expressed

-0
[k, = hf(tn, y.)

i=l,2, ”.”, N

as (Press et al [14])

(4.12)

and

where the two vectors ~ and ~“are defined as

?= (?A7Y2Y”” “WV)* i= (fl, f2, ”” “,.fN)T

(4.13)

(4.14)

The above 4th-order Runge-Kutta method has been applied to solve the initial value

problem composed of Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.7. Some of the simulation results are shown in

Figs. 4.23 –

and average

4.32 and will be discussed. Fig. 4.23 displays the evolution of liquid holdup

liquid velocity with time. Starting with any reasonable initial state of liquid
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holdup and liquid velocity (say the point marked by the blank triangle in Fig. 4.23), gas-

liquid flow changesquickly with time, and soon it reachesa stable state. It is interestingto ~

see that this state corresponds to the stablized flow determined by the momentum balance .

equations described in Ouyang [12]. Based on the liquid holdup and averageliquid velocity

variation with time (Figs. 4.24 and 4.25), it is found that it takes a fairly short time for the

system to reach the stabilized state or steady-state. Once the steady state is reached, no

further change in liquid holdup and liquid velocity is expected, the time-dependent terms

vanish, and transient flow equations described in Ouyang [12] are transferred into steady

state equations. During the evolution from initial state to the final steady state, liquid

holdup and liquid velocity change substantially (see Figs. 4.23). But the liquid velocity

remains positive and never changes its sign. That means that liquid flow and gas flow are

cocurrent all the time. This is a necessary condition to maintainstratified flow.

Different initial states of the gas-liquid system have been tried and it was observed

that all transientstates of the system become stabilized after a short time. A unique steady

state was obtained for the system regardlessof the initial conditions.

oh! I ,,, ,,, !! ,,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,,
0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.0s0 0.055 0.060

Liquid Holdup EL

Figure 4.23: Flow Evolution Expressed in EL-UL Plane for Single Root Case (U~G =
60.O.ft/see, U.SL= O.l~t/see, 8 = 1°)

The kind of simple transient features discussed above does not exist for all the gas

and liquid flow rates. For certain flow rates under which multiple solutions are anticipated,

three instead of one steady state may be expected for the system. Figs. 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28
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show the flow evolution for a system with U.SG= 25.O.ft/see, Us~= 0.005~t/see, and O= 1°.

Three steady state solutions exist for this system. Simulationswith following five different

initial states for the system have been conducted:

. A. hLD= 0.06, UL= 0.6ft/sec

● B. hLD= 0.11, UL = 0.1f t/see

. C. hLD = 0.12, UL = ().ljt/SeC

● D. hLD = 0.50, UL= O.lft/sec

● E. hLD = 0.10, UL = ().3jt/SeC

For comparison purpose, the threesteady statesarealsomarkedin the figures,wherethe solid

rectangle representsthe lowest solution of liquid holdup, the solid triangle the intermediate

solution, and the solid circle the highestsolution. Figs. 4.27 and 4.28 show a higher range of

liquid holdups in which the highest solution (solid circle) is hidden under the soultion path

near the center of the figures. As expected, the systemwith initial condition near the lowest

root evolves and reaches the lowest solution very quickly (Fig. 4.26). The evolution process

for this type of initial condition is qui% similarto that of the singlesolution case shownin Fig.

4.23. It is interesting to note that a system with an initial state close to the intermediate

solution can have completely different final state depending upon where the initial state

lies relative to the intermediate solution. Two different but close initial states were used

to demonstrate the transient evolution of the gas-liquid stratified flow, one initial state

(hLDO= 0.11, ULEI~= O.lft/see) is on the left side of the intermediatesteady state location,

while the other (hLDO= 0.12, ULDO= O.lft/see) on the right side. Both initial states are

really close to the intermediate state (hLD = 0.113, ULD = 0.084ft/see). Surprisingly,the -

gas liquid flow does not develop into the intermedi.atesolution with time increasing,instead,

it reachesthe lowest or the highestsolutions (Figs. 4,26 and 4.27). The time to reach steady-

state for the first case is short (Figs. 4.29 and 4.31), while it is long for the latter case which

ends up at the highest solution (Figs. 4.30 and 4.32). Note that the averageliquid velocity

is always positive for the initial state of hLDO= 0.11, ~L~cI= O.lft/see, which means that

there is no back flow of the liquid phase. On the other hand, the liquid velocity becomes

negativefor certain time periods for the initialstate of hLDO= 0.12, ULDCI= O.lft/see, which

implies that liquid back fiow occurs and that the stratifiedflow status can not be maintained.

Therefore, the steady state stratified flow for the intermediatesolution is unstable and can

not be reached, which is consistent with the analysisconducted in Section 4.7 (Eq. 4.11).

,, ,. ,$ , :$.,, - -~,.,.,-,, . .
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The hlst initial SWE tested is hLD~= ().5, U~D(I= O.lj%/see, where the liquid height

is much higherthan all the three solutions for the steady state momentum balance equations.

Again similar features to those for the initial state of hLDo = ().12, UL~o = O.lft/sec were

observed (Figs. 4.28, 4.30 and 4.32).

Based on above simulation, it can be concluded that for initial states which have

higher liquid holdup or liquid height than those for the intermediatesolution, the gasAiquid

stratified flow status may be broken and flow pattern change will occur before reaching a

steady state correspondingto eitherintermediateor the highestsolutions. Hence, once again

it is shown that only the lowest solution is physically reasonable.
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Figure 4.26: Flow Evolution Expressedin J??~-ULPlane for Multiple Root Case (Initial State
A and Initial State B)

4.9 Multiple Solutions for Annular-Mist Flow

Similar to stratified flow, there may also exist solution nonuniquenessfor liquid film

thickness for annular-mist flow. Due to Klgh flow rate of gas phase, some liquid can be

entrained in the gas core. Amount of liquid entrainmentis dependent on many parameters,

such as superficial gas and liquid velocities, among others. Density of gas core is thus

a function of both superficial gas and liquid velocities. Hence it is difficult to obtain a

constant inclination parameterY by simply fixing the superficialgas velocity. Alternatively,
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Figure 4.29:
Initial State

Figure 4.30:
Initial State
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as suggested by Petalas & Aziz [5], dependence of liquid film thickness on superficial liquid

velocity for different superficial gas velocities may be investigated. Results shown in Fig.

4.33 ind;cate that liquid entrainmenthas a significant effect on liquid film thickness. For

cert~ gas flow ratessuch as Usa = 50~t/sec and Usa = 80~t/see, liquid film thicknessdoes

not continue to increasewith increasingliquid flow rate as it would if no liquid entrainment

occurred (see Fig. 4.34). Instead, liquid film thickness starts to decrease at certain liquid

flow rate and then increasesagain after reachingsome higherliquid flow rate. It is expected

that decreasingof liquid film thicknessis caused by liquid entrainmentin the g~ core, which

reduces the liquid film thickness. Fig. 4.33 also shows that multiple solutions for liquid film

thickness happen for Usa = 50~t/sec and Usa = 80.ft/sec. It is interestingto note that the

featUreSOfmUltipleSOhltiOIlsare qUitedifferent for Usa = 50jt/sec and Usa = 80~t/sec.

The liquid film “thicknesscu.me in the single solution region connects to the highest root

for USG= 50~t/see, while it connects to the lowest root for Usa = 80~i/sec. As we have

found for stratifiedflow, only the lowestroot of liquid film thicknessis physically reasonable.

whenever multiple solutions display feature like that for Usa = 50jt/see, discontinuity is

anticipated (Fig. 4.35). The curve for liquid film thickness selected will have a path like

A-C-D-E. A jump from C to D can not be avoided.
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As we stated in Section 4.4, it is better to expressmultiple solution regions by means
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of X–Y maps. Such a map is shown in Fig. 4.36 where two dflerent interracialfiction factor

correlations are applied, one is the Petalas & Aziz (1996) [15] correlation, and the other is

fi = 0.05. Surprisingly,substantial differencesin solution nonuniquenessexist for the two

different interracialfiction factor correlations. For the Petalas & Aziz (1996) correlation,

multiple solutions exists in about a range of Y = —50N –10. For the ~i = 0.05 correlation,

the range becomes Y = –600 w –70. Based on the fist interracialfriction factor correlation,

the maximum Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for multiple solution to occur is around 0.3,

while the value changesto 1.0 for the second correlation. Nevertheless,shape of the multiple

solution region is quite similar, which implies that ~i correlation only quantitatively affects

the multiple solution region but does not qualitatively alters its shape.

Since Fig. 4.36 is expressed in terms of two dimensionlessvariables, it is useful to

wonder whether it can be applied for different fluid system, pipe geometry and flow rates.

It is already shown that the X–Y map is indeed applicable for different flow system for

stratified flow (Section 4.4). Unfortunately, this is not true for annular-mistflow. If pipe

internal diameter is changed horn 2.047 inch to 6.18 inch or if pipe inclination angle is set

as 1° instead of 10° in Fig. 4.36, although the shape of envelope for multiple solution region

does not change much, the region varies significantly (see Fig. 4.37 and Fig. 4.38). Part of

the reason for this could be due to liquid entrainmentin gas core.
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Fig. 4.39 shows the multiple solution regions for the liquid inflow dorniniat case

(I= –10) and’the gas inflow dominant case (1= 10). Shapes of these regions do not change

significantly. But the region shifts to the left for gas influx dominant case while it shifts

to the right for liquid influx dominant case. Amount of shift in multiple solutions region is

proportional to the absolute value of inflow parameter I. Therefore, for the liquid inflow

dominant situation, if the inflow parameter is high enough, it is expected that region of

solution nonuniquenesswill extrude into the half plane Y“ >0, which means that multiple

solution may also occur for horizontal and downward gas-liquid annular-mistflow.
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4.10 Concluding Remarks

Occurrence of multiple solution has been investigated and discussed in this chapter.

Multiple solution re~on is displyed by either a USL–USGmap or a X–Y map. Physical

consideration and numericalsimulationof the transientprocess for separated flow have been

conducted. The study has led to the following observations and conclusions:

● Multiple solutions may occur for gas-lquidtwo-phase separated in a pipe or a wellbore.

This is only possible for upward flow for separated flow in a pipe without wall mass

transfer. However, for the wellbore flow case, depending on the wall inflow/outflow of
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fluidsand their flow rates, multiplesolution may also exist for horizontaland downward

flow. More specifically, for wall inflow (production well) case, multiple solutions only

exist for upward flow for the gas inflow-dominant case, whereas they may exist for

upward, horizontal and downward flow for the liquid iniiow-dominantsituations. The

opposite is expected for wall outflow (injection well) cases

● The multiple solution region depends on the interracialfriction factor correlation used

in the stratifiedor annularflow model. The region could changesignificantlyif different

correlations are applied.

● Physical consideration and numerical simulations of a transient process have shown

that only the solution with the lowest liquid height (holdup) is physically realistic.

The solutions corresponding to the intermediate and the highest liquid holup will not

be lead to stable flow.
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5. An Experimental Study of Single Phase and ‘J%vo-PhaseFlow in
Horizontal Wells

by Liang-Biao Ouyang, Nicholas Petalas, SepehrArbabi, DonaldE. Schroeder and “
KkalidAziz*

Abstract

A brief overview of the 5-year Stanfordhorizontalwellbore experimentalprogramis presented.
Different existing mechanistic flow models, simplified flow models as well as empirical
correlations are applied to analyze the 1995, 1996 and 1997 Stiord horizontal wellbore
experiments.Comparisonsbetween measurementand predictionare performe~ which lead to
the conclusion thatnone of the existingmodels can predic~with sufficientaccuracy,pressure
dropsfor gas-liquidwellbore flow withradialinflux.

5.1 Introduction

Overthe lastdecadehorizontalwellshavebecome a well-establishedtechnologyfor therecove~
of oil and gas. They have become increasinglyattractivefor production from thin reservoirs,
naturally fractured reservoirs, reservoirs with gas and water coning problems, offshore
environmentswhere various wells are drilled from a centralplatio~ as well as in various
enhancedoil recovexyprojects.

Modeling of horizontalwells poses additionalchallenges,one of which is thedeterminationof
the frictionalpressuredrop along the wellbore. The pressuredrop due to tiction over the pay
zone is usuallyneglectedin classicalreservoirsimulationmodels, because it is typicallynot an
importantfactor in verticalwells. However,practicalexampleshave shown thatin many cases
the inclusion of wellbore frictionis essentialfor the correctpredictionof well petiorrnance.For
horizontalwells, the frictionalpressuredrop becomes even more significantsince the drilling
technologynow allows wells to be severalthousandsof feet long. Hence, the fi-ictionalpressure
drop over theproductionportionof thewell will be muchlargerin horizontalwells comparedto
thatin verticalwells. Furthermore,althoughthepressuredrop due to frictionin verticalwells is
smallcomparedto thechangein pressuredueto gravity,thisis not the case in typicalhorizontal
wells.

Dependingon the completionmethodused in a horizontalwell, fluid may enterthe wellbore
radially lhrough petiorations at various locations. This alters the flow behavior along the
wellbore and complicates the modeling of the problem. For single-phaseflow, Ouyang et aL1
have shown that influx throughwell petiorationsincreaseswall fiction in the laminarflow

“l%ispaper (SPE 46221) was presented at the 1998 SPE Western Reg”onal Meeting held in
Bakersfield, Calijomia, 10-13 May 1998.
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regime and decreaseswall friction in the turbulentflow regime. This meansthatthe fictional
pressuredrop can be largeror smallerthanthatfor the casewith no radialinflux, dependingon
the flow regime present in the wellbore. k additio~ as the distance between adjacent
pefiorations may not be large enough to achieve a stabilized velocity profile, the flow
characteristicsandthepressuregradientin a horizontalwellbore may changewith location. The
flow behavior in a horizontal wellbore with increasingflow rate toward the heel and the
relationshipbetweenpressuredropandinflux from thereservoiraresome of themost important
but unsolved issues in-the engineeringanalysisof such wells. Furthermore,the presence of
multiple phases in the wellbore, alreadycomplicated throughthe existence of different flow
patterns,is eventier complicatedby thepresenceof inflow.

To investigate the influence of inflow on single-phase and mukiphase wellbore flow, a series
of experiments were designed and conducted during the peno& 1993 through 1997. The
experiments were ‘carried out in a 100-- long horizontal wellbore model at the Marathon Oil
Petroleum Technology Center in Littletoq Colorado. More than 1000 .experhnental runs
featuring different combinations of axial flow and radial influx were performed during this 5-
year program. Difi?erent wellbore IDs, wellbore types, gravel packs, perforation types and
densities, fluid types and wellbore inclination angIes were considered. Oil/nitrogen and air/water
were used in the 1993 and 1994 experiments, while air and water were used in the 1995, 1996
and 1997 experiments. For 1996 and 1997, the wellbore model was modified by inserting
stainlesssteel wire-wrapped screens inside the base acrylic pipe. Air-water flow experiments,
similar to the 1995 experiments, were carried out using this setup (see next section).

The Stanford Horizontal Wellbore experiments are briefly introduced in the present paper.
Different existing mechanistic models, simplified models as well as empirical correlations are
applied to analyze the 1995, 1996 and 1997 experiments. The results of comparisons between
measurement and prediction are also presented.

5.2 Experimental Setup and Types of Experiments

For each seriesof experiments,differentwellbore setupshavebeen applied.Figure 5.1a shows a
simple sketchof the wellbore model used for the 1993 and 1994 experiments.The wellbore is
essentiallya transparentacrylic pipe with an averageinternaldiameterof 6.2 inch. The layout
consists of 20 Y of blank acrylic, followed by 20 K of smooth peflorations “and15 E sharp
peflorations.Liquid or gas inflow canbe suppliedby themtiold connectedto thenext 403 of
smooth edged pefiorations.The remaining5 j? of the model is a blank section of the acrylic
casbg. Therearesmallvariationsin the diameterof thewellbore which havebeen measuredby
mechanicalandultrasonictechniques.

The setup for the 1995 experimentsis shovniin Figure 5.lb. The wellbore testsectionis 100-
jl long andconsistsof twenty5--sections. Theperforationsbegin atthe 85fi locationandend at
the 10jl location. The wellbore internaldiameterrangeshorn 6.15 inch to approximately6.30
inch. This range is smallerthanthatof thewellbore employedfor the 1994 experiments.Except



for the pipe sections at 20-25$?, 55-60j? and 80-95 j?, variation in the pipe internal diameter is
quite small (less than 0.05 inch).

The model for 1996 experiments is shown in Figure 5.lc. The outer acrylic pipe is the same
as that used during the 1995 experiments. A photograph of this model is shown in Figure 5.2- it
is 100-j? long and consists of twenty 5-jl sections with an average internal diameter of 6.2 inches.
The inner pipe contains three acrylic window sections (denoted by W in Figure 5.lc), each about
4-X long, and three stainless steel pre-packed wire-wrapped screen sections, each about 21-jl
long. These can be seen in Figure 5.3, showing a close-up photograph of a test section. Packers
are used to eliminate flow in the annular space around the window sections. Inflow only occurs
in the screen sections so that the total inflow length is approximately 63 Y, less than the 75 j?
used in the 1995 experiments. Window sections are used to observe and record the flow regimes
and they each house a nuclear densitometer to measure the average in situ liquid fiction (see
Figure 5.3). The screen sections have very small variations in diameter (4.500 to 4.509 inch),
whereas the window sections show somewhat larger variations in their diameters (4.450 to 4.476
inch). However, both variations are much smaller than the variations in diameters of the sections
forming the outer pipe.

Two sets of experiments were conducted in 1997 (Table 5.1). One set (1997-B in Table 5.1)
focused on air-water flow in a wellbore as sketched in Figure 5.lc with a 40/60 mesh sand-
packed anmdus. The other set of experiments (1997-A in Table 5.1) with the wellbore model
shown in Figure 5.lb was performed-with petioration density variations from 0.5 shots/j to 8
shotslj.

The more than 1000 experimental runs featuring different combinations of axial flow and
inflow conducted in the five-year pro- can be classified under the following categories:

A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.

wellbore characterizationexperiments;
single-phaseliquidaxial flow with liquidinflow;
single-phaseliquidaxial flow withgasinflow;
gasandliquidtwo-phaseaxialflow;
gasandliquidtwo-phaseaxialflow withliquidinflow;
gasandliquidtwo-phaseaxialflow withgasinflow;
gasandliquidtwo-phaseaxialflow withgasandliquidinflow.

DetailedMormation regardingpipe inclinationangleandrangesof gas and liquid flow ratefor
eachtypeof experimentis listedin Table 5.2.

For each experimentalrun,the following datawere measuredandautomaticallyrecordedinto
a spreadsheetfile for lateranalysis:

● axial flow andinflow flow rate
. liquidfractionsat 11.25~t,36.25jl, and61.25X locations
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. pressure drops every 10jl and 50jl
● pipe inclination angle
. inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures.

For most experiments, data were recorded for at least 10 nzins after reaching a stabilized state.
The flow along the entire wellbore was video-taped and the flow patterns at 11.25jt, 36.25j2 and
61.25X locations were also recorded.

A significant number of characterization experiments were conducted each year prior to the
ones scheduled. Furthermore, in order to ensure accurate and reliable experimental data, a
number of the experiments were repeated (some of them being repetitions of experiments from “
the previous year) and measurements compared.

5.3 Analysis of Experimental Data

5.3.1 Wellbore Calibration Experiment

Intuitively, the effective wellbore rou~ess will be
drilled in the wellbore. The determination of the
important issue for data analysis.

altered (increased) due to the periiorations
effective wellbore pipe roughness is an

Kloste# experimentallystudiedflow resistancein a pefioratedpipe witiout inflow through
the pedlorationsby using a 6-5/6 inch OD and 17-X long pipe. The pipe had a 14-- long
perforated section with a petioration density of 180 sh@l. The Reynolds number varied fi-om
60,000 to 450,000. He found that the fiction factor vs. Reynolds number relationship didn’t
exhibit the characteristics of regular pipe flow. The fiction factor for the perforated pipe did not
decrease with increasing Reynolds number over the Reynolds number range investigated. It
reached a local maximum between Re = 160,000 and Re = 220,000, where the fiction factor
increased by about 60-70°/0 over the value determined by Reynolds number and pipe roughness.
For Reynolds numbers less than 160,000, the friction factor increased by about 55’%o,while it
increased by about 25-45°/0 for Reynolds numbers greater than 220,000. Su & Gudmundsson3
measured the mass flow rates and water column heights for single-phase water flow along a
vertical tube. To make comparisons, both the experimental data for flow before and after
perforation drilling were obtained. Based ‘on their measurements, Su & Gudmundsson3
introduced a roughness fimction that was correlated as a fimction of the perforation/casing
diameter ratio.

Although the analyses associated with the above two studies for single-phase water flow in a
pefiorated pipe may need to be improve~ the observations do imply that the effective pipe
roughness is augmented by perforations.

In order to determinethe effective pipe roughnessfor the wellbore used in our experiments,
calibrationexperimentalrunswere performedeach yearbefore the actualruns.Data from these
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calibration experiments were applied to determine the effective or equivalent pipe roughness. By
changing the effective pipe roughness, the best match between predicted and measured pressure
drops for each section was determined.

5.3.2 Single-phaseWater Wellbore Flow

As expecte~ it is observed thatthe higherthe axial water flow rate, or the higher the water
inflow rate,the higherwill be the pressuredrop. A more revealingcomparisonis presentedin
Figure 5.4, wheretwo single-phasewaterflow experimentswith the sameamountof totalwater
flow rateof 17.5MbpD are compared one with only axial water flow, the other with 10.5 M%pD
of axial flow and7.0 M@D of inflow. Along the fist half of the wellbore, the pressure drops for
the 10-~tsections with no inflow are higher than for the case with inflow, while along the second
half of the wellbore, pressure drops for the case with no inflow are lower than for the case with
inflow. Note that from the inlet (100j1 location) to the 10fi wellbore location, the average local
water velocity is always higher for the case with no inflow than for the case with inflow.
Therefore, it is very mtural to conclude from Figure 5.4 that inflow increases the pressure drop
along the wellbore. Some researchers, such as Shapiro et al.4 , Kays & Cratiord5, use an
apparent fiction factor to describe the pressure drop along tie wellbore. The above observation
is then equivalent to saying that inflow increases the apparent friction factor. The statement is
correct but misleading, since it is easy for engineers to infer that inflow increases wall friction.

Figure 5.5.5 demonstrates why this Merence is inappropriate. It shows the variation of three
friction factors with distance along the wellbore:

. The total(apparent) fiction factor obtained on the basis of measurements,

. the actual fi-iction factor obtained from measurement and a new single-phase wellbore flow
model*,and

● the no-wall-flow friction factor obtainedfrom the Colebrook-White6equationby using the
local Reynoldsnumberandtheeffectivepipe roughness.

The apparent friction factor is larger than the no-wall-flow fiction factor, but the actual fiction
factor is smaller than the no-wall-flow fiction factor. In other words, the wall friction factor is
reduced (not augmented) by inflow. This can be easily explained by the inflow and outflow
influence mechanismsdetailedin Ouyanget al 8, and it is a resultof the turbulentflow regime
presentin all thesingle-phasewaterflow experiments.

5.3.3 Two Phase Wellbore Flow

Observations based on experimental data are summarized in this section.

Air inflowrateeffect.The higherthe air inflow rate,the higherthe pressuredrop, provided the
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flow pattern doesn’t change significantly. It is interesting to compare two wellbore flows with the
same total air and water flow rates, one with 1.7 iMMsc@ air axial flow and 14.0 h4bpD water
axi+ flow, and the other with 14.0 M3pD water axial flow and 1.7 M2t4sc@ air inflow. The
overallpressuredrop in the first case whereno inflow is presentis lower thanthatfor the latter
case with inflow. The main reason for this d.ifi?erenceis due to the inflow effect on the
accelerationaland fictional pressuredrops, since flow patternsobserved for both cases are the
same,i.e., slugflow along most of thewellbore.

Two-phase inflow effect.The inflow not only affects the accelemtionaland fictional pressure
drops for two-phasewellbore flow, it may also modifi the flow patternpresentin thewellbore.
As a resultthe pressuredrop may not increasewith air or water inflow. An example of this
situationis given in Figure 5.6. The overallwellborepressuredrop for thecasewithoutinflow is
even higherthanfor the case with inflow. This observationis differentfrom whatwas observed
for single-phase flow (Figure 5.4). Thus, flow pattern changes play an importantrole in
determiningg thepressuredrop alongthewellboreduringtwo-phaseflow.

Inflow pattern effect. The air and water inflow distributionalong the petioratedpart of the
wellbore is referred to in this paper as the inflow pattern. Three inflow patte~ were
implemented in the 1995 experiments,

. Pattern#1: Air inflow in the firstpetioratedhalf of wellbore (47.5-85j?), waterinflow in the
secondhalf (1047.5jl);

. Pattern#2: Waterinflow in the firstperforatedhalf of wellbore (47.5-85f), air inflow in the ~
second half (10-47.5ji);

. Pattern#3: Alternatingairandwaterinflow alongtheentirepefioratedwellbore.

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show the influence of inflow pattern on the pressure drop for both
low and high flow rate cases. For the low flow rate case, the overall pressure drop along the
wellbore for inflow pattern #2 is 0.8 psi” (Table 5.), which is abouttwice thatfor inflow pattern
#1 andinflow pattern#3. Sucha significantdifi?erenceis relatedto changesin flow pattern.Even
when the air and water axial and inflow rates are the same, the flow patternsobserved are
differentfor dd%erentinflow patterns.Stratifiedwavy flow occurs along the entirewellbore for
both inflow patterns#1 and #3, whereasslug flow is observed along a partof the wellbore for
inflow pattern#2. For thehigh flow ratecase, slug flow occurs for all three,inflow patternsand,
as.a consequence of this, the overall pressuredrops along the wellbore are approximatelythe
s~e (Table 5., Figure 5.8).

Brief summary.As discussed above, many factors come into play with two-phase flow in the
wellbore, among them are axial air and water flow rates, air and water inflow rates, inflow
patterq pipe inclination, fluid properties, pipe geometry as well as perforation density, and
pefioration geometry. Figure 5.9 compares pressure drops for different air and water flow
arrangements in the wellbore where the total air and water flow rates are 1.0 ik?ZkfscjDand 7.0
MbpD, respectively. The overall pressure drops along the wellbore are listed in descending order
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in Table 5.. Both Figure 5.9 and Table 5. show that pressure drops change significantly with
flow arrangement. The overall pressure drop ranges from 0.2992 psi to 0.8891 psi. With air and
water flow rates of 1.0 Mit4sc@ and 7.0 Mbpll, respectively,the flow formatcorrespondingto
wateraxial flow with airinflow (type C) andthatcorrespondingto airandwateraxial flow with
air inflow (type F) give the highestoverall pressuredrop. The lowest overall pressuredrop is
obtainedwithairandwateraxialflow withno inflow (typeD).

Finally, it should be noted that influences of different parameters on wellbore flow behavior
are interrelated and depend upon specific flow conditions. For example, the effect of the two-
phase inflow pattern is dependent on the flow rates. For the low flow rate case, the overall
pressure drop along the wellbore for inflow pattern #2 is about two times that for inflow patterns
#1 and #3 (Table 5.4). The overall pressure drops, however, are approximately the same for all
three inflow patterns when the flow rates are high (Table 5.4).

5.4 Prediction by Existing Models

In order to evaluate tie predictive abilities of existing models and their application to two-phase
flow with inflow, the following methods were selected
● Petalas & Aziz? mechanistic model,
. Xiao et al.]o mechanistic model,
. Beggs & Brillll model,
. DuMer12 et al. 12model,
. Homogeneous model.

The first three models require tie determination of the flow pattern in order to calculate the
pressure drop and holdup. Although the mechanistic approach attempts to account for more of
the physical properties of the system all of the above models rely on the use of one or more
empirically determined correlations. -One of these empirical relationships involves the
determination of the single-phase fiction factor. The traditional approach requires the use of a
pipe roughness coefficient and a Reynolds number.

5.4.1 Pipe Roughness Determination

In order to determine an appropriate pipe roughness to use for the analysis of each of the 1995
and 1996 We-phase experimental data, the single-phase results from each year’s experiments
were used, with and without inflow. A pipe roughness was selected (1.0 x 104 j? for the 1995
experimentsand 1.6 x 104 I for 1996) such that the calculatedpressuredrop matched the
experimentalmeasurements.Figure 5.10 shows a comparison between the experimentally
measuredpressuredrop for the 1996 experimentscomparedwith the value obtainedby using
traditionalmethods and ignoring the accelerationeffects due to inflow. Although excellent
agreementis obtainedfor the cases whereno inflow is present it is observedthat,in the cases
withinflow, neglectingtheaccelerationalpressurelossesyieldsextremelypoor results.

By using a new wellbore flow model* that accounts for these acceleration losses due to inflow
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as well as the effects of wall influx on fiictio~ excellent agreement can be obtained between the
calculated and the experimental values, as shown in Figure 5.11.

5.4.2 Analytical Procedure

The analysis of the two-phase experimental data was performed using the segmented model
approach depicted in Figure 5.12. The procedure follows the steps outlined below:

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

The wellbore is divided into small segments; the smaller the segment, the more accurate the
predictions.

Starting with the toe of the well, the calculations are petiormed by adding the air and water
inflow rates for the segmen~ dQG and dQL, to the air and water axial flow rates, QG and QL.

The average superficial velocity for each phase is then computed.

Fluid properties are calculated at the average temperature and pressure in the segment (by
assuming a pressure drop for the segment for the first iteration).

For models that require it the predicted flow pattern for the segment is calculated from the
superficial velocities and fluid properties.

The pressure drop and liquid holdup for the segment are then calculated as per the selected
mukiphase flow model.

If the calculated pressure drop exceeds a tolerance value (0.005 psi),, the average segment
pressure is recalculated based on the new pressure drop and steps 4) through 6) are repeated.

If the calculated pressure drop exceeds a maxim~ allowable value for the segment (O.1ps~,
the segmentis thendividedintotwo segmentsandsteps4) through7) arerepeated.

After the pressuredrop calculationhas converged,the next segmentis selectedand steps2)
through 7) are repeated until the heel of the well is reached.

10) The pressure drop and liquid holdup values for all the se~ents along a section of interest are
added and compared to the experimental measurements.

The above procedure was followed for each of the models listed above and the results thus
obtained were compared to the experimental measurements for each of the years, 1995 and 1996,
as well as some of the measurements iiom 1997.
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5.4.3 Discussion of Results

The comparison with experimental data for all the multiphase flow models yielded extremely
poor results. The results from the 1995 experiments displayed the worst behavior, chiefly due to
the fact that the pressure drops were low in magnitude, thus making it difficult to obtain accurate
measurements. Although the comparisons with the 1996 data showed an improvement over those
for 1995, most of the models consistently over-predicted the pressure drop. This is apparent in
Figure 5.13 where the comparison based on the mechanistic model of Petalas & Aziz? is
displayed. It is seen that for the majority of the da@ the calculated values exceeded the
experimental observations by more than 25°/0.This behavior was consistent with all of the other
models investigate~ the Xiao et al. 1° model failing to converge for a significant number of
points. It is significant that even for the cases where no inflow is present, the models still tend to
greatly over-predict the pressure drop. Surprisingly, among the five models evaluate~ the best
match was obtained from the relatively simple homogeneous model. This is shown in Figure
5.14. However, it is observed that even here the pressure drop is poorly predicted when inflow is
present. Also note that the accelerational pressure drop caused by inflow was not included in
these models, as a consequence, the predicted pressure drop is expected to increase nontrivially
for the cases with inflow.

There are a number of causes that can explain why the existingmethods fail in providing
good estimateswheninflow existsin thewellbore:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

All of the existingmodels arebased on steadystate,stabilizedflow withno inflow. lh two-
phase wellbore flow with mass transferthroughpetiorations, however, transitionalflow
conditionsareobservedevenunderstabilizedflow conditions.

The largediameterpipesusedin theexperimentsmayrequirelongerlengthsin orderto attain
stabilizedflow. This could accountfor thepoor predictionsby themodelswhentherewas no
inflow present.

The flow patterncharacteristicsfor pipe flow withoutinflow are significantlydifferentthan
those for the sameflow patternwhen inflow occurs. Thus, theempiricalcongelationsused in
existing models, such as those used to determineReynolds number, wall friction factor,
interracialfriction factor, liquid entrainmentetc may be inappropriate.Furthermore,the
transitionmechanismsused in detennining the flow patternwill likely differ when inflow
occurs.

The calculationof holdupwhen inflow is presentmay differ significantlyfrom the approach
used by existing models. Overestimatingthis quantitymay also lead to the kind of over-
predictionsof pressuredropobservedhere.

The pressuredrop along a wellboreis composedof five components:fictional, gravitational,
inflow-directional, accelerational due to inflow, and accelerational due to fluid
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compressibility. Although the gravitational and inflow-directional components are trivial for
horizontal wells*, the accelerational component due to inflow can be large depending on the
flow conditions. All the models ‘or correlations evaluated here neither account for the
accelerational pressure drop due to inflow nor for the inflow effect on the frictional pressure
drop.

In order to evaluate a simple two-phase model that can account for the effects of inflow, a
prelimimry homogeneous mode113 with slip between the phases is introduced. The model
accounts for the effects of inflow by using an extension of the single-phase wellbore flow model
presented by Ouyang et all This is presented in Figure 5.15 with results shown for the 1996
experiments. The results for most of the cases are excellen~ most of them being well within a
25% error margin. The fact that this model is better able to predict the “no inflow” cases (where
inflow accelerational effects do not exist) when compared to the no-slip homogeneous model
(Figure 5.14), stems from introducing new definitions of the two-phase density and the two-
phase velocity that honor mass balance in the system.

Although preliminmy, simple models such as this show promise, especially since it is
generally difficult under field conditions to determine the flow
inflowing fluids.

5.5 Development of New Wellbore Flow Models

One of the major objectives for conducting the 5-year horizontal

distribution, rates, etc of the

well experiments is to obti

data to develop and validate new models or correlations. As mentioned-above, a new single-
phase wellbore flow model was developed in 1996*. It was found that the new model provided
excellent predictions for pressure drops for the 1995, 1996 and 1997 single-phase water
experiments.

New two-phase wellbore flow models (Ouyang13), including a simplified homogeneous model
and a mechanistic model, have been proposed and are currently being tested and improved.

.

5.6 Summary and Observation -

The 5-year Stiord horizontal wellbore experimental program was introduced. A segmented
approach has been applied to predict flow patte~ pressure drop and liquid holdup by using
existing mechanistic models or empirical correlations. Comparisons between model predictions
and measurements were made for the 1995, 1996 and 1997 experiments. Substantial differences
between measurements and predictions have been observed. Some of the possible reasons are
given below.

● Existingmodels or correlations do not account for the inflow effect even though the kinetic
energy effect due to inflow can be quite significant.

● Correlations for wall fiction factors, interracial friction factor and liquid entrainment fraction
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were originally proposed for gas-liquid two-phase pipe flow without inflow, as a
consequence they may not be appropriate for two-phase wellbore flow when inflow is
present.

Some of the transition criteria in existing mechanistic models may be inappropriate for
wellbore flow with influx, hence the flow patterns predicted maybe incorrect.

New models or correlations need to be proposed for two-phase wellbore flow where radial
inflow/outflow exists.

Nomenclature

WCQ = water axial flow rate
WIQ = water radial inflow rate
WQ = waterflow rate,eitherinflow or axialflow rate

ACQ = air axial flow rate
AIQ = air radial inflow rate
AQ = airflow rate, either inflow or axial flow rate

WAQ = water and air flow rate, or, WAQ= (WCQ,ACQ, lZ7Q,#Q)
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Table 5.1. Summary of Wellbore Setup

Year Wellbore ID Hole ID Screen ? Sand Pack ? Perf.
(inch) (inch) Density

1993 6.2 6.2 no no dorm
1994 6.2 6.2 no no uniform
1995 6.2 6.2 no no uniform
1996 4.5 6.2 yes no uniform

1997-A 6.2 6.2 no no variable
1997-B 4.5 6.2 yes yes uniform
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Table 5.2. Flow Rate Ranges

Type of Exp Axial Liquid Axial Gas Liqnid Gas Inflow Pipe Angle
(MbpD) (MMscfD) Inflow (MMscfD) (degree)

(MbpD)
1993 Experiments (oil/nitrogen, air/water)

A 20 nla n/a rda o
B 14-17 nla 3.5 n/a o
c 6.8--15 n/a nfa 0.1-0.3 0
D 6.8--15 0.1–0.3 nfa nla o
E n/a n/a nla nla n/a
F n/a n/a nla n/a da
G nla nla nfa nfa nfa

1994 Experiments (oil/nitrogen, air/water)
A 20 nfa nfa n/a o
B 14-17 n.la 3.5 n/a o
c 6.8--15 nla nfa 0.1–0.3 o
D 6.8--15 0.1–0.3 nfa n/a o
E n/a nla nfa nfa nla
F nfa nla nfa n/a nla
G nla nla nla nla nfa

1995 Experiments (air/water)
A 14-30 nla nfa nla o
B 7.0--18 nla 3.5-11 n.ia -2, 0,+2

c 3.5–14 n/a nfa 0.5–1.7 -2, 0,+2
D 3.5--14 0.5-1.7 nfa n/a -2, 0,+2
E 3.5-14 0.5--1.7 3.5 nla -2, 0,+2
F 3.5--14 0.5 nfa 0.5--1.0 -2, 0,+2
G 3.5–14 0.5 3.5 0.5–1.0 o

1996 Experiments (air/water)
A 17--30 nla nfa nla -2, 0,+2

B 7.0--18 nla . 1.0–11 n/a o
c 3.5--14 nla n/a 0.5--1.7 -2, 0,+2
D 3.5--14 0.5–1.8 nia nla -2, 0,+2
E 3.5--14 0.5--1.8 3.5 n/a -2, 0,+2
F 3.5--14 0.5 n/a 0.5--1.0 -2, 0,+2
G 3.5--14 0.5-1.0 3.5 0.5–1.0 o

1997 Experiments-Phase A (air/water)
A 3.0--30 nfa nla nla o
B 2.8--7 n/a 0.6–9 nla o
c nla n.fa nla nfa nla
D 3.5--21 0.5-2.2 nla nJa 0,+2
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Type of Exp Axial Liquid Axial Gas Liquid Gas Inflow Pipe Angle
(MbpD) (MMscfD) Inflow @$MscfD) (degree)

(MbpD)
E 16.0 2.2 1.5--8 n/a 0,+2
F n/a nla nfa nla da
G nla nla nfa n/a nla I

1997 Experiments-Phase B (air/water)
A 3.0--30 nla nfa nla
B

-2, 0,+2
10-14 nfa 10.3 nla -2, 0,+2

c nfa nla nla nfa n/a
D nla nla nla nla n/a
E 10-14 1.0--1.8 3.4 nla -2, 0,+2

F nla nla n/a nfa n/a
G - nfa nla da nla nla

Table 5.3. Overall Pressure Drop Comparison

I
FlowFormat Overall pressure drop (@z)

I

Water axial flow with air inflow 0.8891
Air and water axial flow with air inflow 0.8856

Air and water axial flow and inflow, pattern #2 ‘ 0.8001
Air and water axial flow with water inflow 0.5575

Air and water axial flow and inflow, pattern #3 0.4108
Air and water axial flow and inflow, pattern #1 0.3763

Air and water axial flow 0.2993

Table 5.4. Inflow pattern effect at high flow rate

I
Flow Format Overall pressure drop (psia) I

Air andwater axial flow and inflow, pattern #1 “’ 3.827
Air and water axial flow and inflow, pattern #3 ~~ 3.507
Air and water axial flow and inflow, pattern #2 . 3.288
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Figlure 5.1. Wellbore test section used for the Stanford horizontal well_experh. .... ——— —— ——— - — nents
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Figure 5.2. Photograph of wellbore test section used for the 1996 Stanford horizontal well
experiments
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Figure 5.3. Close-up photograph of wellbore test section used for the 1996 Stanford
horizontal well experiments
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6. A Mechanistic Model for Multiphase Flow in Pipes

by Nicholas Petalas and IOlalidAziz*

Abstract

Mechanistic models for multiphase flow calculations can improve our ability to predict pressure
drop and holdup in pipes especially in situations that cannot easily be modeled in a laboratory and
for which reliable empirical correlations are not available. li this paper, a new mechanistic mode~
applicable to all pipe geometries and fluid properties is presented. New empirical correlations are
proposed for liquid/wall and liquid/gas intetiacial fiction m stratified flow, for the liquid fraction
entrained and the interfhcial fliction in annular-mist flow, and for the distribution coefficient used
in the determination of holdup in intermittent flow.

6.1 Introduction

Empirical models often prove inadequatefi thatthey are limitedby the range of data on which
they were based an~ generally,cannotbe used withconfidencein all types of fluidsand condi-
tions encounteredin oil andgas fields.Furthermore,manysuchmodels exhibitlarge discontinui-
tiesl at the flow patterntransitionsandthiscan leadto convergenceproblemswhenthesemodels
areused for thesimultaneoussimulationof petroleumreservoirsandassociatedproductionfacili-
ties. Mechanisticmodels, on the other Ixi.n&arebased on fimdamei.tallaws and thus can offer
more accuratemodelingof thegeometic andfluidpropertyvariations.

All of the models presented in the literature are either rncomplete2s, in that they only consider
flow pattern deterrninatio~ or are limited m their applicability to only some pipe inclinations4>5.A
prelimimry versionGof the model proposed here that overcomes these limitations was presented in
1996.

For most of the flow patterns observe~ one or more empirical closure relationships are required
even when a mechanistic approach is used. Where correlations available in the literature are in-
adequate for use in such models, new correlations must be developed. In order to be able to
achieve this, access to reliable experimental data is important.

“ This paper (CIM 98-39) was presented at the 4~h Annual Technical Meeting of the Petroleum
Society of the Canadian Institute of Mining, ikfetallur~ and Petroleum held in Calgaiy, Alberta,
Canada on June 8-10, 1998.
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A large amount of experimental data has been collected through the use of a Mukiphase Flow
Database’ developed at Stanford University. The database presently contains over 20,000 labo-
ratory measurements and approximately 1800 measurements from actual wells. Based on subsets
of these data, the previously proposed models included a detailed investigation of the annular-mist
flow regime and new correlations for the liquid fraction entrained and for rnterfhcial ~ction. This
model has since been refined based on additional investigations of the stratified and intermittent
flow regimes, and is the subject of this paper.

6.2 Flow Pattern Determination

The procedure for flow pattern determination begins with the assumption that a particular flow
xamination of various criteria that establish the stability ofpattern exists and is followed by an e

the flow regime. If the regime is shown to be titable, a new flow pattern is assumed and tie
procedure is repeated. Figure 6.1 shows flow pattern transitions based on the superficial velocities
of the phases where the stability criteria considered in this model are sketched. The procedure for
flow pattern determination is illustrated in Figure 6.3, where it is seen that the examination of the
dispersed bubble flow regime is the first to be considered.

6.2.1 Dispersed Bubble Flow

The dispersed bubble flow region is bounded by two criteria. The first is based on the transition to
slug flow proposed by Bamea2 where a transition from intermittent flow occurs when the liquid
fraction m the slug is less than the value associated with the maximum volumetric packing density
of the &spersed bubbles (0.52):

Ek <0.48 (6.1)

The same mechanism is adopted in this model with the exception that the liquid volume fraction in
the slug is not obtahed from the correlation proposed by Barnea, but from the Gregory et aL8
correlation given below:

Eb= 1 ,~g

[)

Vm “
1+ —

8.66
(6.2)

A transition from dispersed bubble flow to froth flow can also occur when the maximum volumet-
ric packiug density of the dispersed gas bubbles is exceeded (line D1 in Figure 6.1):

77
C~ = ~ >0.52

m

(6.3)

If the criteria given by (6. 1 and (6.3 are not satisfie~ dispersed-bubble flow is not possible and the
possibility of stratified flow is examined next.
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6.2.2 Stratified I?low

Determiningthe stability of the stratified flow regime requires the calculation of the liquid height,
which can be obtained by writing the momentum balance equations for the gas and the liquid
phases as was done by Taitel and Dukle~:

[)-A. * – @~ + ~iSi – p~A~-Line=o
&

[)
-A. 2— – ZWGSG– ziSi– p~A~

dL
%le=o
&

(6.4)

(6.5)

These can then be combine~ eliminating the pressure gradient terms, and expressed in terms of

the dimensionless liquid height, ~’ = h~/D, using the geometric relationships outlined by Taitel
and Dulcler. The shear stresses are given by the following relationships:

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

These definitions dii3er from those proposed by Taitel and Dukler maidy in that pipe roughness is
not ignored when dete tig the fiction fictors. In additio~ the definition for the gasfiquid in-
terglacial shear does not require the assumption that the gas phase moves fhster than the liquid
phase (thereby assuming the shear stress to be based on the gas phase velocity alone). A new ap-
proach is also used when detemining the liquid /wall inteficial friction factor, ~~, as discussed
below.

The fi-ictionfactor at the gas/wallinte~aceEq. (6.6) is determinedfrom an approachsimilarto
thatused in single-phaseflow withtheactualpipe roughnessandthe following definitionof Rey-
noldsnumber:

Re = ‘GPGVG
G

k
(6.9)

where DG is thehydraulicdiameterof thegasphase.

For the liquid/wallintetiaceEq. (6.7) it was found thatthe use of an approachsimilarto single
phaseflow is not appropriatean~ instead,the following empiricalrelationshipis used for calcu-
latingthewalMiquidinterfhcialfiction tictor:

f, = o.452f:~’ (6.10)

The Ilictionfictor basedon thesuperficialvelocity, f~L, is obtained from standard methods using

thepipe roughness and the following definition of Reynolds numbe~

Re~L= DPLVSL

~L
(6.11)
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During downhill flow, it is possible for the dense phase to flow faster than the lighter phase. For
this reaso~ the definition of thegas/liquid interracial shear Eq. (6.8) is based on the quantity
~ = ~~ - V’L,which can become negative under certain conditions. The interiiicial fiction factor
is calculated ilom the empirical relationship:

{}
fi = (0.004 + 0.5x10-’ ReX)Fr~5 ~ (6.12)

~
The Froude number is defined as Fr~ = —.

r ghL

Once the liquid height is Imowq the stability of the stratified flow pattern can be determined. The
approach used by Taitel and Dukler, which uses an extension of the Kevin-Helmholtz wave sta-
bility theory, is tio used in this model. This attempts to predict the gas velocity at which waves
on the liquid surface are large enough to bridge the pipe:

vG=[+yT (6.13)

L

This transition is represented by line S1 in Figure 6,1. The transition criterion expressed by (6. 13
does not apply when 9 = –90°. Experimental data, however, suggest that stratified-like annular
flow can occur at such inclinations. In order to account for this, when cos9 <0.02,
cos9 = 0.02 is substituted in Eq. (6.13).

At steep downward inclinations, Barnea proposes a mechanism whereby stratified flow can
change to annular, even at relatively low gas rates. This occurs when the liquid height is small and
the liquid velocity is high. Liquid droplets are sheared off from the wavy iuterfiice and deposited
on the upper pipe wall, eventually developing into an annular fii The condition for this type of
transition to annular flow, shown as line S4 in Figure 6.1, is given asz:

J‘ > gD(l–hL)cose
L

fL
(6.14)

It should be noted that fL is calculated as per Eq. (6.10); not the definition proposed by Barnea.

At the higherupwardpipe inclinationsthepredictedliquidheighthasthetendency,giventhe tran-
sitioncriterionof Eq. (6.13), to predictstratifiedflow wherenone is lcnmvnto exist.For thisrea-
sow and to ensurecontinuitybetweenflow patterntransitions,thepresentmodel limitsstratified
flow to horizontaland downhillanglesonly. This approachis also supportedby the fact that
stratifiedflow is only observedfor smallupwardanglesinlarge-diameterpipes.

Thus, when 9<0, if the gas phase velocity is less than the transitional value given by Eq. (6.13)
and the liquid phase velocity is less than that of Eq. (6.14), the flow pattern is stratified. Although
no distinction is made in this model between stratified smooth and stratified wavy flow for the
purposes of dete mining pressure drop and liquid vohune i?actio~ the transition between these
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two regimes is considered in flow pattern predictions. Taitel and Dukler propose that waves will
form on the liquid surfhce once the gas velocity is increased beyond (line S2 iu Figure 6.1):

‘G2m (6.15)

The shelteringcoefficient,s, is givenas 0.01. In Xiao et al.5 and in thepresentmode~s is taken
as 0.06, based on a studyby Andritsosg.Thisvalueis saidto be more suitable,especiallyfor gas
flow withhighviscosityliquids.

During downflow, waves can develop on the flowing liquid independent of interfhcial shear from
the gas flow. The criterion for the appearance of waves can be expressed m terms of a critical
Froude number which varies flom 0.5 to 2.2 depending on roughness and whether the flow is
Iaminar or turbulent. Barnea2 recommends a limiting value of 1.5 for the critical Froude number.
When inteficial effects are considered in the calculation of the liquid height, this limit can predict
smooth flow even at high liquid rates where the flow is known to be wavy. Reducing the limit to
1.4 appears to resolve this problem. Thus the transition from stratified smooth to wavy flow based
on this mechanism is (line S3 in Figure 6.1):

v’
Fr=—

n
>1.4

g
(6.16)

6.2.3 Annular-Mist FIow

The treatmentof the annular-mistflow regimeis similarto the approachused for stratifiedflow
and is based on thework of TaitelandDukle~ andOliemanset al.l”. The model is based on the
assumptionof a constantfilmthicknessandaccountsfor the entrainmentof the liquidin the gas
core. Slipbetweenthe liquiddropletsinthegas“coreandthegas phaseis not accountedfor. Mo-
mentumbalanceon theliquidfilmandgascore withliquiddropletsyields:

[)–A * –ZWLSLi-ziSi–@ifKsin6=0
J dL g.

()

-Ac ~ – ziSi – pcAc J%ine=o
g.

(6.17)

(6.18)

The geometricparameterscan be expressedm termsof the dimensionlessliquid film thickness,
~~= ti~/D, andtheliquidfractionentraine~FE. Theshearstressesaregivenby

JPC(”C- “/)1”” -q
Ti =

2gc

(6.19)

(6.20)

The ikictionfhctorfor the liquidfilmis computedusinganyof the standardcorrelationswiththe
pipe roughnessandthefilmReynoldsnumberas expressedby
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‘f pLvfRef =
~L

(6.21)

In order to solve Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18), two additionalquantitiesneed to be determined:the in-
terglacialfiction factor, ~., andthe liquidfractionentrained,FE. Thesearedeterminedempirically

andaregivenby

FE
0.2

()

—= 0.735N~ ~
l–FE v

(6.22)
SL

{}

&=024 ~

0.085

f. “ P.@C
Re~

(6.23)

Where the dimensionless number,N~, is definedas

~~ = P~V~GPG-
02pL (6.24)

Having determinedthe liquidfilmthickness,it is now possibleto test for the presenceof annular-
mistflow. Barnea2presentsa model for thetransitionfrom annularflow basedon two conditions.
The samemechanismsareused in thepresentmodel, althoughthey arerevisedto account for the
di&erencesin themodekg assumptions.

The fist of the transitionsproposed by Barneais based on the observationthatthe minimumin-
terfhcialshearstressis associatedwitha changein the directionof the velocityproiile in the film.
When the velocity profile becomes negativestableannularflow cannot be maintainedand the
transitionto intermittentflow occurs. This transitionmechanism is only relevant during uphill
flow. The minimumshearstressconditionmaybe determinedby setting . 0.

VA(l-JW~ =E~(l-;Ef)
a8L

2 f. ‘L
“JPL ‘Pc gDs~e 2–$Ef

The liquidfractioninthefilmis givenby

—

(6.25)

(6.26)

Eq. (6.25) can be solvedusingan iterativeprocedureto obtainthe liquidfilmheightat whichthe

minimumshearstressoccurs, ~Lti(lineAl inFigure6.1).

The second mechanismproposed by Barneafor annularflow instabilityoccurs whenthe supplyof
liquidintheIilrnis sufficientto causeblockageof thegascore by bridgingthepipe. This is saidto
takeplace whenthein situvolumefractionof liquidexceeds one halfof thevalueassociatedwith
themaximumvolumetricpackingdensityof uniformlysizedgasbubbles(0.52). Hence, thetransi-
tion fi-omannularflow occurs when(lineA2 inFigure6.1):

(6.27)EL2~(1–0.52)orEL20.24
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6.2.4 Bubble Flow

When the liquid fraction in the slug Eq. (6.2) is greater than 0.48 and the strati.lie~ annular and
dispersed bubble flow regimes have been eliminate~ the flow will either be rntermittent, froth or
bubble flow.

Bubble flow is encountered in steeply inclined pipes and is characterized by a continuous liquid
phase containing a dispersed phase of mostly spherical gas bubbles. It can exist if both of the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied:

1. The Taylor bubble velocity exceeds the bubble---’ --’-- ‘-”- “- -’”-P ‘ “ ‘ ‘“
pipes (Taitelet all *)when

velocl~. 1IUSISsausneam m-ge Ola.meIer

(6.28)

2. The angle of inclination is large enough to prevent migration of bubbles to the top wall of
the pipe (Barnea et al.12):

[13 ~2 Ctf
Coses — —

4& b gdb

The Ml coefficient,C4, rangesfrom 0.4 to 1.2,

y, rangesfrom 1.1 to 1.5 anda bubblesize, db

mode~ Ctis takenas 0.8, y as 1.3 anda bubble

velocity in a stagaantliquid Yb,is givenby13:
1-. .-

‘b=’’igb’ip’we

(6.29)

the bubble distortion (from spherical)coefficient,

, between4 and 10mmis recommended.For this

diameterof 7 mmis used. The bubbleswarmrise

(6.30)

When both of the above conditionsaresatisfied,bubbleflow is observedeven at low liquidrates
whereturbulencedoes not causebubblebreakup.The transitionto bubbleflow from intermittent
flow as suggestedby Taitel et aL1*occurs whenthe gas void fraction(duringslug flow) drops
below thecriticalvalueof 0.25 (line13inFigure6.1). The calculationof the gas void fiction for
slugflow is discussedbelow.

6.2.5Intermittent Flow

The intermittentflow model used hereincludesthe slugandelongatedbubbleflow patterns.It is
characterizedby alternatingslugs of liquidtrailedby long bubblesof gas. The liquidslug may
containdispersedbubblesandthegasbubbleshavea liquidfilmbelow them.

As stated above, a transition from intermittent flow occurs when the liquid fraction in the slug ex-
ceeds the value associated with the maximum volumetric packing density of the dispersed bubbles
((6. 1, line 11 in Figure 6.1). The same mechanism can occur at low liquid rates when sufficient
liquid is not available for slug formation. To account for this situatio~ an additional transition
criterion is imposed (line 14 in Figure 6. 1).
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ELs 0.24 (6.31)

The liquid volume fraction calculated for slug flow is discussed below. Although it is not treated
as a separate flow pattern for the purposes of phase volume fictions and pressure drop determi-
natio~ the elongated bubble flow regime is defined here as the portion of intermittent flow for
which the liqtid slug contains no dispersed bubbles of gas. This condition is arbitrarily represented
in the model by the region where EL, 20.90 (line 12 in Figure 6. 1).

The liquid volume fraction may be determined by writing an overall liquid mass balance over a
slug-bubble unit. Assuming that the flow is incompressible and a uniform depth for the liquid
film14:

(6.32)

Vc~brepresents the velocity of the dispersed bubbles, ~ is the translational velocity of the slug,

and Eh is the volume fraction liquid in the slug body Eq. (6.2). All of these quantities need to be

determined fi-omempirical correlations.

The translational velocity of the elongated bubbles is given by Bendiksen15 as:
~ = Covm+ v-d (6.33)

The parameterCOis a distributioncoefficientrelatedto thevelocity andconcentrationprofiles in
dispersedsystemsand underspecialconditionsis relatedto the inverseof the Ba.nkoffK factor. ,
Zuber and Findla~chave confirmedempiricallyits applicationto other flow patterns,including
slug and annularflow. Nicldinet al.‘7, in theirstudyof the risevelocity of Taylor bubbles,have
found that for liquidReynoldsnumbersgreaterthan8,000, CO=1.2, whereasat lower Reynolds
numbersCOapproached2.0. It is generallytakento be 1.2, althoughfor thisanalysisit is deter-
minedhornthe followingempiricallyderivedcorrelation

CO= (1.64+ 0.12sin0)Re~~031 (6.34)

The modifiedReynoldsnumberin Eq. (6.34) is based on the mixturevelocity and liquidproper-
ties:

(6.35)

The elongated bubble drift velocity, V~, can be calculated from the Zuboski18 correlation

‘d= fm~- (6.36)

Where fm =0.316~Re. for ~. e 1, otherwise ~.= 1, and

Re = p~V~.D

2~L

(6.37)

Bendiksen15 gives the elongated bubble drift velocity at high Reynolds numbers as:
Vd. s v~~ cos e+v~, she. (6.38)
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The drifi veloci~ of elongated bubbles
by Weberlg as:

;&.=~.54-_!?!]47

in a horizontal system at high Reynolds numbers k given

(6.39)

TheBond number,Bo= “ ‘pG)@2
G

The driftvelocity of elongatedbubblesin a verticalsystemat highReynoldsnumbersis obtained
froma modifiedform of theWall.is20correlation

Vh c- = 0.345(1 - e-p) ‘D@L ‘p’) (6.40)

The coefficient,~, is givenby
~= Boe(q.278-l.4241fio) (6.41)

Finally,thetiolumefractionliquidEq. (6.32) canbe calculatedonce the velocity of the dispersed
bubblesintheliquidslugis obtainedfionx

(&fb = Covm+ Vbv (6.42)

COin Eq. (6.42)_isdeterminedfrom Eq. (6.34) andthe rise velocity of the dispersedbubblesis
calculatedfiom21:

‘b=l’3[gbLiipGTh’ (6.43)

The empiricalmture of thecorrelationsused for determiningtheliquidvolumefractionEq. (6.32)
requiresthatcertainlimitsbe imposed on the calculatedvalues.The firstsuch condition tiects
Eq. (6.42) where it is possible, under certaindownflow conditions for the calculatedvalue of
~~~~to become negative.In thesesituations,V~ti is set to zero. In other situations,it is possl%le
for Eq. (6.32) to yield valuesfor l?Lthatare greaterthan1.0. In these cases, EL is sefequal to
CL.

Whennone of thetransitioncriterialistedabove aremet,the flow patternis designatedas “Froth”
implyinga transitionalstatebetweentheotherflow regimes.

6.3 Calculation of Pressure Drop and Liquid Volume Fraction

Once the flow pattern has been determined, the calculation of the pressure drop and phase volume
fractions can be determined as detailed below.

6.3.1 Dispersed Bubble Flow

The calculation of the liquid volume fraction in dispersed bubble flow follows the procedure used
for the dispersed bubbles in the slug in intermittent flow. Thus,

~~~= Covm+ Vbv (6.44)
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CO is determined from the empirical correlation given in Eq. (6.34), and the rise velocity of the

dispersed bubbles, ~, is calculated from Eq. (6.43). The volume fraction is then obtained fionx

v
EL=l-—

v:

If V~d <O, the volume fraction is then obtained fionx”

EL=l–~
Covm

(6.45)

(6.46)

In cases where the value of ELcalculated by Eq. (6.45) or Eq. (6.46) is greater than 1.0, EL is set

equal to CL.

Once the liquid volume fraction is know the pres~e gradient is determined fionx

[)

dp 2fmv:Pm——
dL = gCD

+pm GIle
g.

(6.47)

The fiction fictor, fm, is obtained from standard methods using the pipe roughness and the fol-

lowing Reynolds number:

(6.48)

The mixture density and viscosity are calculated in the usual way

Pm= ‘~p~ + ‘GpG (6.49)

Pm = ‘d%+ ‘GpG (6.50)

6.3.2 Stratified Flow

The liquid volume fiction during stratified flow is simply, from geometric considerations:

(6.51)

The pressure gradient is obtained from either Eq, (6.4) or Eq. (6.5).

6.3.3 Annular-Mist Flow

As is the case for stratified flow, the volume fraction liquid during annular-mist flow is determined
flom geometric considerations once the liquid film thiclmess is knowm

E~=l–(1–2~~)2v +V:EV
SG SL

The pressure gradient is obtained from either Eq. (6.17) or Eq. (6.18).

6.3.4 Bubble FIow

(6.52)

The volumetric gas fraction during bubble flow is obtained fionx
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(6.53)

The translational bubble velocity is defined as:
< = Covm+ Vb (6.54)

Zuber and Findla$G have shown that the distribution parameter, c“, for dispersed systems can
range from 1.0 to 1.5, the higher values being associated with high bubble concentrations and high
velocities at the center line (laminar flow). When the flow is turbulent and the velocity and con-
centration profiles are flat CO approaches 1.0. For the present metho~ CO is taken as 1.2. The
bubble swarm rise velocity in a stagnant liqui~ ~, is given by (6.30. The value of E~ thus ob-
tained, is limited to the range:

The pressure gradient is given by

[1

dp = vJ?:Pm—— +pm Qrle
dL gcD g.

(6.55)

(6.56)

The fiction factor, ~ti, is obtained from standard methods using the pipe roughness and the fol-

lowing Reynolds numbe~

Re~~= ‘pLvm

~L

(6.57)

6.3.5Intermittent Flow

The calculationof thevolume fractionliquidfor intermittentflow hasalreadybeen describedEq.
(6.32). The pressuredrop maybe obtainedby writingthemomentumbalanceover a slug-bubble
unit:

()dp =——
dL p::s~e+;ps(y]+L f[’’f’’fp’~]]

(6.58)

Ur@ortunately, no reliable methods exist for the calculation of the slug len~ L=, nor for the
lengthof the bubble regio~ Lf. Furthermore, although it is known that the fictional pressure
gradient in the gas bubble is normally small compared to that in the liquid slug, no reliable method
is available for calculating it. Xiao et aL5 have modeled the bubble region by assuming it to be
analogous to stratified flow. This treahnent contradicts observations made in the laboratory. In
view of these uncertainties, the following simple approach is selected:

()

dp =.—
dL ‘m:ske+’[:)fix+(l-’(+)fim

(6.59)

Here, the quantity q is an empirically determined weighting factor related to the ratio of the slug

length to the total slug unit length ~ and is calculated fionx
u
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q= Cy-E’) (6.60)

with the condition that q <1.0,

The frictional pressure gradient for the slug portion is obtained fiorn

()

dp ~2
=Z f.L .P.

z p= gD (6.61)

The fi-ictionfhctor,~W, is c~c~ted from st~tid methodsusing the pipe roughnessand the
Reynoldsnumbergivenby Eq. (6.57).

The term that still needs to be defined in Eq. (6.59) is the fictional pressure gradient calculated
for armular-mist flow. This is obtained by ushg the liquid fraction given by Eq. (6.32) to deter-
mine the liquid film height, assuming the flow pattern to be annular-mist. Thus, from Eq. (6.52),

,L=;~_/’] (6.62)

The frictional pressure gradient based on annular-mist flow is then calculated ftonx

[)dp 4qL

z pm ‘7 (6.63)

The shear stress ZWLis obtained from Eq. (6. 19). Note that Eq. (6.63) is obtained by adding Eqs.

(6. 17) to (6.18) (to eliminate the interracial component) and removing the hydrostatic term.

When the calculatedfilm heightEq. (6.62) is less than 1x 10A, a simplehomogeneous model
withslipis used,where:

(6.64)

The fiction factor,fm, is obtainedfrom standardmethodsusingthepipe roughnessandReynolds
numbergiven in Eq. (6.48). The mixturedensityandviscosityare obtainedfi-omEqs. (6.49) and
(6.50), respectively.

6.3.6 Froth Flow

Frothflow representsa transitionzone betweendispersedbubble flow andannular-mistflow and
betweenslugflow andannular-mist.The approachusedinthismodel is to interpolatebetweenthe
appropriateboundaryregimesin orderto determinethe tm.nsitionvaluesof the in situliquidvol-
ume fractionandpressuredrop. Thisinvolvesa numberof iterativeproceduresin order to deter-
mine the superficialgas velocities at the dispersedbubble, annular-mistand slug transitionsto
froth. Once ~~~at eachtransitionis known, thevolume fractionandpressuredrop valuesat the
transitions are calculated and a log-log interpolation between these values is made for each quan-
tity.
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6.4 Results

The model’s overall ptiormance has been evaluated using the following approaches.

a) The behavior of the model was examined over a wide range of flow rates and fluid properties
using three-dimensional surfhce plots. This was done over the complete range of upward and
downward pipe inclhations and bo@ pressure gradient and volumetric liquid tiction were
,analyzed.

b) Data were extracted from the Stanford Mukiphase Flow Database for which pressure gradi-
ent, holdup and flow pattern observations were available. This resulted in a total of 5,951
measurements consisting of variations in fluid properties, pipe diameters, and upward as well
as downward inclination. The model was then compared with these experimental observa-
tions.

c) Finally, these same experimental data were analyzed using a number of existing methods and
the results compared to the new model.

Flow pattern maps and three dimensional surfkce plots are shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.27 for an
aidwater system at standard conditions and for an oil/gas system at reservoir conditions (see

Table 6.1). The pipe rnclinatiom shown include horizont~ 10° upward, vertical upflow (+900),
and 10° downward. Each plot covers a range of superficial gas velocity of 0.01 ftlsec to 500 fthec
and of superficial liquid velocity flom 0.01 ftlsec to 100 Wsec.

The coloring of the three dimensional plots is consistentwiththatof the flow patternmaps so as
to show the locationof theflow patterntransitions.The superficialvelocityaxesappearon theX-
Y planewith the appropriateparameter(pressuregradientor liquidvolume fraction)plotted on
the verticalaxis. Over one hundred~erent gas and liquidrateshavebeen calculatedper plot,
equatingto over 10,000 calculatedpoints.Thiswas done to insurethatthe model behavespre-
dictablyover the entirepracticalrange of flow rates and pipe inclinations.The effect of fluid
propertieson flow patterntransitionscan easilybe seen in theseplots. Althoughsome disconti-
nuitiesin pressuregradientandliquidvolume.fractionarepresentatthe transitionsfrom stratified
flow, over~ the model exhiiits generallysmooth behaviorand consistenttrendsbetween flow
patterns.

The distdmtion of experhnental data points according to angle of inclination is shown in Figure
6.28. The convention used in expressing the range of inclinations in this figure is that the lower
number in the speciiled range is inclusive, whereas the higher number is not. Thus, “00 to 10°”
implies the range where 0°<0<10°. Although more than half of the data WI in the range of 0°
to 10° inclinatio~ it can be seen that there is also a fhir sampling (1,164 points, or -20%) of
downhill data.

The model predictions for liquid volume fiction are plotted against the experimental measure-
ments in Figure 6.29. Figure 6.30 shows a similar plot for the pressure gradient calculations. The
model is able to predict the in situ liquid volume fraction to within an accuracy of 15°/0in 3,663 of .
the 5,951 cases (62%). This is shown in Figure 6.31, where these numbers are compared with
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other methods. The pressuregradientis predictedto thesameaccuracyfor 2,567 cases (43Yo),as
shownm Figure6.31.

Some of the methods with which comparisons are being made are limited to specific ranges of
pipe inclination, To make the comparisons of Figure 6.31 more meaning@ they are shown
grouped according to downwart near-horizontal and upward pipe inclination in Figure 6.32, for
the volume fraction I@@ and m Figure 6.33, for the pressure gradient.

6.5 Comments

The empirical correlations introduced in this paper, namely

. Eqs. (6.10) and (6.12) for stratified flow,

. . Eqs. (6.22) and(6.23) for annular-mistflow,

● Eqs. (6.34), (6.40) and (6.60) for intermittent flow,

were developed in accordance with the following two objectives.

a) Accurately reflect the expected/observed behavior of the quantity being estimated.

b) Ensure that the correlation’s behavior results in smooth transitions between adjacent flow
patterns.

The applicationof both of thesecriteriainvolvedrelyingon statisticalanalysisof dillerencesbe-
tweenpredictedand experimentalvaluesas well as the studyof numeroussurfaceplots (such as
those shown in Figures6.4 to 6.27). This did not alwaysresultin the “statisticallybest” correla-
tionbeingadopted.

Solving the momentum balance equations in stratified flow (Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5)) and annular-mist
flow (Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18)) poses certain problems because of the presence of multiple roots.
Primarily, it is necessary to determine which of the roots is the physical one. Xiao et als assume
that it is the lowest root. There does not however seem to exist a clear rationale for this assump-
tion Figure 6.2 shows the variation of liquid height versus superficial gas velocity at a fied su-
perficial liquid rate for an air/water system at standard conditions (2.047” I.D. pipe, at 2° upward
inclination). It can be seen that in the range where multiple roots occur (P’&= 57.144 to 112.67 -
ftlsec), the selection of the lowest root versus the highest root results in si@cant changes to the
predicted liquid height. This large variation in liquid height based on ~erent roots suggests that
the selection of one root over the other simply affects the value of ~~~ at which a transition to
another flow pattern occurs. In order to prevent discontinuities, it is important to ensure that,
whether the lowest or the highest root is use~ the same root is used in all the calculations. In the
present mode~ the lowest root is selected for the ensuing calculations. Having to determine all of
the roots presents a fiuther complication as can be seen bye xamining Figure 6.2 when ~~~=58.0
fthec. It is seen that three roots exist under these conditions: ~0586, 0.0646, and 0.508. The
lower two roots can only be detected by investigating values of lz~within less than 0.005 of each
other. For the range of validity of the solutions (O to 1.0) this could requke over 200 iterations.
For certain combinations of fluid rates and pipe inclination the required resolution of liquid height
or liquid film thiclmess is of the order of 0.001, which can require over 10,000 iterations.
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A final note is warranted regarding discontinuities that arise from fiction fhctor calculations when
the flow changes from laminar to turbulent. The traditional approach is to use the laminar flow
fiction factor when the Reynolds number is less than 2,000. In the present mode~ the approach
followed is to use the turbulent fiction fhctor wherever it is greater than the laminar flow value.
This results in a smoother correlation and since the application of srngle-phase fiction fhctor cor-
relations to mukiphase flow situations is, at best, arbitrary, the approach is believed to be reason-
able.

6.6 Conclusions

A new mechanistic model has been presented which is applicable to all conditions commonly en-
countered in the petroleum industry. The model incorporates roughness effects as well as liquid
entrainment, both of which are not accounted for by previous models. The model has undergone
extensive testing and has proven to be more robust than existing models and is applicable over a
more extensive range of conditions.

The empirical correlations that are necessary within the model can only be improved with accurate
and consistent data over a wide range of conditions of commercial interest. To this end, efforts
are in progress to obtain additional data in order to expand the Stadord Mu.ltiphase Flow Data-
base.

Further testing of the new model will be undertaken which will include as much actual field data
as can be obtained. It is expected that results from these tests will more adequately demonstrate
the ability of the model to predict reasonably accurate pressure drops and holdup under operating
conditions.
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Nomenclature Subscripts <

A
co

D
B
FE
G
h~

L
P
Re
s
vSG
vSL

8L

;

e
v
P

o

T
z

Cross~sectional area
Velocity distribution coefficient

Pipe iuternal diameter
In situ volume fraction
Liquid frac~on entrained
Acceleration due to gravity
Height of liquid (Stratified flow)

Length
Pressure
Reynolds number
Contact perimeter

Superficial gas velocity

Superficial liquid velocity -

Liquid film thickness (Annular-Mist)
Pipe roughness
Pressure gradient weighting fictor
(intermittent flow)
Angle of inclination
Viscosi~
Density
Interfhcial (surfhce) tension

Shear stress
Dimensionless quantity, x

b

;
db
G
L
m
SG
s
SL
WL
WG

relating to the gas bubble
relating to the gas core
relating to the liquid film
relating to the dispersed bubbles
relating to the gas phase
relating to the liquid phase .
relating to the mixture
based on superficial gas velocity
relating to the liquid slug
based on superficial liquid velocity
relating to the wall-liquid interfhce
relating to the wall-gas interfiice

I
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Table 6.1. Svstem Properties for Flow Pattern Mam
I Air/Water System I Oil/Gas System

Pipe diameter 2.047 in 6.18 in.
Gas Density .08 lblft3 8.139 lb/ft3
Liquid Dens-m 62.4 lb/ft3 52.53 lb/ft3
Gas Viscosity 0.01CP 0.018 CP
LiquidVisms”~ 1.0 CP 2.757 CP

Interracial Tension 72.4 dyne/cm 20 dyne/cm
(Absolute) Pipe Roughness 0.00015ft 0.01II?

~ This high value of roughness is used to represent an open-hole well completion.
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7, A Comprehensive Reservoir/Wellbore Model for Horizontal Wells

by l?R. Penmatcha andK. Aziz”

Abstract

Comprehensive, tbree-dimensiona.l, anisotropic and transient reservoir/wellbore coupling models
are developed for infinite-conductivity and finite-conductivity wellbores to calculate the
productivity of a horizontal well placed in a box-shaped drainage volume. The finite-conductivity
well model considers fictional and accelerational pressure drops in the wellbore. It also takes
into account the effects of fluid inflow into the well. These models are semianalytical in nature
and can be used under transient or pseudosteady state flow conditions. The infinite-conductivity
well model is compared with the uniform flux model to show the differences in well productivity
calculations. The effects of wellbore pressure drop on well productivity are shown using the
finite-conductivity well model. These models can provide reference solutions to calculate well
indices or to check the accuracy of a numerical simulator. Because of their analytical nature they
are easier and faster to use than numerical simulators. Using super-position in space and time,
these models can be run under a variety of constraints. We believe that our finite-conductivity
well model is more general than any published previously.

7.1 Introduction

Fictional effects can be importantin long horizontalwells in high permeabilityreservoirs.In
such cases the drawdownsare low andtheyareof the sameorderof magnitudeas the frictional
pressuredrop in the well. If wellbore pressuredrop is not takeninto accountin such cases, the
productivityof a well can be grossly overestimated.In reservoirswith an aquiferor a gas cap,
low drawdownsneed to be maintainedin orderto preventearlybreakthroughof wateror gas.But
these low drawdowns can cause the wellbore pressuredrop to be very important.Ignoring
wellbore pressure drop in such a scenario would make the engineer assume that the
encroachmentof water/gasis uniformtowardsthehorizontalwell. Butin realityit is very skewed
andfluidstendto breakthroughfirstattheheel of thewell. The only way to capturetheseeffects
is by includingwellbore pressuredropin thecalculations.

Reservoir/wellbore coupling models available in the literaturelike those of Dilcken],
Landman2,Now, andPenrnatchaet al.4 represent the flow in the reservoir using a productivity
index. This makes these models one-dimensional in nature and they cannot capture all the three-
dimensional flow effects that can take place in the reservoir. Works of Ozkan et al.s and Sarica et

“ This paper (SPE 39521) was presented at the 1998 SPE India Oil and Gas Conference and
Exhibition held in New Delhi, India, 7-9 April 1998.
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al.6, though they describe flow in the reservoir using three-dimensional models, assume that the
reservoir is infinite-acting and hence these models cannot be used to evaluate the effects of the
wellbore pressure drop under pseudosteady state conditions. All these past works have
considered only fictional pressure drop in the wellbore and they have ignored accelerational
pressure drop and fluid inflow effects.

This paper presents a comprehensive, transient, semianalytical model for predicting
performance of horizontal wells. By using the principles of superposition in space and time and
by using mass balance equations in the reservoir and the wellbore, we solve the problem in an
implicit manner.

7.2 Reservoir Model

The well is divided into segments and into each segment flow from the reservoir is described
using the transient three-dimensional, uniform flux model of Babu and 0deh7. Babu and Odeh
have developed a general solution for the productivity of a horizontal well placed in a box-
shaped drainage volume-with no flow boundaries and uniform flux as the boundary condition at
the well. As shown in Figure 7.1, the reservoir contains a horizontal well of radius rWand length

L. All six external boundaries of the drainage volume are of the no-flow type. The drainage
volume has a height h, length a, and width b. As shown in the figure, the well extends from

(xo,yl ,zO) to (XO,Y,,ZO)~d is ptilel to the y-axis. The well can be placed anywhere in the
drainage volume but must be parallel to one of the coordinate axes and can be of any length
(L< b). The reservoir should be hom~geneous but can be anisotropic. Porosity p is constant.

The reservoir permeabilities in the x, y and z directions are kX, kY, and k=. The reservoir has a

single-phase, slightly compressible fluid. Initially at time t = O, the pressure is uniform
throughout the reservoir and is equal to ~ti. At time t= 0+, fluidis withdrawnfrom thewell ata
constantrate of q. Under these circumstances, they have developed a solution to calculate
pressure at any time (t> O), and at any position (O<x < a,O < y < b,O <z < h) in the system.

More details of this model can be found in their paper7. Babu. and Odeh’s uniform flux solution
was given as:

‘=p~-p(xyy>z$t)=[’~:]~(s,-s,-s,)dyoda‘ (7.1)

where S1, S2, and S3 are instantaneous point sink fimctions (Green’s fimctions) located at

x,,y,z,) andsatisf@gno-flowboundaryconditions atx=O, a;y=O, b; andz=O, h. Thex,yand(
z coordinates at the center of the well are ~, yo, and Zo.The uniform flux solution of Babu and
Ode~ in Eq. 7.1, can be written as,

~= (%i –p)=@(O (7.2)
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The above equatio~ along with the principle of superposition in space and time, is used to
describe three-dimensional reservoir flow in the following development of models for horizontal
wells.

7.3 Inftite-Conductivity Well Model

Babu and Odeh’s model assumes flux along the well to be tiorm. But the flux can be uniform
only if the well is fidly penetrating in the reservoir, resulting in two-dimensional flow. When lhe
well is partially penetrating, the pressure support from the reservoir at the two ends of the well
causes higher flux at the ends of the well as compared to the center of the well. For cases where
tie pressure drop in the wellbore is not very significant compared to the drawdo~ it is far better
to assume that the wellbore is infinitely conductive rather than to make the assumption of
uniform flux along the well.

The principle of superposition in space and time is used to accomplish this task. The original
well is divided into n=% segments.Well segment 1 is assumed to lie closest to the heel of the
well, while segment n.% lies closest to the toe of the well. Theuniformflux solutionas given by
Eq. 7.2 is applie~for each segment.The interactionbetweensegmentsis takeninto account by
the superpositionof pressuresin space. The pressurenode for every segmentis placed at the
center of that segmentand radiallyat a distancerWfrom tie centerof the well. So the nodal
pressurerepresentsthe reservoirpressureon the outersurfaceof the wellbore thatis in contact
withthereservoir.At time At, we canwrite:

where ~ = (~~i – P(x, Y,z)) and gives the pressure drop at the pressure node of well ~egment 1
due to its own flow and flow from other well segments. The location @,y,z)is a point on the well
circderence. The term FV in the above equation stands for the effect of well segment n on
well segment m. Here m is the segment underconsideration.

Similarequationscanbe writtenfor all othersegments.Forexample,for well segmentm,

The unknowns in this problem are n,.gnumber of q’s at the nodes of the n.eg segments. A total of
n~egequations are needed to obtain a unique solution to the system of equations. By taking the
pressure difference between node 1 and every other node, we can form (ns,gl) equations.For
example,thepressuredifferencebetweennode 1 andnode m k givenas:
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M, - APm= Pm-< =q,[FL,(Af)-Fm,(@] “

+g&,3(@ - ~~(~)l+...~=.=[q>=(N)- F’.q (N)]

(7.5)

Because of tie infinite conductivity assumption pressure is constant in the wellbore. Hence
the term on the left-hand side of Eq. 7.5 is equal to zero. At this point only one more equation is
needed to close the system of equations. Depending on the well constrain~ it can be either total
flow rate specified or bottom-hole pressure specified. If the total rate Q is specified, then the last
equation wiIl be

Q= q, + q,+ ....+qn= (7.6)

If the bottom-hole pressure is specifie~ then the last equation will be

Aq = Pm;-~= q,&(Af)+ q2q,2(At)-F...+qn= qJ= (At) (7.7)

where ~ is the pressure at the node of segment 1 and is equal to the specified bottom-hole

pressure. Solving the system of nsegequations given above, the q’s from each node for the first
time step can be calculated. By applying superposition in time, this solution can be marched
through time. It is assumed that all time steps are of equal length and are equal to M. Therefore,
when t = 3At (at the end of the third time step), we have

For well segmerit 1:

I

(7.8)

I

Forwell segment2:
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and for well segment n,w:

A&= = q,F.=,,(3At) + 4N.W,,(W + 4@mm,,(@

+ g2Fm=2(3N) + A2q#nJ2At) + 4%Zq,z@f)

+...+qnm ~nmx=(3&)+‘29.=‘.dk (W+ A,qn=Fnq,a= W

(7.9)

(7.10)

In the above array of equations, ql is the flow rate from the 1st segment at t= A?;

Azql = q](2LW- q](~) ~d @ = ql(W)-ql(W). The equation for well segment 1 at the nti time
step can be written in expanded form as,

[Pti -~(nAt)]-[q,(At)~+, (nAf)+(q,(2Ar)-q, (Ar))~$,((n-l)A.r) (7.11)
+(q,(3Ar)-q,(2Az))q,,((71 -2)At) +

....+(q.(nAt) - q,((n - l)At))~.,(Af)]

- ....fi9”a(@fi.q (*) +(9”Z cw -4”m(034x((n- w)

+ (4”- (3AO-9”- (W)%” ((~-w)

+...+(qnq(nAt) -9.- ((n- I)Az))q#n (Af)l=o

Jn these equations, F’s, are defined by Eq. 7.2. Fm. in the above equation stands for the effect
of well segment n on well segment m. The well constraintequationfor thisset is obtainedbased
on the type of well constraintthatis active at thattime. Solving the above set of equations,as
was done for the firsttime step,can yield the flow ratedistributionfor each well segmentat the
thirdtime step.Thisprocedurecanbe repeatedfor all thetimesteps.

7.3.1 Example Problem. By using an example problem (Table 7.1), the results from the
uniform flux well model and the infinite conductivitywell model are compared. The results
shownin Figure7.2 area smpshot of the flow after20 daysof production.Flow in thereservoir
is underpseudosteadystateat this time. The problem was runwith a flow rateconstraint.End-
effects aremore pronouncedasthenumberof well segmentsis increased.Notice that,becauseof
symmetry,results from the uniform flux case exactly coincide with those from tie 2 well
segmentscase.

Figure 7.3 shows the change in well bottom-hole pressure as the well is moved from uniform
flux condition to infinite conductivity condition by increasing the number of well segments in the
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model. The results show that the uniform flux case produces less than the infinite conductivity
case. The reason for this is that in order to obtain the same flux at the center as at its ends, the
tiorm flux case requires extra pressure drop to force some of the fluid to come to the center ‘
which would otherwise go to the ends. The ends of the well, being exposed to a larger portion of
the reservoir than the center of the well, gain access to reservoir fluids more easily than the inner
portions of the well. As evident from Figure 7.3, the solution becomes more and more accurate as
the number of well segments increases. For this particular case, about 32 divisions seemed to be
adequate (this is of course problem-dependent).

7.3.2 Applications of Infinite Conductivity Wellbore Model. This model can be used as a
reference solution for productivity calculations of horizontal wells with insignificant pressure
drop in the wellbore. Being a semianalytical model, it does not sufi%rfrom numerical dispersion
and grid sensitivities that may result from numerical simulation. It can also be used in a
numerical simulator to calculate the well index for each grid block where a well is completed
(Jasti et aL)8~

7.4 Finite-Conductivity Well Model

Inthis section we-develop the solution for a horizontal well with a finite conductivity.

The well is again divided into several segments. For each well segment, the uniform flux
solution of Babu and 0deh7 is used to describe flow in the reservoir. Flow in the wellbore is
modeled using a well flow model that considers fictional, accelerational,. and radial i.nilow
effects at the well. These two flows are then coupled using the equations given below. The
wellbore is divided into n~egnumber of segments, as shown in Figure 7.4. Segment 1 represents
the heel of the well, while segment nsegrepresents the toe.

Then there are 4 n.,~ number of unlmowns in this problem,

1. Pressures at reservoir nodes: ~ ,Pz,...,P~.=

2. pressures at well nodes: Pw,l,PW,Z,...~P~n,c

3.Flow rates from reservoir nodes to well nodes:

%,%>...,%,=

4. Flow rates in well segments: q~l ,qw,z,...,g~w=
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Mass Balance. Flow rate at any node in the wellbore can be related by mass balance to flow rate
from the reservoir. Assuming that the density of fluids is constant in the wellbore, for simplicity,
we can write:

n=

Zqqw,n= i
i=n

(7.12)

n~egnumber of such mass balance equations can be written for all the well nodes.

Pressure Continuity. The reservoir nodal pressure is located on the outer side of the well at a
distance r. from the center of the well. The well nodal pressure for the same segment is located
at the center of the well. Since the momentum balance equations in the wellbore are one-
dimensional in nature, well nodal pressure represents the well pressure for the entire well cross-
section. Hence, reservoir nodal pressure can be equated to the well nodal pressure to establish
pressure continuity between the reservoir and the wellbore:

~ = pw,n (7.13)

n~~~such equations can be written.

Flow Equations. The equations that result from superposition in space of all well segments are
referred to as flow equations. For example, the flow equation at t = nAt, which is the nth time
step, for the 1stwell segmentis given by Eq. 7.11. Similarequationscan be writtenfor all well
segments.Therewill be n~egnumber of these equations.

Pressure Drop Equations. The pressure at a given well node is related to the pressure at the
downstream well node through the wellbore momentum balance equations. Flow in the wellbore
is calculated using a pipe flow model. There are (n,% – 1) such equations. Frictional,

accelerational,and radial inflow effects are considered. Frictionalpressure drop gradientis
calculatedusing standardequationsfor flow in pipes (e.g., Govier andAziz~. By calculatingthe
Reynoldsnumberfor eachsegment,thestateof fluid— laminar,transitionalor turbulent— can
be determinedandappropriaterelationshipfor frictionfactorcanbe applied.Herewe useJain’s1°
explicit approximationof the implicit Colebrook-White fiction factor relationship.To account
for theeffect of radialinflow, thefollowing approachis used.

. . . ...-
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Recent studies by Ouyang et al. 11have demonstratedthatfor radialinflow the friction factor
mustbe modified as follows:

For 1aminar flow,

andfor turbulentflow,

f = jo[l - o.o153N&Tq

(7.14)

(7.15)

where~. is the fi-ictionfactor calculatedwhen there is no fluid inflow throughthe wall and
iv”Rqw = %p 1 ZY is fie inflow Re~olds number.The vtiable q, is the inflow rate per unit length
of the well. Note that the effective fiction factor due to inflow increases if the flow is laminar
and decreases when the flow is turbulent.

Accelerational Effects. Figure 7.5 displays well segment n. The fluid is entering from the right
of this segment and leaving horn the left. Let q~ be the axial flow rate entering the pipe. Let qr be
the flow rate of the fluid entering the well segment from the reservoir. The change in momentum,
F’=.,, for this segment is:

F== = pi4(v: - v;) (7.16)

with

(7.17)

(7.18)

Substituting Eqs. 7.17 and 7.18 in Eq. 7.16, we get an expression for the accelerational pressure
drop over the segmenti
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(7.19)

Constraint Equations.

For flow rate controk

(7.20)

and for bottom-hole pressure control:

PO – Pwf,tnin = 0 (7.21)

where Q- is the maximumflow ratedesiredandpti~.. is the specified minimum bottom-hole
pressure. Superposition in time allows us to change the constraint at any time. For the model with
a specified flow rate, and as soon as the minimum bottom-hole pressure is reache~ the bottom-
hole pressure constraint is enforced and the flow rate is calculated.

As a result of pressure continuity, reservoir nodal pressures can be used in place of well nodal
pressures. Furthermore, the mass balance equations indicate that the well nodal flow rates q.,i can
be replaced by the reservoir nodal flow rates qi using Eq. 7.12. Pressures and flow rates
corresponding to well segements can be eliminated using the pressure continuity and mass
balance equations so that only the reservoir pressures and flow rates are left as the unknown
variables. After this reductio~ there are only 2nS~~unknowns compromising of reservoir
pressures (~, .....P.= ) and reservoir flow rates (ql, ..... q~=). These unlmowns can be calculated

from the 2n~.gequations given by Eq. 7.11 and Eqs. 14 to 21. It should be noted that the radial
inflow and accelerational effects calculated by Eqs. 14 to 19 are part of the wellbore pressure
drop equations. This kind of reduction in variables reduces the computational time needed to
solve the equations implicitly by Newton’s method.

7.5 Testing the Models

These models were testedwith publishedresults.Since all the works availablein the literature
are less generalthanthesemodels, a directmatchis not possible. Instead,themodel was tested
by making necessarysimplificationswhere to compare with the publishedresults.The works
Dikken*,Landman2,and Nov$ assumethatflow in thereservoiris calculatedusing a supplied
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productivity index. Our ftite-conductivity model was also run with the productivity index
supplied and with Blasius’ formula to calculate fictional pressure drop in the wellbore as was
done by Dikken and Landrnan. Our results were compared against those of Dikken and Landman
under the same conditions. An excellent match was obtained. Results from our model were also
compared with those predicted by the Eclipse12 reservoir simulator using its wellbore friction
option. Again a good match was found between our results and the results fi-om Eclipse, both for
the infinite-conductivity and finite-conductivity models. A fme grids was used in the simulator to
minimize discretization errors. More details on the testing can be found in Penrnatcha*3.

Running a simulator with very fine grids is not economical under many circumstances. The
advantage of analytical models over a numerical simulator is that the analytical models do not
suffer from numerical dispersio% as is the case with numerical simulators when grids are not fme
enough in areas of high pressure gradients. Also, a well index must be supplied to the simulator
for each grid block where a well is completed. An analytical model of the type discussed here is
needed to calculate the correct well index (Jasti et al.s).

7.5.1 Transient Effects

Inthis sectionwe use the finite-conductivity well model described above to calculate the effects
of fiction under transient conditions.

Data from Table 7.1 are used. Figure 7.6 shows variation of drawdown at the heel with time
for four cases: (a) wellbore pressure drop is ignored, (b) only friction considered, (c) friction and
inflow effects considered, and (d) fiction, inflow and acceleration considered. All of the cases
are for a freed flow rate of 10,000 STB/day. Consideration of inflow effects slightly reduces the
fictional pressure drop in the wellbore due to the lubrication effe,ct of the incoming fluid on
turbulent flow in the wellbore. Accelerational effects, on the other hand, increase the pressure
drop in the wellbore. But for this case, both the inflow and accelerational effects are small.
Figure 7.6 also shows drawdown at the heel without pressure drop in the wellbore. It shows that
pseudosteady state is established in this reservoir at around 2 days. During pseudosteady state
flow, the drawdown at the heel when fiction is considered is about 172?40higher tlxm the
drawdown when friction is ignored.

Accelerational effects were found to be of greater significance for shorter wells and high flow
rates. Details on this are presented in the Appendix. Figure 7.7 shows the results for a well with
the same data as in Table 7.1 except that the well is only 1,000 ft long and is producing 30,000
STB/day. Accelerational pressure drop is a significant fraction of ilictional pressure drop in this
case.

If the flow rate remains constant, we would expect the flow distribution along the well to
remain unchanged after pseudosteady state is reached. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 compare inflow flux
calculation with and without pressure drop at 0.01 and 10 days, respectively. The abscissa in the
figures denotes dimensionless length xl!, where x is the distance along the well nom the heel and
L is the length of the well. The ordinate in the figures
where q. is the inflow rate per unit len@’ at a given
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production rate fi-om the well. Dimensionless inflow is defined in such a way that it is equal to
one when inflow is uniform along the well. These figures show the error in flux calculations
when wellbore pressure drop is neglected. The differences are higher at 0.01 days than at 10
days. ‘

Frictional effects are worse during early transient flow having a highly skewed inflow profile
along the well. As pseudosteady state is reached inflow becomes less skewed. During transient
flow, the effective drainage volume in the reservoir is smaller than it is during pseudosteady
state. Hence the high pressure drawdown at the well’s heel, induced from the pressure drop in the
wellbore, can influence most of the drainage volume and can pull most of the fluids being
drained towards the heel. But during pseudosteady state, because of the larger drainage volume
involve~ it will be harder for the well’s heel to influence most of the fluids being drained. And
hence, inflow along the wellbore is more nonuniform during the transient flow than it is during
pseudosteady state flow.

These resultsclearly show thatduringthe earlytransientperiod, for cases with significant
wellbore presfie drop, a much greaterforce drives the fluids to move towards the heel than
towardsthe toe. This could causeprematuremovementof oi~wateror gasloil contactstowards
thewell. As pseudosteadystateis reachedthe flow becomes more uniformlydistributed,but the
drawdownis stillhigherattheheel.

The above discussion indicates that ignoring wellbore pressure drop can lead to
overestimations of production rate and breakthrough times. For a reservoir with high
permeability, fictional effects are in general important but transient effects do not last very long;
for a low permeability reservoir the transient effects maybe long but the fiic.tional effects are
generally small. While frictional effects are only moderately important for a medium
permeability reservoir during the pseudosteady period, they may be significant during initial
stages of transient flow.

7.5.2 Pseudosteady State

Pseudosteadystateflow is thepredominantflow in manyreservoirs.Herewe analyzetheeffects
of some wellboreparametersat 10 days,by whichtimetheflow in thereservoirbeing considered
hasreachedpseudosteadystate.Datapresentedin Table7.1 areused.

Pressure Profde in the Well. Figure7.10 shows the pressureprofile in the well at 10 days.
Averagepressurein thereservoiratthistimeis 3981.80 psia andpressurein thewell at its toe is
3981.06 psi while pressureat its heel is 3960.95 psia. This plot shows thatwell pressureat the
toe can be close to the averagereservoirpressure,resultingin a very low drawdownat the toe.
While thedrawdownat theheel in thiscase is about20.85 psi, thepressuredrop in thewellbore
is 20.11 psi. So thepressuredrop in thewellbore is ahnostashigh asthedrawdownattheheel of
the well, indicatingthat ignoring wellbore pressuredrop for this case would lead to large
overpredictionof well productivity.
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Effect of Well Diameter and Flow Rate. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the effect of well radius
and flow rate on flow distribution along the well at a time of 10 days (pseudosteady state). As
these figures show, flow becomes more skewed as the well radius is reduced or when the well
production rate is increased. The distribution of inflow along the well becomes important when
there is a gas cap and/or a water aquifer, because the higher drawdown at the heel will shorten
breakthrough time. A numerical simulator can show the extent by which this nonuniformi~ of
inflow along the well can affect water breakthrough time and post-breakthrough behavior. We
cannot show these effects directly by using the finite conductivity well model, because this model
can be used only for single phase flow. Nevertheless, the semianalytical model can be usefi.d for
obtaining an approximate idea about the consequences of nonuniform influx along tie well. As
expected, effects of wellbore pressure drop can be reduced by drilling large diameter wells or
producing at low flow rates.

7.6 Effect of Directional Permeabilities

The ftite-conductivity well model developed in this paper can also be used for anisotropic
reservoirs, and the individual effects of directional permeabilities on wellbore pressure drop can
be explored. Here we consider four cases:

1.

2.

3.

4,

Base case whereall thepermeabilitiesareequal:

kx=~=kz=3000mD

kx=3mD,4= 3000mD, k=30001nD

kx=3000mD, kj=3mD, k=3000mD

kx=3000mD, ~=3000rnD, h=3mD

Parameters are the same as in the example problem (Table 7.1). A schematic of the well
location appears in Figure 7.13. Results are shown in Table 7.4. The ratio of drawdowns with and
without wellbore pressure drop is highest when all permeabilities are high. It is lowest when kx is
low because most of the flow to this well is coming fi-om the x-direction, which is normal to the
well axis. The ratio indicates the error introduced by neglecting wellbore pressure drop. This
ratio reduces only slightly when permeabilities in the y- and z-directions are reduce~ since not
much flow is coming in from these directions.

Another interesting phenomenon takes place when kj is very small, as in Case 3. Inflow is
highly nonuniform in the beginning because of high pressure drop at the well heel, but it
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stabilizes quickly as the fluid near the well heel is depleted fhster than that towards the toe.
Figure 7.14 shows how fluid inflow along the well changes during the first 10 days of production
at a constant rate of 10,000 STB/day. It will be interesting to see how these effects are reflected
in water breakthrough time and post breakthrough behavior. For this, it is necessary to use a
mukiphase simulator.

7.7 ConstantDrawdownat Well Heel

Water will cusp into the heel of a well if the pressure gradient created by viscous forces is larger
than buoyancy forces that act on oil and water because of density differences. Since the density
difference between these fluids is more or less constan~ so are the buoyancy forces. So water can
be controlled horn breaking through into a well by controlling the viscous pressure drop. This
may be also necessary in order to control sand production horn the well.

Our semianalytical models can also be run with constant drawdown at the heel by changing
the constraint equation to:

F!–Phee,,t= AP (7.23)

where ~, is average pressure in the reservoir at time t, Pheel~ is the pressmeat thewell heel, ~d

AP is theconstantdrawdowndesired. -

An example case was run with constant drawdown of 10 psi. Drawdown is maintained at 10
psi as long as the heel pressure is above the minimum bottom-hole pressure of the well. Once the
pressure at the heel reaches the minimum bottom-hole pressure, models use the constant bottom-
hole pressure constraint. Figure 7.15 shows the effect of friction for this case. The models were
run both for a finite-conductivity and an infinite-conductivity wellbore. For both these cases, the
production rate is higher during the transient period but soon stabilizes as pseudosteady state is
reached. For tie infinite-conductivity case, at about 90 days, pressure at tie well heel reached the
minimum bottom-hole pressure and hence the flow rate started dropping. This figure shows that -
the flow rate from the well is only 6,000 STB/day when the wellbore pressure drop is considered.
Ignoring the wellbore pressure drop, the well production rate is overpredicted by as high as 9,000
STB/day.

7.8 Running the Models with Other Constraints

Superposition in time allows both the infinite and finite conductivity well models to be run under
either constant flow rate, or constant bottom-hole pressure, or under constant flow rate followed
by constant bottom-hole pressure constraints. Since these constraints are the most commonly
used bottom-hole conditions, the models are useful for most of the flow conditions usually
encountered. The section on transient effects shows how the models can be run under constant
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flow rate conditions. This section shows how the models behave when run under the other two
constraints using the parameters in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.16 shows the results when the models are run under a Awn bottom-hole pressure
of 3900 psi. During very early time, there is a large ,@fference between the flow rates predicted
by the finite-conductivity and infinite-conductivity well models. This shows again that wellbore
pressure drop effects are high during the early transient flow period. The lines in the figure cross
at about seven days because the finite conductivity model has a higher pressure support from the
reservoir after this time due to its low production rates during the early time. Figure 7.17 shows
the results when the models are initially run under a constant flow rate of 10,000 STB/day and

“ then switched to a bottom-hole pressure constraint when the pressure at the well heel reaches
3700 psi. The constant flow
finite-conductivity cases.

Conclusions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Flexible, comprehensive,
for infinite-conductivity
reservoirs.

rate plateau period is different for the infinite-conductivity and

three-dimensional, transient semianalytical models are presented
and finite-conductivity wellbores in isotropic or anisotropic

The assumption of uniform flux leads to lower productivity than tie case of infinite
conductivity.

The finite-conductivity well model presented in ~s paper takes frictional, accelerational, and
fluid inflow effects into account.

Ignoring wellbore pressure drop can result in the overprediction of well productivity, and may
be lead to overestimation of water/gas breakthrough times.

Inflow into the well is more nonuniform under early transient conditions than it is under
pseudosteady state conditions.

The semianalytical models presented here can be used to privide reference solutions to check
the accuracy of numerical simulators.

The models presented can be run under various operating constmiints.

Nomenclature

a = reservoirleng@ ft

A = well cross-sectionalare%F

b = reservoirWidm R

c = constant

d = well diameter,ft .
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~= Moody’s fiction factor

j,= frictionfactorwithno fluid inflow intothewell

F = a function,definedin Eq. 7.2

h = reservoirheight, ft

k = permeability,mD

L = well length, fi

ns~g= number of well segments

NRe= Reynolds number

NR~,.= wall-Reynolds number

P = reservoir pressure, psi

~ = average reservoir pressure, psi

p = well pressure,psi

Q = totalwell productionrate,STBlday

q = flow rateof a well segment,STB/day

r ‘ radius,ft

S = point sinkfunction

t = time,days

v = fluidvelocity, ft/sec

x = dimension,ft

y = dimensio~ ft

z = &mensio@ ft

Greek Symbols

p. = oil viscosity, cp

p = density of oil, lbm/ft3

Subscripts

acc = accelerational

A=axial

heel = heel of the well

i = well segment

ini = initial
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I= inflow

max = maximum

min = minimum

s = specific

w = well
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Appendix: Accelerational vs. Frictional Pressure Drop

The analysis presentedherecomparesthetotalacclerationalpressuredrop in thewellbore to the
total fi-ictionalpressuredrop.Most works in theliteraturethathavecoupled flow in thewellbore
and the reservoirconsideronly frictionalpressuredrop. Some of them(Novy, 1995) claim that
they did not consider accelerationalpressuredrop in the wellbore because it was very small
comparedto the fiictioml pressuredrop. The analysispresentedbelow shows which factors can
makeaccelerationalpressuredropsignificant.

To simplify the analysis,we assume that Blasius’ formula works well for calculatingthe
li-ictionalpressuredrop. Using Eq. 7.19 and consideringthe entire length of the well as the
controlvolume in Figure7.5, totalaccelerationalpressuredrop in thewellbore is given as:

AP.cc,lOtal =~Q’=M~
(7.A1)

whereA4is a constant.The above equa~onindicatesthatthetotalaccelerationalpressuredrop in
a well is independentof the lengthof the well and the influx distributionalong the well. This
makes good sensebecause accelerationalpressuredrop is causedby the total changein kinetic
energyof thefluid.Blasius’formulais givenas:

f = CbN;~ (7.A2)

where C5and a areconstants.Frictionalpressuregradientin apipe canbe calculatedby

dp f2~ =1.079X10-4+
(7.A3)
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Using Eq. 7.A3 along with Eq. 7.A2, we get the frictional pressure gradient in the well as:

dPJik(x)
= Cq(xy-”pl-” -’L&

dx

(7.A4)

whereC is a constant.

Total frictionalpressuredrop in thewell dependson thedistributionof inflow along the well.
Two different inflow distributionsare considered in this analysis.The first inflow distribution
consideredassumesthatall theinflow from thereservoirto thewellboreis occurringatthewell’s
toe. Total frictionalpressuredrop in the well reachesa maximumwhen all the flow is entering
thewell at its toe. This case maynot be very practicalbut will servewell for theanalysisof this
problemby looking atone extreme.Underthissituation,we get

(7.A5)

‘here 4Pfiic,total is the total frictional pressure drop in the well and L is the length of the wellbore.

Dividing Eq. 7.A1 with Eq. 7.A5 results in the ratio of total accelerational to frictional
pressure drop in the well, and is given as:

4P==,.*.,=()M paQ”dl-a

4PJ-ic,total F p“L

(7.A6)

The Blasius’ constant a is equal to 0.25 for a smooth pipe and it approaches zero for an
extremely rough pipe. Hence this constant is positive and non-zero for most of the cases. Eq.
7.A6 then indicates that the significance of the accelerational pressure drop in the wellbore as
compared to frictional pressure drop increases with higher flow rates, shorter wells, large
diameter wells, large fluid density or with low fluid viscosities.

The second inflow distribution considered assumes that inflow is uniform along the well.
Under these circumstances, total fictional pressure drop in the wellbore is given as:
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P’-”Pa L QX ‘-ah
~( )Mfti,kwal = c /-a ~ ~”

= CQ2-apl-a ‘ad5-a(3 – ~) L

(7.A7)

Note that flow rate in the well at any location for this case is equal to Qx/L, with x=O at the
well’s toe and x=L at the well’s heel. The ratio of the total accelerationalpressuredrop to the
totalfictional pressuredrop for thiscase is:

4Pa@ld=()M(3 -a) paQad’-a (7.A8)

@fnc,totiI c P“L

Except for the multiplication by a constant, (3 – a), the ratio of pressure drops still remains

the same compared to Eq. 7.A6 indicating that the change in flow rate distribution did not
influence the general relationship.

S1 Metric Conversion Factor

bbl X 1.589873 E-01 = m3

Cpx 1.0* E-03 = Pas

fl X 3.048* E-01 =m

mD X9.869233 E-04 = pm2

psi x 6.894757 E+OO= lcpa

*conversion factor is exact.
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Table 7.1: Example Problem

Length of the drainage volume 6,000 R

Width of the drainage volume 12,000 ft

Height of the drainage volume 50 ft

Permeability in x-direction 3,000 inD

Permeability in y-direction 3,000 rnD

Permeability in z-direction 3,000 mD

Porosity I 0.3

Reservoir initial pressure 4,000 psi

Total compressibility 3 x 10-5psi-l

Formationvolumefactor 1.05RB/STB

Oil viscosity 1 Cp

oil densityatreservoirconditions 60 lbrnh+

Maximumoil rate 10,000 STB/day

Minimum bottom-hole pressure 1200 psi

Well location in x-direction I 3,000ft
I

Heel location in y-direction 3,000 ft

Toe location in y-direction 9,000 fi

Well location in z-direction 25 ft

Well diameter 4 inch

I Relative wellbore roughn ess I 0.0005

Table 7.2: Fine Grid Distribution Used in Eclipse

Direction GridDistribution(ft)

x 2*1331.5 25030651*2 6302502 *1331.5

Y SO*4550*15 40*150 50*15 SO*45
flc*-
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Table 7.3: Coarse Grid Distribution Used in Eclipse

Table 7.4: Effect of Dwectional Permeabilities on Wellbore Pressure Drop
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b

Figure7.1: Horizontal Well in a Box-shaped Drainage Volume (Babu and 0deh7)
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Figure 7.3: Influence of the Number of Well Segments on Productivity
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Figure7.4: Well Divided into Several Segments
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Figure 7.6:
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F@re 7.7: Accelerational Effects for a 1,000 ft Well Producing 30,000 STB/day.
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Figure 7.8: Flux Along the well under Transient Conditions at 0.01 days (Table 7.1 Data)
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FQure 7.9: Flux along the Well under Pseudosteady State Conditions at 10 days
(Table 7.1 Data)
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Figure 7.10: Pressure profile along the Well under Pseudosetady State Conditioh at 10 days
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Figure 7.11: Flux along the Well for Different Well Diameters under
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Figure 7.13: A Schematic of Well Location in the Reservoir
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Figure 7.14: Flux Variation along the Well due to Lowered Permeability in the Well Direction
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Figure 7.17: Results with a Constant Flow Rate Followed by a Minimum Bottom-hole Pressure
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